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Preface
This thesis was written as part of the MSc track in landscape architecture at
the Wageningen University. With my thesis, I aspire to provide knowledge on
how railway yards, and the design of railway yards, can contribute to reduced
heat stress while preventing wind nuisance. I was inspired to investigate
railway yards in relation to the urban climate as railway yards are generally
associated with unwanted environmental effects for their surroundings but
might actually contribute to reduced heat stress. Moreover, the railway
has always been one of my fascinations. I even travelled more than nine
thousand kilometres across Russia with the Trans-Siberian Express to
experience the world’s longest railway journey. As a landscape architect, I
believe that landscape design can contribute to improvement of the urban
climate while simultaneously addressing the requirements and challenges in
railway design.
During the thesis, I managed to advance on my research, academic writing
and design skills. This was possible due to the continuous support and help
from others. I would like to thank my consulted experts and interviewees;
Lodewijk van Nieuwenhuijze, Nils Yntema, Jos van den Hende, Marjolijn
Ubink and Mariette van Rooij. Additionally, I would like to thank my supervisor
Sanda Lenzholer, João Cortesão, fellow students, friends and family for their
help and overall support.
With this thesis I hope to encourage others to initiate further studies on
the possibilities of railway yards to contribute to reduced heat stress in
urban residential areas and inspire people to investigate new alternatives for
accomplishing cooling by passive climate control.

Key words
Heat stress, wind nuisance, urban climate, micro-climate passive climate
control, railway yards, railway yard climatope, urban design, design
guidelines, urban ventilation, urban residential areas.

Abstract
Heat stress is increasing, has a major impact on human health and well-being
and can lead to premature death. Research suggests that railway yards can
provide cold air and ventilation for urban environments during the night.
Research also suggests that cooling in residential areas is especially important
at night. Hence, railway yards could provide passive cooling particularly
beneficial for reducing heat stress in urban residential areas. However, wind
accelerated on these yards can also cause nuisance. Therefore, I investigated
how railway yards can contribute to reduced heat stress in urban residential
areas while preventing wind nuisance.
I investigated seventy-eight railway yards in the Netherlands and identified
that thirty-six of these yards have potential for reducing heat stress in
residential areas with high UHI effects. I developed the six most common
spatial configuration types of the thirty-six yards into generic test-beds to
provide test-environments for analysis and design. Certain railway yard
configurations were analysed to provide cold air and ventilation for residential
areas whereas others did not. I used the knowledge from the test-bed analysis
to develop design guidelines for enabling or improving urban ventilation
from railway yards, while preventing wind nuisance, in an iterative process of
testing and evaluating design in feedback loops. The design guidelines were
also refined on the following aspects to facilitate a higher applicability; noise
prevention, implementation costs and maintenance. Whether the design
guidelines can be applied to site-specific conditions was demonstrated by
applying three of the best rated guidelines in practice.
This research shows that railway yards can be designed to reduce heat
stress in urban residential areas, while simultaneously preventing wind
nuisance. Moreover, even though this can be in conflict with common design
requirements for these yards, opportunities exist to accomplish synergyeffects for the city in addition to the pursued micro-climate.

Key words
Heat stress, wind nuisance, urban climate, micro-climate passive climate
control, railway yards, railway yard climatope, urban design, design
guidelines, urban ventilation, urban residential areas.
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General Introduction
The world’s climate is undergoing alarming changes due to increases in
temperature (McMichael et al., 2006; Solomon et al., 2009) and frequency
and intensity of heat waves (McMichael et al., 2006). These developments
increase exposure to heat stress. Moreover, the worldwide urbanisation
trend (United Nations, 2014) further increases this exposure because air
temperatures in urban environments are generally higher than in surrounding
non-urban environments (Oke et al., 2017). Vulnerability to heat stress also
increases due to the growth in vulnerable population groups (Lenzholzer,
2013; WHO, 2018). Furthermore, the threat of possible irreversibility of
climate change provides additional indications that the future will hold
a warmer climate (Solomon et al., 2009). Thus, besides mitigation to limit
the extent of climate change, climate adaptation is essential to cope with
increasing heat stress.
Heat stress has a major impact on human health and well-being and can
even cause premature death (Lenzholzer, 2013). The health related effects
also manifest in economic aspects due to increased medical expenses.
Additionally, heat stress can lead to reduced concentration, learning capacity
and sleep which reduces labour productivity. Furthermore, heat stress can
lead to discomfort (Lenzholzer et al., 2013) and affects energy demands for
cooling (Oke et al., 2017).
Despite the fact that climate change is the result of human induced
(anthropogenic) emissions (McMichael et al., 2006), cooling is still
accomplished through measures that consume energy (e.g. by air conditioning
and evaporative cooling systems) and thereby actually contribute to climate
change. Therefore, climate control should be accomplished with passive
cooling measures that do not require excessive use of energy (Lenzholzer,
2013). However, due to high building densities of urban environments, only
limited space is available for implementing passive climate control in urban
areas.
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Railway yards, that take in significant amounts of space in urban environments
(figure 1), currently seem to receive little attention for their effects on the
urban climate. However, research and airflow simulations (Baumüller et al.,
1993; VDI 1997; Verband Region Stuttgart, 2008; SDUDH, 2009; Funk, 2014;
Ng and Ren, 2015; Ren et al., 2012; Lenzholzer, 2013) suggest that railway
yards can provide cold air and ventilation for urban environments during
the night. Research also suggests that cooling in urban areas with many
residences is especially important at night (Lenzholzer, 2013). Hence, railway
yards could provide passive cooling particularly beneficial for reducing heat
stress in residential areas. However, wind accelerated on these yards can also
cause nuisance in urban environments. Therefore, I investigated how railway
yards can contribute to reduced heat stress in urban environments while
preventing wind nuisance. This research provides knowledge on the microclimatic effects of railway yards on residential areas and design guidelines for
reducing heat stress while preventing wind nuisance in these areas.

1
Zaanstraat

Watergraafsmeer

10 ha

Legend:
Built environment
Railway yard

20 ha

30 ha = 60 soccer fields!

Figure 1: Dimensions of the two largest railway yards in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and
location in the city (Based on CBS, 2015 and Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017).
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Railway yard Krijfhoek. Photo: Frans Berkelaar

Krijfhoek. Photo: ANP / Robert Vos
12

1

Chapter 1
Theoretical Framework
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1.1 Climate Change
It is important to understand the development and extent of climate change
in order to apprehend the relevance of climate adaptation. Therefore, this
chapter provides a brief outline of the predicted developments and extent of
temperature rise and extremes in the near future.

1.1.1 Temperature Rise

The world’s climate is undergoing a significant change in temperature as
result of human induced, anthropogenic, emissions (McMichael et al., 2006;
Solomon et al., 2009). Global mean air temperatures will increase even for
the more advantageous scenarios under low emission rates (RCP2.6) (IPCC,
2013). Additionally, these temperatures are projected to rise between 0.3 to
4.8 °C by the end of the twenty-first century across all IPCC (2013) emission
scenarios. The yearly expected rise in air temperature for two of the IPCC
emission scenarios, RCP4.5 with emission stabilisation and RCP8.5 with high
emission, is projected by the climate scenario analysis of the royal Dutch
meteorological institute (KNMI) (figure 2).

Besides the alarming climate projections of the 21st century, there is
also the threat of possible irreversibility of climate change. This possible
irreversibility is expected to occur due to the slow rate in which heat is
released by the ocean. Consequently, even after removal of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere, air temperatures might not drop significantly for at
least a thousand years (Solomon et al., 2009).

1.1.2 Temperature Extremes

Climate models also predict an increase in the intensity, frequency and
duration of heat waves (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; McMichael et al., 2006).
Moreover, small changes in temperature variability and mean temperature
already cause significant increases in the frequency of days with extreme
heat (McMichael et al., 2006) (figure 3). For the Netherlands, it is expected
that the number of hot days with a minimum temperature of 25 °C will triple
by 2050 in the worst-case scenario (KNMI, 2015).

RCP8.5

4

Baseline distribution
Increase in mean temperature
Increase in temperature mean and variability
Criterion temperatures
2

RCP4.5

0

-2
1950

(b)

Very cold
2000

Year

2050

2100

Figure 2: Temperature rise based on IPCC (2013) emission scenarios RCP4.5 (emission
stabilisation) and RCP8.5 (high emission) (KNMI, 2015).
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Figure 3: Effect of increase in (a) mean temperature and (b) temperature mean and
variability on frequency of extreme temperature days (based on McMichael et al., 2006).
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1.2 Influence of Climates on Humans
Climate change causes increased heat stress, extreme weather events,
sea level rise, infectious diseases and decreased food yields (Meehl and
Tebaldi, 2004; Patz et al., 2005; McMichael et al., 2006). There is a growing
consensus that heat stress has a major impact on human health and wellbeing. Therefore, the focus of this research lies on reducing heat stress.
To understand heat stress, it is important to acquire an understanding of
thermal sensation and the causes and effects of thermal stress for humans.
Additionally, wind is also important for human well-being (Lenzholzer, 2013).
Therefore, the impacts that both temperature and wind have on humans is
discussed in this chapter.

1.2.1 Thermal and Wind Sensation
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The direct influence of climatic factors on the human body is experienced
as thermal sensation and wind sensation (Lenzholzer, 2013). Thermal
sensation is influenced by the following four external physical factors;
air temperature, relative humidity, short-wave radiation and long-wave
radiation (figure 4). Short-wave radiation is emitted by the sun, while longwave radiation comprises the emitted radiation of materials. Wind sensation
is influenced by the single factor of wind speed (Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et
al., 2017). The aforementioned external physical factors can cause people
to experience thermal stress and
wind nuisance. These experiences
are also determined by personal
Diffuse shortwave
radiation
physical and physiological factors
and the environmental perceived
psychological factors (Lenzholzer,
Wind
2013). However, this research mainly
Longwave
addresses the external physical
radiation
factors.
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Air temperature
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Figure 4: External physical climatic factors
with influence on the human body (Based
on Lenzholzer, 2015).

1.2.2 Thermal Stress

People make constant adjustments to their body temperatures, both
deliberately (e.g. by moving to a warmer or cooler environment) and
unconsciously (e.g. by sweating and converting energy into heat), to regulate
the heat balance within their bodies (Taleghani et al., 2015; Oke et al., 2017).
This is done to ensure that the body temperature stays in a comfortable zone
in which it functions best. When ambient temperatures rise or decrease far
enough outside of the comfort zone, between approximately 18 and 23 °C,
thermal stress can occur (Taleghani et al., 2015) (table 1).
Mortality is also correlated with ambient temperatures, i.e. air temperatures
below 17,2 °C and above 21,7 °C for people living in the United States
(Kaetinge et al., 2000). However, populations can adapt to different climates.
Hence, the correlation shifts towards higher temperatures for warmer
climates and lower for cooler climates (Kaetinge et al., 2000, Oke et al.,
2017). Moreover, temperature related mortality increases at a faster rate
for higher temperatures than for colder temperatures, i.e. for temperature
increase above approximately 22 °C than for temperature decrease below
PET °C

Perception

Stress

4

Very cold

Extreme cold stress

Cold

Strong cold stress

Cool

Moderate cold stress

Slightly cool

Slight cold stress

Comfortable

No thermal stress

8
13
18
23
29
35
41

+-18 °C
+-23 °C
Slightly warm

Slight heat stress

Warm

Moderate heat stress

Hot

Strong heat stress

Very hot

Extreme heat stress

Comfort zone

Table 1: Thermal perception and physiological
stress in relation to physiological equivalent
temperature (PET) (Based on Taleghani et
al., 2015 and Oke et al., 2017)
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1.2 Influence of Climates on Humans
approximately 17 °C in New York (Li et al., 2013) (figure 5). This is in line with
statements from Lenzholzer (2013) that thermal sensation is more susceptible
to thermal stress from heat due to easier prevention and avoidance of
exposure to cold than to heat. For example, when people experience cold,
they can add clothing to retain more bodily heat or find shelter in buildings.
In contrast, when people experience warmth, they can only remove clothing
to a certain extent (Lenzholzer, 2013). Besides increased mortality, heat
stress also increases discomfort and morbidity. Additionally, heat stress can
lead to reduced concentration, learning capacity and sleep which reduces
labour productivity. The health impacts and reduced labour productivity
also manifest in economic aspects due to increased medical expenses and
decreased work performance (Lenzholzer, 2013).

Percentage increase in mortality

The temperature related mortality range for people living in the United
States (i.e. air temperature decrease below 17,2 °C and increase above 21,7
°C) provides the most specific range for which severe consequences result
from thermal stress. Hence, in order to define the thermal comfort zone in
this research, I assumed that this range was the most representative.

20

-10

0

-10

0
10
20
30
Maximum temperature (°C)

40

Figure 5: Temperature-related mortality in Manhattan, New York, United States. Solid line
shows central estimates and dashed line 95% confidence intervals (Based on Li et al., 2013).
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In the year 2014, more than half of the world’s population lived in cities
(United Nations, 2014). This amount will increase due to rapid urbanisation
and expansion of residential areas. In Europe, in the year 2014, 73% of the
current population lived in urban areas and this percentage is estimated
to grow towards more than 80% in 2050 (United Nations, 2014). This
ongoing shift towards urbanisation is expected to increase exposure to heat
stress because numerous researchers have shown that temperatures are
generally higher in urban environments than their surrounding non-urban
environments (Arnfield, 2003; McMichael et al., 2006; Oke et al., 2017)
(section 1.3.1). Consequently, progressively more people will be exposed to
heat stress while the urbanisation trend continues.
Vulnerability to heat stress within urban environments is also dependent
on the location. In residential areas, where people reside during the night,
high nocturnal air temperatures can cause sleeping problems. In contrast,
industrial areas, where none or few people reside during the night, are less
vulnerable to nocturnal heat. Moreover, research suggests that cooling at
night is especially important in urban areas with many residences (Lenzholzer,
2013). Hence, cooling at night is essential for urban residential areas with
high nocturnal air temperatures.

30

-10

Heat Stress
The groups most vulnerable to heat extremes are younger children, elderly
people, pregnant woman, people with overweight and people with certain
medical conditions (Lenzholzer, 2013). Because the world’s population is
expected to age substantially, with an increase of 12-22% of people aged
over 60 years by 2050 (WHO, 2018), more people are expected to be at risk
from exposure to heat stress in the near future.

1
1.2.3 Influence of Wind

Air movement can have both positive and negative effects on people.
Airflow transports heat and transpiratory moist from the surface of the
human body when air temperatures are lower than the skin temperature.
Consequently, in general, air movement can provide cooling for the human
body. This cooling is more effective for airflow at higher speeds (Lenzholzer,
2013). Cooling from airflow is desirable for counteracting heat stress when
air temperatures rise above approximately 21,7 °C, whereas this cooling is
undesirable if air temperatures drop below approximately 17,2 °C (Section
1.2.2). However, even if cooling from airflow is desirable, air movement can
still cause negative effects on people due to the kinetic energy of moving air.
People can experience discomfort from relatively weak wind, i.e. generally
uncomfortable wind speeds occur at a speed of more than 5,4 meters per
second (ASCE, 2004) (table 2). Stronger wind can develop into serious wind
nuisance that can make walking and cycling more difficult. Wind can also
lead to dangerous situations when wind speeds exceed fifteen meters per
second or when sudden encounters with strong wind occur (Lenzholzer,
2013; Oke et al., 2017).

Wind Nuisance
Within the urban environment, people predominantly move and stay
outdoors in frequently visited spaces (e.g. squares, markets and parks).
Hence, these spaces in particular benefit from safe and comfortable wind
conditions. Moreover, squares and parks can be relatively open which allows
the acceleration of wind in the open spaces of these areas and access of
this wind into urban surroundings (Lenzholzer, 2013). Additionally, urban
environments can create strong and uncomfortable wind speeds because
wind is forced to pass around or downwards over impermeable surfaces of
buildings (Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et al., 2017). Wind that is forced downwards
reaches high speeds at the foot of buildings which can cause wind nuisance
on street level. Additionally, this downwards forced wind reaches especially
high wind speeds for taller buildings (Lenzholzer, 2013) (section 1.3.2).
Consequently, frequently visited spaces with large open areas near tall
buildings feature vulnerability for wind nuisance in particular.

Table 2: Comfort ranges for wind speeds at different
activities (Based on ASCE, 2004 and Oke et al., 2017)

Activity

Comfort ranges

Sitting

0-2,5

Standing

0-3,9

Walking

0-5,0

Uncomfortable

> 5,4

(m/s)
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1.2 Influence of Climates on Humans
1.2.4 Conclusions on Influence of Climates on Humans

Heat stress has a major impact on human health and well-being.
Additionally, exposure to heat stress predominantly occurs within the
urban environment and is expected to increase over time. This emphasizes
the necessity of reducing heat stress in the urban environment. Moreover,
reduced heat stress is particularly beneficial in urban areas where population
groups reside who are most vulnerable to heat extremes. Cooling at night
is especially important for urban residential areas with high nocturnal air
temperatures.
Wind can provide cooling for the human body which is desirable to counteract
heat stress. However, wind can also lead to cold stress, discomfort, nuisance
and danger. Exposure to wind nuisance mainly occurs at frequently visited
spaces with large open areas near tall buildings. Consequently, urban
environments predominantly require the reduction of wind nuisance in
areas with the aforementioned features.
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1

1.3 Urban Climates
To reduce heat stress in urban environments, while preventing wind
nuisance, it is important to understand how the urban climate functions.
Therefore, in this chapter, it is described how certain urban environmental
features contribute to increased air temperatures and wind speeds.

1.3.1 Urban Heat Islands

Research has repeatedly shown that temperatures are generally higher in
urban environments than in surrounding non-urban environments (Arnfield,
2003; McMichael et al., 2006; Oke et al., 2017). This phenomenon is called the
Urban Heat Island effect (UHI). The UHI effect has already been documented
in cities throughout the world in the nineteenth and early twentieth century
(Gartland, 2008; Howard, 1833; Renou, 1855; Schmidt, 1917; Mitchell; 1953).
As the result of UHI effects, maximum temperature differences can reach
up to twelve degrees difference between city and surrounding environment
(Oke et al., 1987; Memon et al. 2009). The largest temperature differences
of UHI’s have been measured during the night (Arnfield, 2003; Döpp et
Air temperature (day 16:00)
Air temperature (night 02:00)

Temperature

High

al., 2011, Oke et al., 2017). The temperature differences of the UHI effect
vary spatially and in time due to meteorological and spatial characteristics
(Kleerekoper et al, 2012) (figure 6).
Spatial Variation
The UHI effect originates from the following seven urban environmental
features (Gartland, 2008; Kleerekoper et al., 2012; Lenzholzer, 2013; Albers
et al., 2015) (figure 7):
1. High presence of reflecting materials that cause increased absorption of
short-wave radiation from the sun.
2. High levels of air pollution that re-emits long-wave radiation.
3. A high obstruction of the sky (e.g. by buildings) which enables less heat to
be released into the air above the urban environment. This causes heat to be
trapped in urban environments.
4. High emission of anthropogenic heat (e.g. traffic and other sources that
require combustion processes)
5. High presence of heat storing materials that increase sunlight absorption
and delay its release.
6. Impermeable surfaces and lack of vegetation that reduces the possibilities
for natural evaporation that helps cool the air.
7. The geometry and roughness of the urban morphology decreases
ventilation potential and thereby reduces the turbulent transport of heat.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

?

Low

Rural

Suburban

Pond

Warehouse
Urban
or Industrial Residential

Downtown

Urban
Park Suburban Rural
Residential

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the Urban Heat Island effect for air temperature
differences between urban and rural areas (Based on EPA, 2019).

Figure 7: Causes of the UHI effect for increased reflection of short-wave radiation (1),
increased re-emission by air pollution (2), reduced heat loss by long-wave radiation (3),
increased heat from anthropogenic emission (4), increased heat release from heat storing
materials (5), reduced evaporation from impermeable surfaces and lack of vegetation (6),
reduced ventilation from geometry and roughness of urban morphology (7) (Based on
Kleerekoper et al., 2012).
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1.3 Urban Climates

The UHI effect also follows a seasonal cycle that is strongly related to the
solar path (Oke et al., 2017). During the summer, short-wave radiation from
the sun is radiated to earth at a higher angle and longer solar path than
during the winter. This causes more short-wave radiation to the earth and
more concentrated radiation on the earth. The result is that short-wave
radiation provides more heating and shorter shadow patterns in the summer
than during the winter (Lenzhozler, 2013). Consequently, the strongest UHI
intensities occur in the summer (Arnfield, 2003).

(a)
Urban

Air
temperature
Heat/cooling
rate

Time Variation
The intensity of the UHI effect varies throughout the day (figure 8). In
the middle of day, urban air temperatures can be cooler than rural air
temperatures. This is attributed to the faster heating rates that rural
environments have in comparison to urban areas, due to a lower presence of
surface shading in rural areas than in urban areas (Arnfield, 2003; Oke et al.,
2017). However, urban areas cool down significantly slower than rural areas
due to the delay in heat release from heat storing materials and trapping of
long-wave radiation between buildings in the urban environment (Oke et al.,
2017). Consequently, at night, urban air temperatures are clearly higher than
rural air temperatures (Oke et al., 2017). Hence, UHI intensities are much
stronger at night.

Increasing wind speeds lower the UHI intensity because wind contributes
to urban ventilation, by atmospheric mixing and advection of hot and cold
air. Increasing cloud cover decreases the UHI intensity due to absorbance of
short- and long-wave radiation by clouds. This prevents short-wave radiation
of reaching the urban environment. Additionally, high pressure areas provide
the greatest UHI intensities (Arnfield, 2003; Oke et al., 2017). Consequently,
the strongest UHI intensities occur at low wind speeds, absence of cloud
cover and high atmospheric pressure conditions.

Heat island
magnitude

The UHI effect tends to be more intense for larger cities and population
sizes (Arnfield, 2003). Additionally, the UHI effect is often stronger in more
densely built areas and areas with a high surface cover and little vegetation.
In contrast, large areas of space with greenery (e.g. parks, urban forests
and open grounds) and water bodies (e.g. canals and ponds) have different
thermal characteristics than urban environments and are generally cooler
(Oke et al., 2017).

Rural

(b)
Urban

0

Rural
ΔTU-R
(c)

Middle
of day

Middle
of night

Time (h)
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Middle
of day

Figure 8: Schematic summary of daily
variation in urban and rural air temperature
(a), heating and cooling rates (b) and UHI
magnitude (c) under fine summer weather
for a moderately developed urban area with
well-watered rural reference of low plants
(Based on Oke et al., 2017)
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1.3.2 Wind in the Urban Environment

Air movement is caused by pressure differences that result from differences
in air temperature. Warm air is less dense than cold air which causes warm
air to rise. In contrast, cold air is more dense and remains closer to the earth’s
surface. The upwards movement of warm air causes a pressure difference
near the surface that causes the suction of cold air from underneath
(Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et al., 2017). The larger the pressure difference, the
stronger the suction of cold air will be. In contrast, air movement can also
occur from the horizontal transfer of mass and momentum from air that is
already in motion (Oke et al., 2017). This is called advective transport of air.
Airflow is strongly influenced by the urban environment which creates
complicated and diverse wind patterns in urban areas. A distinction is
made between large scale wind and local airflow that is present in the
urban environment. Larger scale wind, or regional wind, originates from
air movement between high pressure areas (warmer air) and low pressure
areas (colder air). The rotation of the earth has an effect on the direction
of this large scale air movement. Local wind originates on smaller scale
between warmer and cooler areas (Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et al., 2017).
Consequently, local wind can occur from thermal differences between urban
environments and rural surroundings or from thermal differences within the
urban environment itself.
Local Wind Systems
Local airflow has the ability to create air circulations from the upwards
movement of warm air and suction of cold air from underneath. The urban
environment features a strong upward momentum of warm air due to the
high presence of warmth storing and emitting surfaces and large variations
in roughness (Oke et al., 2017; Oke, 1987; Garratt, 1992; Arya, 2001). This
upward movement of warm air from the urban environment causes cold air
to be sucked in from colder rural surroundings (Oke et al., 2017). Hence, air
circulations can occur at urban environments on the city scale and are called
Urban Heat Island circulations (UHIC). However, these circulations only occur

when regional wind is calm, or very weak (mentioned in Oke et al., (2017)
as < 1.5 m/s) (figure 9d) and skies are cloud free enough to let short-wave
radiation through and long-wave radiation out (Oke et al., 2017). In contrast,
if wind is to strong (figure 9a-c), or skies are to clouded, upward airflow from
thermal effects cannot dominate and the UHIC will not occur.
Air circulations can also occur within the urban environment, on smaller
scale, which are called Intra-Urban Circulations (I-UC). I-UCs function similar
and occur under similar conditions as UHICs but comprises the suction of
cold air from areas that generate cold air within the urban environment (e.g.
parks, urban forests and open ground) (Oke et al., 2017).

(a) Strong flow, weak UHI

(b) Moderate flow, Moderate UHI

Decelerate

(c) Weak flow, strong UHI
Accelerate

Decelerate

Accelerate

(d) Calm, UHI
Convergence (UHIC)

Figure 9: Schematic summary of airflow at different speeds in relation to greater surface
roughness and UHI intensities of urban environments. These conditions apply to urban
environments on flat terrain in the Northern Hemisphere (Based on Oke et al., 2017).
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1.3 Urban Climates
Calm weather conditions, i.e. during warm nights with calm or very weak
wind cause strong accumulation of warmth from the UHI effect on street
level (Oke et al., 2017) (section 1.3.1). Hence, UHICs and I-UCs that can
both (and only) occur during these conditions can initiate a flow of cool air
towards warm urban areas when this is most essential. Consequently, these
local air circulations can provide beneficial cooling for warm urban areas.
However, other local airflow systems (e.g. coastal wind systems and valley
wind systems) and topographic constraints can interact or override the UHIC
and I-UC (Oke et al., 2017).
Large Scale Wind Systems
Large scale wind is generally much stronger than local wind (Lenzholzer,
2013). Consequently, large scale wind can cause the advective transport and
atmospheric mixing of hot and cold air which can improve urban ventilation
and reduce the intensity of the UHI effect (Oke et al., 2017) (figure 9a).
Furthermore, large scale wind can provide more ventilation and cooling than
local air circulations because this wind is generally stronger than local wind.
However, on warm days when cooling is most essential, large scale wind is
generally weaker than during colder periods.

Acceleration and Deceleration of Wind
The upward movement of warm air from urban environments can cause wind
to accelerate or decelerate in the urban environment. This change in speed
is dependant on the strength of the wind and UHI effect (Oke et al., 2017)
(figure 9b-c). Close to the surface, large scale wind is decelerated by the high
surface roughness of urban environments. This causes 30-50% lower average
wind speeds in urban environments and complicates ventilation. In contrast,
the accumulation of wind due to the forcing of airflow around buildings can
also result in local acceleration of wind speeds. The compression of air from
wind perpendicular to freestanding buildings can lead to downward flows
(figure 10a) and corner streams (figure 10b) with increased wind speeds.
Additionally, the lee side and a small area in front (figure 10c) of the building
features reduced wind speeds. Consequently, wind on the lee side of
freestanding buildings is less likely to cause wind nuisance but also receives
provides less ventilation (Lenzholzer, 2013). Freestanding buildings, oriented
sideways to the wind direction often feature even stronger corner streams.

c.

a.

c.

b.
Figure 10: Airflow at freestanding buildings from wind perpendicular to these buildings
(based on Lenzholzer, 2013).
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For tall freestanding buildings, (higher than twenty meters) perpendicular
to the wind direction, additional corner streams occur and wind is forced
downwards reaching high speeds at the foot of the buildings (figure 11a).
This strong downward airflow is called downwash and can cause dangerously
high wind speeds on street level. Airflow patterns are more difficult to predict
when buildings stand in groups. If buildings stand very close to each other
(figure 11b), airflow patterns will differentiate more from the freestanding
versions than when buildings stand further apart (Lenzholzer, 2013).
In street canyons, wind can be channelled between buildings for wind
directions parallel to the canyon. This results in the jetting of wind through
streets that can cause wind nuisance at street level (figure 11c). Wind
directions at a forty-five angle to street canyons result in a helical vortex
(a) Flow at high perpendicular buildings

which creates both up and downward airflow that can provide discomfort
(Oke et al., 2017) (figure 11d).
In large open spaces in the urban environment (e.g. squares and railway
yards), wind can accelerate in the open space and enter adjacent street
canyons at street level. Consequently, wind in these areas can cause
nuisance but also enable more ventilation than is generally present in the
urban environment. Additionally, these effects are stronger for larger open
spaces and street canyons (Lenzholzer, 2013).

(c) Channelling flow

(b) Flow interaction between buildings
(d) Helical flow

Figure 11: Airflow at tall freestanding buildings from perpendicular winds and in urban
canyons from parallel winds, with (in red) areas with significantly increased wind speeds
(Based on Oke et al., 2017).
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1.3.3 Conclusions on Urban Climates

Both heat stress and wind nuisance influence human health and well-being.
Exposure to heat stress and wind nuisance depends on the urban climate
that varies in time and space. The following locational conditions cause
strong UHI intensities:
- High building density
- High surface cover
- Little vegetation
- Low potential for ventilation
- Absence of cooling resources
The following meteorological conditions cause the strongest UHI intensities:
- Night-time
- Summer time
- Low wind speeds
- Clear skies
- High atmospheric pressure
Ventilation can provide cooling for urban areas and can occur from local
wind systems. UHICs and I-UCs mainly occur during warm summer nights
and very weak or calm wind conditions. Consequently, these local air
circulations can reduce heat stress in the urban environment when this is
essential. Additionally, because cooling at night is especially important in
residential areas (section 1.2.2) with high UHI effects, cool airflow induced
by local air circulations is most essential in these specific areas. Ventilation
for the urban environment can also occur from large scale, regional, wind.
Because large scale wind is generally stronger than local wind, this wind can
provide stronger cooling and ventilation than air circulations. However, on
warm days when cooling is most essential, this wind is generally weaker
than during colder periods. Additionally, large scale wind can cause nuisance
in open spaces of the urban environment or from local acceleration near
buildings. This nuisance is strongest at the foot of tall buildings, in street
canyons parallel to the wind and in large open spaces.
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1.4 Passive Climate Control
Urban environments require cooling and prevention of wind nuisance to cope
with increasing heat stress and local accelerations of wind speeds. Climate
control measures that consume energy (e.g. air conditioning and evaporative
cooling systems) are applied to accomplish cooling in urban environments.
These measures can temporarily aid in the reduction of heat stress but also
contribute to climate change by using energy. Hence, passive climate control
measures are essential to improve the urban climate whilst preventing the
use of excessive energy (Lenzholzer, 2013). In this chapter, general measures
for asserting passive climate control are discussed for the following physical
climatic factors: wind, relative humidity, short-wave radiation and long-wave
radiation. However, because railway yards have potential for generating
nightly cool air and enabling urban ventilation (section 1.5), the main focus
in this chapter will be on passive climate control measures that improve
ventilation and cold air generation in urban environments.

1.4.1 Enhancing Wind Conditions

Air movement in the urban environment can influence human health
and well-being both positively and negatively (section 1.2-1.3). Similarly,
measures that improve conditions for urban ventilation can aid to reduce heat
stress but can simultaneously lead to increased exposure to wind nuisance.
Moreover, passive measures for improving ventilation often require the
removal of obstructions which increases the conditions for both ventilation
and wind nuisance to occur. However, in general, measures for the prevention
of wind nuisance can be applied relatively local in comparison to measures
for improving ventilation (Lenzholzer, 2013). Additionally, measures can
be applied to improve ventilation by airflow from certain directions whilst
blocking wind from directions where strong wind originates from in order
to improve ventilation and reduce wind nuisance simultaneously. Hence,
it is import to consider both the type and placement of climate control
measures in order to ensure that ventilation is improved and wind nuisance
is prevented where this is most beneficial (Lenzholzer, 2013).

Enhancing Ventilation
Certain obstructions (e.g. walls and dense vegetation) can redirect large scale
wind towards warm areas to improve ventilation in these areas (figure 12a).
Additionally, large scale wind can be channelled into smaller open spaces
to cause local accelerations of wind (figure 12b). These local accelerations
can provide additional cooling from wind. However, as mentioned before,
large scale wind on warm days is generally weak. Hence, the benefits of local
accelerations for cooling from large scale wind is limited (Lenzholzer, 2013).
(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Airflow that is redirected (a) and channelled (b) by dense vegetation (Based on
Lenzholzer, 2013).

Regional wind

Urban

Park

Urban

Figure 13: Cold airflow from a cold air supply to an urban environment by regional wind
through a ventilation corridor. (Based on Lenzholzer, 2013).
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Several studies have indicated that the cooling effect of areas that provide
cool air is mainly dependant on the size of these areas (Lenzholzer, 2013;
Oke et al., 2017). Measurements have shown that a park of one hundred
and fifty hectare managed to provide a cooling effect of six degrees up to
one thousand one hundred meters far. The locally generated cool air can
be transported into warmer surroundings by weak wind speeds and is
predominantly transported in the opposite direction that wind originates
from (Lenzholzer, 2013) (figure 13).
The urban morphology strongly impacts the cooling effect of cool air islands
(Lenzholzer, 2013). For example, obstructions parallel to the airflow direction
provide better conditions for airflow than perpendicular or staggered
alignments (Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et al., 2017) (figure 14). Wind speeds and
cold air transportation can be increased by modifying the existing urban
morphology (e.g. by increased spacing between buildings, reduced building
height and the alignment of streets parallel to the airflow direction) (Oke et
al., 2017). However, these modifications can be unfavourable because they
require large scale transformations (including the removal of buildings).

movement of cold air can be enhanced to improve urban ventilation. Both
the advective transport and local suction of cold air require a low surface
roughness and presence of cold air supply (Baumüller et al., 1993; Oke et al.,
2017). Additionally, cold air moves predominantly over the earth’s surface
because cold air is more dense than warm air. Consequently, obstructions
(e.g. buildings, walls, soil elevations and dense vegetation) on, or close to
the surface, can have a strong negative influence on cold airflow (Oke et al.,
2017). Furthermore, local airflow occurs at very slow speeds (mentioned in
Oke et al., (2017) as < 1.5 m/s) and is therefore particularly susceptible to
disruptions (Lenzholzer, 2013). Hence, ventilation pathways should be kept
free of obstructions (as much as possible) to enable ventilation between cold
air generation areas and warm urban areas (Lenzholzer, 2013) (figure 13 and
15).
Conclusively, urban ventilation can be improved by redirecting and
channelling wind towards warm urban environments and by enlarging
cold air generation areas, reducing surface roughness and removing (nearsurface) obstructions between cold air generation areas and urban areas.

The movement of cold air within the urban environment can occur from
advective transport by large scale (regional) wind and suction of cold air (e.g.
from air circulations) by local wind (section 1.3.2). The conditions for the
(a) Parallel alignment

(b) Perpendicular alignment

Local airflow

(c) Staggered alignment

Urban
Figure 14: Airflow at obstructions with different alignment to the airflow direction (Based on
Oke et al., 2017).
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Urban

Figure 15: Cold airflow from a cold air supply to an urban environment by local airflow
through a ventilation corridor.
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Preventing Wind Nuisance
Wind speeds are influenced by surface roughness and can be reduced by
adding obstructions (e.g. buildings, walls and dense vegetation). Walls
and buildings block all wind on their inflexible and impermeable surfaces
that force wind to move into different directions. The blocking of wind by
obstructions also causes significantly lower wind speeds on the lee sides
of these obstructions. Consequently, wind nuisance is less likely to occur in
these wake zones. Hence, local wind nuisance can be prevented by placing
obstructions to create wake zones were wind nuisance would otherwise
occur. For example, awnings can be placed in front of tall buildings to prevent
wind from being forced downwards and reaching high speeds at the foot of
these buildings (figure 16a).
Vegetation clusters (e.g. shelterbelts, hedges, shrubs and trees) can effectively
reduce wind speeds without completely blocking and redirecting the flow
of air. Consequently, corner streams and eddies with high wind speeds do
not, or to a negligible extent, occur at vegetation clusters in comparison to
wind blocking measures with impermeable surfaces (figure 10a-b and 16b).
Corner streams and eddies caused by obstructions sideways to the wind
direction are often even stronger than those at obstructions perpendicular
to the wind direction (Lenzholzer, 2013).

(a)

Shelterbelts perpendicular to the wind direction (figure 17) can significantly
reduce wind speeds (> 50% reduction) for a distance of five times the height
of the shelterbelt. Large forest patches can provide even stronger reductions
of wind speeds than shelterbelts over a long distance underneath the tree
canopy (figure 18). However, sparse tree canopies do enable wind to move
in-between the trees. Additionally, when trees have high crowns, wind can
move through the stem area (Lenzholzer, 2013).
Conclusively, obstructions (including buildings, walls and vegetation clusters)
can be applied to prevent wind nuisance by redirecting and decelerating
wind. However, these measures should be placed with care in order to
prevent the blocking of beneficial ventilation and incidental causation of
wind nuisance elsewhere.
110%

Wind
100% 80% 40% 60% 80%

100%

(b)
-2x tree height

5x tree height

Figure 17: Wind speeds at a shelterbelt
lenzholzer, 2013).

100%

50%

5x tree height

Figure 16: Blocking of downward wind near tall buildings by awnings (a) and trees (b)
(Based on lenzholzer, 2013).

12%

25x tree height

perpendicular to the wind direction(Based on

50%

2x tree height

Figure 18: Wind directions and speeds at forest patches with a standard dense tree canopy
(a) and less dense, high-crowned, tree canopy (b) (Based on lenzholzer, 2013).
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1.4.2 Enhancing Cold Air Generation
Reducing short-wave radiation
Short-wave radiation directly influences the human body when it reaches our
skin. Additionally, it also indirectly influences thermal conditions by warming
surfaces that later emit this heat back into the air (Oke et al., 2017). Hence,
preventing short-wave radiation from entering the urban environment on
street level can aid to reduce direct warming of the human body and heat
release by surfaces on street level warmed by this radiation. Short-wave
radiation can be blocked by shading elements such as roofs and trees (figure
19a). Additionally, short-wave radiation is the prominent factor in thermal
sensation because of the significant extent of direct warming that shortwave radiation can have on the human body (Lenzholzer, 2013). Hence, the
application of shading elements is mainly beneficial in warm and frequently
visited outdoor spaces.
Reducing Long-wave Radiation
Urban materials generally absorb and trap high amounts of radiation (section
1.3.1) but wood, gravel, grass and open soil absorb less radiation and ensure
a faster emission of long-wave radiation. Hence, the replacement of urban
materials by wooden materials, gravel, grass or open soil can increase the
cooling rate of urban environments. Moreover, the cooling rate of these areas
can also improve by reducing the extent to which the sky above surfaces is
obstructed by elements that can trap heat (e.g. buildings, trees and higher
shrubs) (figure 19b). However, this removal of obstructions of the sky can
simultaneously lead to reduced shading (Lenzholzer, 2013). Conclusively,
cold air supply areas should be kept free of heat storing materials and
obstructions above the surface to ensure faster cooling rates. However, the
removal of obstructions of the sky can also lead to reduced shading.

Enhancing Relative Humidity
Evapotranspiration processes of plants, soil moisture and water surfaces
transform sensible heat into latent heat which reduces air temperatures.
Water surfaces and soils with a high soil moisture provide a high evaporation
rate (Lenzholzer, 2013). In contrast, impermeable surfaces seal the
underlying soil and thereby almost completely disable evaporation. The
evaporative potential can be improved by removing hard paving or applying
permeable paving that enables evaporation by retaining and releasing water
(figure 19c). Additionally, the fraction of vegetative cover can be enlarged
to increase transpiration from vegetation (Oke et al., 2017) (figure 19d).
The rate for transpiratory cooling from plants is increased for less humid
conditions, increased water availability in the soil and less windy conditions
(Shashua-Bar, et al., 2011, Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et al., 2017). However, wind
can also aid in the transport of water vapour. Additionally, Shashua-Bar et
al. (2009) shows that grass provides cooling by transpiration but that this
effect is reduced in the absence of shade (Oke et al., 2017). Conclusively,
cold air generation can be improved by removing soil sealing, increasing
water availability for plants, providing shading for grass and adding more
vegetation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 19: Elements that can provide shading (a), delay heat release (b) and contribute to
evaporation (c) and transpiration (d).
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1.4.3 Conclusions on Passive Climate Control

Passive climate control measures can reduce heat stress and wind nuisance
in the urban environment. The following measures for reducing heat stress
by improved ventilation and cold air generation in urban environments are
suggested:
- Channel/redirect large scale (regional) wind towards warm urban areas.
- Remove obstructions at cold air generation areas and in-between cold air
supply areas and warm urban areas.
- Reduce surface roughness on ventilation pathways between cold air supply
areas and warm urban areas.
- Enlarge cold air supply areas
- Provide shading to prevent short-wave radiation from entering the urban
environment on street-level, especially for warm and frequently visited
spaces in the outdoors.
- Remove obstructions of the sky where hot air can be trapped, especially
where no to few people move and stay outdoors.
- Remove soil sealing, increase water availability for plants, provide shading
for grass and add more vegetation.
The following measures are suggested to prevent wind nuisance:
- Block/decelerate wind on locations, and for wind directions, where
uncomfortable/dangerous wind speeds mainly occur.
Careful consideration of both the type and placement of passive climate
control measures is required to reduce heat stress in urban environments,
while preventing wind nuisance, without incidental blocking of beneficial
ventilation or causation of wind nuisance elsewhere.
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1.5 Climate of the Railway Yard
Aboveground infrastructures (e.g. streets, roads and railways) generally
cover a large surface area of urban environments and can be considered
built infrastructure (Larsen, 2015). This type of infrastructure is commonly
regarded to increase heat stress. However, research and airflow simulations
(Baumüller et al., 1993; VDI 1997; Verband Region Stuttgart, 2008; SDUDH,
2009; Funk, 2014; Ng and Ren, 2015; Ren et al., 2012; Lenzholzer, 2013)
suggest that railway yards can generate nightly cool air and ventilation
for urban environments during the night. Hence, railway yards could also
provide beneficial effects for the urban climate.

Amsterdam, the two largest railway yards occupy thirty hectares. To put
this into perspective, these dimensions are similar to sixty football fields.
The wide open space that is generally present on railway yards enables
fast release of heat at night and provides free rein for wind. Consequently,
railway yards are determined as a unique climatope that displays potential
to positively affect the urban climate. In this chapter, it is described how the
railway yard climatope functions and might contribute to urban cooling and
ventilation.

Railway yards are large infrastructural terrains of the railroad system for
storing, repairing, cleaning, sorting and loading and unloading of trains
(figure 20). Railway yards are located on many places along the railroad, often
near large and average sized stations (MS and SL, 2015). In general, railway
yards are much wider than streets and roads in the urban environment. In

Climatopes are a concept used to determine different climatic characteristics
that different types of areas of urban environments have. For example, strong
heat radiation is mainly attributed to areas in the urban environment with
a high soil sealing and densely built structure. Climatopes mainly consider
the influence of building structure, soil sealing, anthropogenic heat and
vegetation types and quantity to define the climatic characteristics of an
area type (Lenzholzer, 2013).

1.5.1 Railway Yard Climatope

The climatope that is of importance to this research is the railway yard
climatope (RYC). This climatope occurs for railway yards with a width of at
least fifty meters and multiple tracks (Baumüller et al., 1993 and Lenzholzer,
2013).

Figure 20: Railway Yard (Frans Berkelaar, 2009).
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1.5.2 Potential for Nightly Urban Cooling
Cold Air Generation
According to simulations and theories, the RYC is characterized by intensive
surface warming during the day due to the wide open space that is generally
present on railway yards. This can result in slightly warmer air temperatures
on railway yards than are present in urban areas. However, the openness of
railway yards also causes a fast release of heat after the sun sets (Baumüller
et al., 1993; Lenzholzer, 2013). In contrast, urban environments have a low
cooling rate (section 1.3.1). Consequently, at night, air temperatures at
railway yards can become significantly lower than urban air temperatures.
Hence, railway yards can constitute cold air generation areas within the urban
environment (Baumüller et al., 1993; Verband Region Stuttgart, 2008) which
can potentially provide nightly cooling for warm urban areas. Additionally,
nightly cooling is especially important in urban areas with many residences
and where UHI effects are most prominent during the night (Lenzholzer,
2013; Oke et al., 2017) (section 1.2-1.3). Hence, nightly cooling provided by
railway yards that constitute a RYC could be essential for these particular
areas.
Measurements of the thermal aspects of railway yards are scarce, especially
with systematic and long-term records. However, on a single day in Cologne,
surface temperatures have been measured with inclusion of the railway
yard. These measurements indicate that, in the early evening (20:00),
surface temperatures of the railway yard are similar to those of urban areas
but 4-7 °C higher than in forests and rural areas (table 3). The measurements
also display that, at night (03:00), the railway yard reaches slightly warmer
temperatures (1-3 °C higher) than forests and rural areas but significantly
colder temperatures than the urban areas (Kuttler, 2004). Consequently, the
largest temperature decrease (with a 9 °C difference) occurs on the railway
yard. More importantly, these measurements indicate that significantly
cooler temperatures occur at railway yards than in urban areas at night.

Table 3: Surface temperatures in Cologne at 20:00 and 03:00 and associated difference on
30/01-06/07-1993 (Based on Kuttler, 2004)

Surface

T (20:00)

T (03:00)

ΔT

Main street,
inner city
Main street, rural

22

17

5

20

13

7

Building,
inner city
Building, rural

21

17

4

21

13

8

Railway yard

21

12

9

As mentioned before, the cooling that cold air generation areas provide
is related to the size of these areas. Hence, it can be expected that larger
railway yards generally provide more cool air in comparison to smaller yards.
Ventilation Potential
The surface roughness of transportation areas, including railway tracks,
comprises a roughness length of 0.03 (Ren et al., 2012). This is a low surface
roughness, about as low as the surface of water, which indicates that air
can practically flow freely over this environment. Additionally, the wide open
space and low surface roughness that is generally present on railway yards
provides free rein for wind (Baumüller et al., 1993; SDUDH, 2009; Lenzholzer,
2013). Hence, the RYC enables a high potential for ventilation (Baumüller
et al., 1993; Lenzholzer, 2013; Ng and Ren, 2015; VDI 1997; SDUDH, 2009;
Funk, 2014; Verband Region Stuttgart, 2008).
Ventilation can occur from two distinct wind systems; local wind and large
scale wind. As derived from the functioning of local wind systems (section
1.3.2), IU-Cs can occur from temperature differences between railway yards
and urban surroundings when wind is calm, or very weak (< 1.5 m/s), and
skies are cloud free enough to let short-wave radiation through and long31
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(a) Daytime

High

Larger scale wind (> 1.5m/s) can provide advective transport of cold air
(section 1.4.1) from railway yards to warmer urban surroundings (figure 22b).
Additionally, wind can accelerate in the wide open space that is generally
present on railway yards. This acceleration of airflow can aid to reduce heat
stress by the mixing of air and cool the skin of people in the vicinity of railway
yards (Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke et al., 2017). However, as mentioned before,
large scale wind is generally weaker during warmer periods when cooling
is most essential (section 1.3.2). Moreover, because cold air can solely be
generated on railway yards during the night, cold air is mainly transported
from these yards to urban environments at night. People on the contrary
Temperature

Temperature

wave radiation out. Consequently, these I-UCs can induce the suction of
cold air from railway yards to warmer urban surroundings (figure 21b).
Additionally, the gradient in temperature difference between railway yard
and urban environment influences the speed in which this cold airflow
manifests. Because railway yards can become significantly cooler than
urban environments at night, cold airflow between these yards and urban
environments is expected to be able to reach relatively high speeds for local
airflow during the night. Moreover, this cold airflow is expected to be stronger
at larger railway yards and for yards with adjacent urban environments with
more intense UHI effects.

Med
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(a) Daytime
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Airflow
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Urban
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(b) Night-time
Cooling from local airflow
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(b) Night-time
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Figure 21: Schematic representation of local airflow at railway yard climatopes and
corresponding air temperature differences.
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Urban

Urban

RYC

Figure 22: Schematic representation of air transport by regional wind at railway yard
climatopes and corresponding air temperature differences.

Urban

1
mainly stay indoors during the night. Hence, direct cooling for the human
body by cool wind from railway yards can be expected to be insignificant
for limiting heat stress. Nevertheless, advective transport of cold air from
railway yards to warmer urban surroundings during the night is still highly
beneficial for reducing heat stress in residential areas because people reside
here during the night.
As mentioned before, temperatures on railway yards can become slightly
warmer than that of urban areas during the day (figure 21a and 22a). However,
warm air on railway yards rises up easily due to the openness of these yards.
Consequently, during the day, the exchange of warm air from railway yards to
adjacent urban areas is expected to occur to a negligible extent. During the
night, temperatures on railway yards can become significantly cooler than
urban areas and the generated cold air remains close to the surface of these
yards. Hence, it is expected that railway yards can reduce heat stress much
more significantly than cause warming in surrounding urban environments.
Potential Obstruction of Ventilation
Cold airflow requires a low surface roughness and as little near-surface
obstructions as possible (section 1.4.1). Hence, cold airflow from railway yards
towards urban environments can be obstructed by a high surface roughness
and near-surface obstructions. This implies that impermeable surfaces of
noise barriers and buildings and the relatively high surface roughness of
urban environments can obstruct cold airflow and impede urban ventilation
from railway yards for urban environments (figure 23). Moreover, because
cold air is heavier than warm air (section 1.3.2), height differences influence
the flow direction of cold air and can cause it to flow towards lower areas
on uneven surfaces (Lenzholzer, 2013). This causes cold air to accumulate in
lower areas, also referred to as cold air sinks (Oke et al., 2017). Hence, the
potential of nightly urban cooling by railway yards strongly depends on the
elevation of the railway yard.

Cool air
Obstacle
Obstruction
Railway

A’

A
A

A’
Building

Urban

Noise barrier

RYC

Urban

Figure 23: Impression of cold airflow at a railway yard surrounded by obstacles for wind.
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The following generic railway yard elevations are distinguished (Spoorbeeld,
2016):
- Elevated (e.g. on dyke or bridge)
- Ground level (on the same height with urban surroundings)
- Lower situated (e.g. in sloping landscapes or throughs)
At night, railway yards that are situated higher than (figure 24a) or on the
same height with (figure 24b) urban surroundings can induce a flow of cold
air to the urban environment. Lower situated railway yards (figure 24c)
accumulate cold air and prevent cold airflow from railway yards towards
urban surroundings. Hence, railway yards that are situated higher than
(figure 24a) or on the same height with (figure 24b) urban surroundings are
considered most successful for inducing a nightly flow of cold air to urban
surroundings.

1.5.3 Occurrence of Wind Nuisance

Wind accelerated in the open space of railway yards can also cause wind
nuisance in the surroundings of the yard when this wind is able to enter
the surroundings at street level. In the urban environment, this applies in
particular to surroundings of railway yards with large open spaces or urban
street canyons parallel with the wind direction that enable wind to flow
relatively undisturbed or even accelerates wind by the channeling of wind
between buildings (figure 25).

B’

Strong wind
Obstacle
Railway

(a)

(b)

B
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B
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Figure 24: Impression of cold airflow at
railway yard climatopes for different height
differences during night-time. With cold
air (blue), warm air (red), moderate are
temperature (yellow) and airflow (arrows).
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Figure 25: Impression of wind nuisance at a railway yard surrounded by obstacles for wind.
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1.5.4 Conclusions on Railway Yard Climatopes

Railway yards that constitute a RYC can generate significantly cooler air at
night than is generally present in urban environments during the night. This
cool air can flow towards adjacent urban surroundings by local airflow and
advective transport by larger scale wind. The potential for urban ventilation
from the cool airflow is influenced by surface roughness, near-surface
obstructions, height differences and the gradient in temperature difference
between the railway yards and their urban surroundings. Temperatures on
railway yards can become slightly warmer than that of urban areas during the
day. However, it is expected that railway yards can reduce heat stress much
more significantly than cause warming in surrounding urban environments.
Wind that accelerates in the open space of railway yards can cause wind
nuisance in the surroundings of the yard. In the urban environment, this
applies in particular to surroundings of railway yards with large open spaces
or urban street canyons parallel to the wind direction.
Certain components of railway yards and their urban surroundings can
obstruct cold airflow but can also prevent wind nuisance caused by the
railway yard. Hence, where this is beneficial, passive climate control measures
can be applied that improve cold air generation and ventilation from railway
yards whereas wind nuisance caused by railway yards should be prevented
without interfering with the cooling measures.
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Railway yard setup. Photo: ANP / Robert Vos
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Chapter 2
Research Set-up
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2. Research Set-up
Introduction
In this chapter, missing links within existing research related to the climate
of the railway yard will be discussed. These missing links constitute the
knowledge gap wherein new insights can be gained that expands the existing
knowledge regarding the topic of this research. Furthermore, the research
objective is explained to clarify the objective that arose from the knowledge
gap and potential of this research to contribute to knowledge on reducing
heat stress. Research questions and methods are also discussed which pursue
the research objective and were essential for carrying out this research.

2.1 Knowledge Gap
The railway yard and its associated micro-climatic effects are frequently
discussed within studies on climatope mapping under the topic ‘railway
yard climatope’ or ‘infrastructure climatope’. This includes two scientific
studies on climate mapping (Ng and Ren, 2015; Ren et al., 2012) and various
research, policy and planning documents that use or discuss climate mapping
(Baumüller et al., 1993; VDI 1997; Verband Region Stuttgart, 2008; SDUDH,
2009; Funk, 2014). This research and corresponding airflow simulations
provide a strong scientific basis for the micro-climate effects of RYCs including
cold air generation, ventilation potential and risk of wind nuisance.
The application of wind blocking elements such as windbreaks at railway
yards is shortly mentioned in a document for policy and design (Steenhuis
and Voerman, 2012). However, this document does not elaborate further on
the micro-climate effects from railway yards. Climate aspects such as shading,
solar orientation, rain blocking and wind blocking are also mentioned in policy
and design documents regarding the railway infrastructure. However, these
documents do not relate this to railway yards but only to waiting spaces and
railway stations (Graat et al., 2011; MS and SL, 2015). Research that discusses
climate aspects at railway infrastructure also do this without relation to the
railway yard (e.g. Minella et al., 2014; Razban and Taleb, 2016; Nakamura et
al., 2011; Allegrini and Kubilay, 2017). Within present-day policy documents
for railway development from the Dutch government (e.g. Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2014a; Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu,
2014b), thermal comfort and ventilation of areas adjacent to railway yards is
not mentioned whatsoever.
To conclude, despite the presence of a strong scientific basis for the microclimate effects of RYCs, research on the influence that these effects have
on urban surroundings and ways to enhance the effects seems scarce.
Hence, research to investigate how railway yards can contribute to reduced
heat stress in urban environments, while preventing wind nuisance, fills a
prominent knowledge gap in climate related research.
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2.2 Research Objective
The objective of this research was to investigate how railway yards can
contribute to reduced heat stress in urban environments, while preventing
wind nuisance, and develop design strategies to improve on this. The
outcome of the research was meant to provide design guidelines that are
operable for designers to apply to a variety of existing railway yards and
their urban residential surroundings. Hence, this research strived to provide
knowledge for the design of railway yards and its surroundings to reduce
heat stress while preventing wind nuisance in urban residential areas (figure
26). Ultimately, the knowledge obtained with this research could contribute
to improved human health and well-being in urban residential areas.

2

2.3 Research Questions
Main Research Question
The main research question (MRQ) of this master thesis was derived from
the knowledge gap and research objective. This resulted in the following
MRQ:
How can railway yards contribute to reduced heat stress in urban residential
areas while preventing wind nuisance?
Sub Research Questions
The sub-research questions (SRQ) of this master thesis were constituted
to provide knowledge which was required to answer the main research
question. This resulted in the following four SRQs:
1. What railway yards constitute a railway yard climatope and are
located adjacent to urban residential areas with high UHI effects in the
Netherlands?
2. What are generic spatial configurations of these railway yards and
adjacent urban residential areas?
3. What are the micro-climate effects of generic railway yards on adjacent
urban residential areas?

Ventilation

4. What design strategies can be applied to railway yards to reduce heat
stress in urban residential areas while preventing wind nuisance?

Zzz Zzz

Strong wind

Figure 26: Research objective.

Cold air
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2.4 Methods
Research Approach
In this thesis, research and design is integrated by application of a Research
Through Design (RTD) approach. This approach constitutes design guidelines
that are applicable to practice (Lenzholzer et al., 2017). Research For Design
(RFD) is applied to inform the design process prior to the RTD process
(Lenzholzer et al., 2017) (figure 27). The RFD process of this thesis consists
of three parts.
Inventory
The first part comprises a map analysis to select railway yards in the
Netherlands with potential for reducing heat stress in urban residential
areas. The following three criteria were used to select the relevant railway
yards (RY);
1. RY with multiple tracks and width of ≥ 50m
2. RY within cooling distance to residential area with UHI > 1 °C
3. RY elevated or on level with residential area
The outcome of the selection procedure provides an answer to the first SRQ.
The detailed specification of the data collection and processing methods and
criteria for selecting the railway yards is provided in the associated section
(3.1.1).
Test-bed Identification
The second RFD part comprises the identification of generic spatial
configurations that represent the previously selected railway yards and to
develop the most common configurations into generic test-beds. This was
essential because conducting separate analyses and designs for each of
the selected railway yards was not feasible. Distinct spatial configuration
types were identified for railway yards and surroundings (including the
adjacent residential areas) of the respective cases. The most common spatial
configurations were determined as most representative for the railway yard
cases. These were developed into three-dimensional axonometric models
on scale. The models functioned as generic test-beds (representative for
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Research For Design
Inventory

Research through Design
Design Loops

SRQ1: What railway yard climatopes
are located adjacent to urban residential
areas with high UHI effects in the
Netherlands?

SRQ4: What design strategies can be
applied to railway yards to reduce heat
stress in urban residential areas while
preventing wind nuisance?

Outcomes: Selection of relevant railway
yard cases.

Outcomes: Design guidelines applicable
to railway yards for improving urban
ventilation in adjacent urban residential
areas.

1 ✓ X
2 ✓ ✓ ✓
3 X
Test-bed Identification

SRQ2: What are generic spatial
configurations of these railway yards
and adjacent urban residential areas?
Outcomes: Test-bed models.

Test-bed Design
Design
Loop 1

Climate

Evaluate

Design Guidelines
Test-bed Analysis

SRQ3: What are the micro-climate
effects of generic railway yards on
adjacent urban residential areas?
Outcomes: Educated guesses and
evaluation of micro-climate effects
of generic railway yards on adjacent
residential areas.

Design Conditions

Figure 27: Overview of research strategy,
methods and expected outcomes with
mentioning of sub research questions (SRQ)
and main research questions (MRQ).

Design
Loop 2

Climate
&
Sound

Evaluate

Site-specific Designs

Research Outcomes

MRQ: How can railway yards contribute
to improved urban ventilation in
adjacent residential areas?

Discussion, Conclusion &
Recommendations

2
the common railway yard cases) which were suitable for the analyses and
designs scheduled for this research. The test-beds provide an answer to the
second SRQ. The detailed specification of the data collection and processing
methods for identification and production of the test-beds is provided in the
associated section (3.2.1).
Test-bed Analysis
The third and final RFD part comprises an analysis of the micro-climate
effects of generic railway yards on adjacent residential areas (represented by
the generic test-beds) which indicates possibilities for improving the microclimate of these residential areas. In order to inform the test-bed analysis,
predominant orientations of the generic railway yard types were determined
in relation to prevailing wind directions. With this information, educated
guesses about ventilation and prevention of wind nuisance were projected
on the test-beds. Evaluations of the micro-climatic performance of the testbeds were derived from the educated guesses. The educated guesses and
evaluations indicated how the micro-climate effects of generic railway yards
on the adjacent residential areas could be improved. This provides an answer
to the third SRQ and constitutes the design conditions that inform the RTD
process. The detailed specification of the data collection and processing
methods for the test-bed analysis is provided in the associated sections
(3.3.1-3.3.3).
Test-bed Design
The RTD process comprises an iterative process of testing and evaluating
design in feedback loops (Lenzholzer et al., 2017). The first feedback loops
(design loops) included passive climate control measures for each of the
test-beds for optimally enhancing urban ventilation from railway yards for
residential areas, while preventing wind nuisance. Educated guesses about
ventilation and prevention of wind nuisance were projected on the testbed designs. Evaluations of the micro-climatic performance of the test-bed
designs were derived from the educated guesses. The evaluations reflect how

much the test-beds can improve on the climate aspects by the designs, in
comparison to the current situations. The test-bed types that featured noise
barriers in the current situation were also evaluated on noise prevention.
This was done to determine whether the designs would not result in a
strong deterioration of noise prevention, which would significantly reduce
the applicability of the designs. The sound evaluations were rated directly
by experts in design for noise prevention or derived from descriptions on
sound propagation that the experts provided. For the test-beds types that
were evaluated on noise prevention, a second design loop was applied to
refine the designs by also incorporating noise prevention in the designs. The
resulting test-bed designs included passive climate control measures for
optimally enhancing the micro-climate effects from railway yards while also
confining noise from the railway yard. As final evaluation, the designs for
each of the test-beds were also evaluated on economical advantageousness
and requirement of low maintenance by a senior expert noise & vibration at
ProRail in order to obtain a higher applicability of the designs. The best rated
designs constitute design guidelines applicable to railway yards for reducing
heat stress in urban residential areas while preventing wind nuisance. These
guidelines provide an answer to the fourth and final SRQ. The detailed
specification of the test-bed design process and corresponding methods is
provided in the associated section (4.1).
Site-specific Designs
The best rated design guidelines were applied in two separate sites, which
are representative for the most common railway yard configurations with
potential for reducing heat stress in residential areas. This is done to
demonstrate how the guidelines can be applied to site specific conditions.
The site-specific designs provide an answer to the fourth and final SRQ. The
detailed specification of the test-bed design process and corresponding
methods is provided in the associated section (5.1).
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2.4 Methods
Research Outcomes
The outcomes of the SRQs provide knowledge on the micro-climate effects of
railway yards on urban residential areas and indicate how urban ventilation
can be improved, while preventing wind nuisance, in adjacent residential
areas with the design of railway yards. Consequently, the SRQs together
provide an answer to the main research question; ‘How can railway yards
contribute to reduced heat stress in urban residential areas while preventing
wind nuisance?’
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Research at railway yards. Photo: Richard van Hoek Photography
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Chapter 3
Research for Design
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3.1 Inventory of Relevant Railway Yards
Introduction
The selection procedure was conducted to create an inventory of railway
yards in the Netherlands with potential for reducing heat stress in urban
residential areas. The selection procedure also shows whether railway yards
in the Netherlands have any potential for reducing heat stress in urban
residential areas whatsoever. Hence, the outcome of this procedure also
determines the relevance of this research.

3.1.1 Selection Procedure

The selection procedure was conducted with a map analysis to investigate
what railway yards meet the established criteria for reducing heat stress in
urban residential areas (section 2.4). The criteria were predominantly derived
from the theoretical framework (chapter 1). However, I made assumptions
for second criterion regarding the distance between railway yards and
urban residential areas and UHI effects of these residential areas. These
assumptions were essential because scarce research exists on the cooling
distance of railway yards and specific threshold values of UHI effects that
require cooling in residential areas. The selection procedure was performed
following the numerical order of the selection criteria. When a criterion was
not met, the respective case was excluded from the selection and remainder
of the selection procedure.

Criterion 1: RY with multiple tracks and width of ≥ 50m
The first criterion selects railway yards with multiple tracks and a width
of fifty meters or more. This criterion is essential because RYCs occur for
railway yards with a width of at least fifty meters and multiple tracks (section
1.5.1). The criterion was analysed with the use of Google Maps (2019)
and the Google Maps measuring tool. This was done for the entire railway
infrastructure of the Netherlands by locating railway yards with the railway
map of the Netherlands (Prorail, 2013) and measuring the width of these
yards at locations with more than two tracks. The width measurements
comprise the distance between the outer railway tracks on either side of
a continuous railway zone (figure 28). Measurements do include railway
zones with small or gradual height differences, but railway zones separated
by larger and abrupt vertical obstructions (e.g. train platforms and buildings)
are regarded as discontinuous. In the case of discontinuous railway zones,
width measurements are taken separately for both sides of the obstructions.
Besides the width measurements perpendicular to the railway yard,
measurements parallel to the tracks are taken to ensure that the width
criterion also applies in the direction parallel to the tracks.

50m

50m
0

25 50
m

Legend:
Railway
Climatope

Figure 28: Map with the railway yard in Deventer that suffices the requirements for an RYC
to occur (Based on Google Maps, 2019).
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Criterion 2: RY within cooling distance to residential area with UHI > 1°C
The second criterion selects railway yards within a hundred meter distance
of residential areas with UHI effects of more than one degree. This criterion
only includes railway yards in proximity to residential areas because nightly
cooling from yards is particularly beneficial for these areas (chapter 1).
Whether park areas can provide cooling for urban areas depends on
the distance between these areas and the cooling distance of the parks
(Jaganmohan et al., 2015). Hence, the distance between railway yards
(that can comprise comparable cool air generation areas, section 1.5) and
residential areas and the assumed cooling distance of these yards is included
in the selection criteria. Current research on the cooling distance of railway
yards seems absent. Therefore, I assumed that the cooling distance of urban
railway yards is comparable to the cooling distance of urban parks and
forests. In Leipzig (Germany), which is within the same climate zone as the
Netherlands, the width of urban parks and forests is positively correlated
with the respective cooling distance of these areas (Jaganmohan et al., 2015).
This correlation is in line with several other studies that have indicated that
the cooling effect of cool air generation areas is mainly dependant on the
size of these areas (Oke et al., 2017). More specifically, the width of urban

Cooling distance (m)

500

300
Legend:
Forest
Park

100

0
0

100

300

Park-width distance (m)

500

Figure 29: Relation between park-width
and measured cooling distance for 62
urban parks and forests in Leipzig within
the temperate climate zone (Based on
Jaganmohan et al., 2015)

parks and forests and respective cooling distance appears to increase rather
parallel (figure 29). Hence, the second selection criterion was defined with
the assumption that the cooling distance of railway yards is comparable to
the width of the yard. Moreover, when cool air generation areas (e.g. parks
and forests) are located adjacent to railway yards, the cooling distance of
the railway yards is deemed comparable to the combined width of the yard
and the cool air generation areas. Hence, the second criterion selects railway
yards located closer to residential areas than the width of the respective yard
or, when cool air generation areas are located adjacent to the yard, as the
combined width of the yard and cool air generation areas. Consequently, the
selected railway yards should be in sufficient proximity to residential areas to
provide urban ventilation for these areas.
The distance between railway yards and residential areas was measured
with the Google Maps (2019) measuring tool. The measurements comprise
the distance from the outer railway track, or outline of the assumed cool
air generation area, to the closest residences allocated in the Base Register
of Addresses and Buildings (BAG) (Esri, 2019). However, only the residential
areas larger than one hectare were taken into account.
The second criterion covers the vulnerability of residential areas to heat
stress by only selecting railway yards with adjacent residential areas
that experience significant UHI effects. The UHI map of the Netherlands
(Atlas Natuurlijk Kaptiaal, 2017) was used to determine UHI intensities of
residential areas in proximity to the railway yards. The extent of UHI effects
in residential areas in particular was analysed by overlapping the UHI map
with the BAG map (figure 30). The threshold for UHI effects of more than one
degree was used for this selection criterion because this threshold comprises
(approximately) above average values from the scale of zero to two or more
that the UHI map provides for estimated averages of UHI effects. Moreover,
a higher threshold value (e.g. two degrees) results in almost zero selected
railway yards because these values are not that common in the Netherlands
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3.1 Inventory of Relevant Railway Yards
and are mainly present in very large and dense urban environments where
railway yards are rare (e.g. city centres of large metropoles).
Criterion 3: RY elevated or on level with residential area
The third criterion selects railway yards that are elevated or on level with
adjacent residential areas. This criterion is essential due to the significant
influence that height differences have on the flow direction of cold air
(section 1.5.2) and therefore on the potential cooling effects from railway
yards for residential areas. As lower situated railway yards accumulate cold
air and prevent cold airflow from the yards towards urban surroundings,
they are excluded from the selection.
Lower areas (e.g. rivers ad throughs) on and alongside railway yards can also
cause the accumulation of cold air from the yards in these areas. Hence,
railway yards with lower areas between the yard and adjacent residential

25m
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Legend:
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0.2-0.4
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1.4-1.6
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1.8-2.0
> 2.0
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Climatope

Figure 30: UHI map with the railway yard in Deventer within cooling distance to residential
areas with UHI effects > 1 °C (Based on Esri, 2019; Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017).
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areas are also excluded from the selection. Small cold air sinks (e.g. ditches)
are neglected in the selection procedure because they accumulate relatively
little cold air.
Local obstructions (e.g. dykes and railway buildings) can obstruct cold
airflow from railway yards towards urban surroundings. However, smaller
obstructions (e.g. mounds, walls, noise barriers and vegetation) might be
removable or adjustable to prevent the obstruction of cold airflow that they
cause. Even smaller obstructions (e.g. track ballast mounds, wire fences and
earthing poles of overhead lines) are assumed to have negligible effects
ventilation. Hence, railway yards with local obstructions on and around
the yard are also excluded from the selection unless these obstructions are
deemed removable, adjustable or with negligible effects on ventilation.
The elevation of railway yards in comparison to adjacent residential areas
and presence of lower areas on and around railway yards was analysed
by overlapping the third actual elevation map of the Netherlands - 50 cm
ground level (PDOK, 2019) with the BAG map (figure 31). The third actual
elevation map of the Netherlands - 50 cm unfiltered (PDOK, 2019) is used
to analyse the presence of obstructions on and around railway yards (figure
32). However, this map also includes objects far above ground level where
cold air can flow underneath (e.g. tree canopies). Hence, both the unfiltered
and ground level map is consulted to analyse whether the cases comprise
near-surface obstructions.

3
3.1.2 Outcome of the Selection Procedure

Seventy eight railway yards in the Netherlands were investigated. Thirtysix of these yards passed the selection procedure and were identified with
potential for reducing heat stress in urban residential areas with high UHI
effects in the Netherlands (appendix A). This is almost half of the cases.
Hence, this research determined that a significant amount of railway yards in
the Netherlands have potential for reducing heat stress in residential areas
with high UHI effects and which yards this applies to.
Legend:
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0
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Figure 31: Elevation map (ground level) with the railway yard in deventer situated higher
than residential areas (Based on PDOK, 2019)
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Figure 32: Elevation map (unfiltered) with the railway yard in Deventer where airflow is
assumed to receive negligible hinder from local height differences (Based on PDOK, 2019)
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3.2 Test-bed Identification
Introduction
Generic spatial configurations (test-beds) of the thirty-six selected railway yard
cases were identified to provide test-environments for analysis and design.
The abstract character of test-beds enables that the spatial configurations are
representative for multiple cases. The most common spatial configurations
were determined as most representative for the railway yard cases. These
were developed into three-dimensional axonometric models on scale.

3.2.1 Defining Configuration Types

Spatial configuration components of the selected railway yards were
identified in order to define distinct types of generic spatial configurations
at the yards (figure 35). The components that are incorporated in the spatial
configuration types have, or were assumed to have, an influence on urban
ventilation or wind nuisance induced by railway yards. As some of the railway
yard cases differ significantly over short distances, especially on both sides of
the yards, multiple types were identified at singular railway yards and both
sides of the railway yard were defined as distinct types.

Low urban porosity

Figure 33: Spatial configuration component - urban porosity

The urban porosity was determined by dividing the accumulated width of
streets, and open spaces, (sW) in the residential areas directly adjacent to
railway yards with the accumulated width of buildings (bW) in the residential
areas directly adjacent to the yards (figure 34). The resulting street width to
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The spatial components and presence of these components was identified
with the Google Maps (2019) satellite, street view and measurement tool
and third actual elevation map of the Netherlands - 50 cm ground level
(PDOK, 2019).
High/Low Urban Porosity
Urban ventilation and wind nuisance in residential areas is highly dependent
on the morphology of these areas (section 1.4). Moreover, urban ventilation
and wind nuisance is generally higher for residential areas with relatively
many and large streets and other open spaces. Hence, I distinguished two
types of urban porosity in the spatial configurations; a high porosity (with
relatively many and large open spaces) and low porosity (with relatively few
and small open spaces) (figure 33). These porosity types reflect whether the
residential areas adjacent to the railway yard cases are less or more suitable
for urban ventilation and wind comfort.

High urban porosity
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Figure 34: Dimensions measured to calculate the urban porosity, Deventer (sW:bW ratio).
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Spatial Configuration A:

Elevated railway yard in close proximity to
high density residential area with gardens
oriented towards the railway yard. The
gardens, together with noise barriers
and dense embankment vegetation, are
assumed to obstruct cold air exchange and
ventilation.
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Spatial Configuration B:

B’

B

Elevated railway yard in some distance to high density residential area with extensively
used railway terrain in-between. This terrain is assumed to contain Sky View Factor reducing
elements and space for improving micro-climate effects of railway yards. Additionally, the dense
embankment vegetation is assumed to obstruct cold air exchange and ventilation.

C

Spatial Configuration C:

Elevated railway yard in close proximity
to low density residential area with noise
barriers that are assumed to obstruct cold
air exchange and ventilation.

Figure 35: Identified spatial configuration types for Deventer (Based on Google Maps, 2019).
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3.2 Test-bed Identification
building width ratio (sW:bW) was used as representative value for the urban
porosity of residential areas. The requisite width measurements were taken
from the residential areas within the assumed cooling distance of railway
yards (section 3.1) with the Google Maps (2019) measuring tool.
The determined sW:bW ratio’s range from 3,3 to 0,015. The average sW:bW
ratio (calculated by dividing the sum of every single sW measurement with
the sum of every single bW measurement) is 0,16. The railway yards with
adjacent residential areas with a higher sW:bW ratio than average were
listed as spatial configuration type with a high urban porosity. The railway
yards with adjacent residential areas with a lower sW:bW ratio than average
were listed as spatial configuration type with a low urban porosity.
Elevated/Ground Level Railway Yard
Height differences have a strong effect on urban ventilation from railway
yards (section 1.5). Hence, railway yards at a higher elevation and yards on
level with adjacent residential areas (ground level) were distinguished as
separate spatial configuration types (figure 36).

Ground level railway yard

Elevated railway yard

Figure 36: Spatial configuration component - railway yard elevation

Railway yards at the exact same height or up to 1 meter higher above adjacent
residential areas were assigned to the category of ground level railway yards.
Railway yards higher than one meter above adjacent residential areas were
assigned to the category of elevated railway yards.

Dense Verge
Dense verges can hinder urban ventilation but can also protect from
wind (section 1.4). Hence, railway yards bordered by dense verges were
distinguished as separate spatial configuration type (figure 37).

Dense verge
Figure 37: Spatial configuration component - dense verge

Verges with dense and clustered vegetation that exist of shrubs, trees, hedges
or other vegetation taller than approximately half a meter are identified as
dense verge. Tree lanes without lower vegetation between or underneath
the trees were neglected. Verges with grass and other vegetation lower than
approximately half a meter (e.g. herbs) were not identified as dense verges
either. Specific knowledge on the heights and characteristics of different
types of vegetation in relation to their effects on cold airflow seems scarce.
Hence, the properties to be identified as dense verge were predominantly
based on assumptions.
Noise Barrier
Noise barriers are largely impermeable to reflect or absorb noise from sound
sources. However, these impermeable vertical elements can also obstruct
airflow. Hence, railway yards bordered by noise barriers were distinguished
as separate spatial configuration type (figure 38).

Noise barrier
Figure 38: Spatial configuration component - noise barrier
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Barriers alongside railway yards that were assumed to purposefully reflect
or absorb sound from these yards were identified as noise barrier. This
includes barriers with the following characteristics: a close positioning to
the outer railway tracks, parallel alignment to the tracks, significant height
(generally higher than (normal) walls), positioned between railway yards and
residences in close proximity to the yard.
Wall
The impermeable surfaces of (normal) walls can obstruct airflow in a similar
fashion as noise barriers. However, in comparison to noise barriers, these
walls are not intended to reflect or absorb sound but rather for dividing
spaces or restricting access. Consequently, different functions and rules
apply to walls than to noise barriers. Hence, railway yards bordered by walls
were distinguished as separate spatial configuration type (figure 39).

Residential garden
Figure 40: Spatial configuration component - residential garden

Railway yards with adjacent residential areas with gardens were only
distinguished as separate spatial configuration types when the gardens, for
the vast majority of the residences, were situated between the residences
and railway yard for approximately the entire width of the residences.
Gardens with a surface area of less than ten square meters were neglected.
Extensively Used Terrain
Some of the terrain that is part of, or located adjacent to, railway yards is
used extensively (e.g. for safety, control buildings and storage by railway
companies or no specific use). These extensively used terrains are often
largely free of obstructions. Hence, railway yards with extensively used
terrain between the yard and adjacent residential areas were distinguished
as separate spatial configuration type (figure 41).

wall
Figure 39: Spatial configuration component - wall

Walls were distinguished from noise barriers as they are generally lower and
made of materials that do not reflect or absorb sound specifically.
Residential Garden
Vegetation, walls and other obstructions that can be present in residential
gardens can obstruct airflow. Hence, railway yards with adjacent residential
areas with gardens were distinguished as separate spatial configuration type
(figure 40).

Extensively used terrain
Figure 41: Spatial configuration component - extensively used terrain

Extensively used terrain was identified as such when this terrain covered
approximately half an hectare or more.
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3.2 Test-bed Identification
Park
Railway yards where a park is located between the yard and adjacent
residential areas usually feature a relatively large distance between railway
yard and residential areas. For these cases, cool air from railway yards has to
travel a longer distance in order to reach residential areas. However, parks
can also extend the cooling distance of railway yards (section 3.1.1). Hence,
railway yards with a park between the yard and adjacent residential areas
were distinguished as separate spatial configuration type (figure 42).

Park
Figure 42: Spatial configuration component - park

Green areas, larger than approximately half an hectare, with a relatively low
surface cover and high presence of vegetation were identified as parks.
Parking Lot
Similar to the cases where a park is present, railway yards where parking
lots are located between the yards and adjacent residential areas usually
feature a relatively large distance between railway yard and residential areas.
However, in comparison to parks, parking lots feature more soil sealing and
less vegetation and therefore do not provide any additional cooling. The
openness of parking lots also enables strong wind at street-level. Hence,
railway yards with parking lots between the yard and adjacent residential
areas were distinguished as separate spatial configuration type (figure 43).
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Parking lot
Figure 43: Spatial configuration component - parking lot

Paved or semi-paved areas, larger than a thousand square meters, with two
or more parking lanes were identified as parking lots. Parking lots directly
alongside roads were neglected.

3
Defining the Types
Different spatial configuration types were defined from the identified spatial
configuration components and possible combinations of these components.
Numerical and alphabetical values were assigned to the types to be able
to distinguish the different types (figure 44). The urban porosity is the only
configuration component indicated with an alphabetical value instead of a
numerical value because this facilitated easy distinction of the component
for the development of the types into configurations on scale (section 3.2.3).
The spatial configuration types were identified for each of the selected
railway yards (Appendix B).

Numerical: Type 1-...

Ground level railway yard

Wall

Elevated railway yard

Residential garden

Alphabetical: Type a/b

Low urban porosity (a)

Dense verge

High urban porosity (b)

Combined = Type 1b

Noise barrier

Extensively used terrain

Park

Parking lot

Figure 44: Inventory of distinct spatial configuration types.
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3.2 Test-bed Identification
3.2.2 Dominant Types

The identification of spatial configuration types resulted in a large amount of
different types. However, many of these types are present scarcely or over
small (overall) distances and are therefore less representative than more
common types. Hence, the overall distance, wherein the types are present
for the selected railway yard cases, was investigated to determine which of
the types are most common. The distance measurements were conducted
with the Google Maps (2019) measurement tool and taken parallel to the
railway yard for the area that a type is present. The six most common types,
identified by the top six overall longest distances (figure 45-46), are defined
as most representative types for the selected railway yard cases. The six types

were investigated for the remainder
of this research to narrow the testenvironment for analysis and design
while retaining representativeness
for the most common spatial
configuration types.

Type 1b: 1055m

Type 2a: 930m

Type 3b: 660m

1b
2a

Distance (m)

Type 4a: 615m
3b
4a
1a
5a
Type 1a: 605m

Type 5a: 565m

Spatial configuration type
Figure 45: Presence of spatial configuration types and six most common types.
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Figure 46: Six most dominant types and respective distance in which the types are present.

3

Amsterdam east
1.

3.2.3 Develop Dominant Types into Test-beds on Scale
To be able to conduct analysis and design on the six most common spatial
configuration types, these types were converted into spatial configurations on
scale. Therefore, dimensions of the spatial configuration components present
in the existing cases that are represented by the six types were measured
with the Google Maps (2019) measurement tool for width dimensions and
AHN-viewer (AHN, 2019) for height dimensions. The measurements were
taken along cross sections perpendicular to the railway yards to ensure that
both the yards and surroundings of the yards were included. The locations
of the cross-sections were defined with a systematic sampling technique.
The systematic sampling includes measurements every one hundred meters
parallel to the railway yard, starting from the centre of the yard (figure
48). The averages from the systematic sampling measurements were used
to determine the dimensions of the spatial configurations (figure 47 and
Appendix C).
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Figure 47: Measurements taken for configuration type 1b.
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3.2 Test-bed Identification
The calculations indicated the following dimensions for the respective cases
(figure 50):
- Railway yard width averages eighty-eight meters.
- Street width in residential areas adjacent to railway yards averages fifteen
meters.
- Low urban porosity types averages a porosity ratio of 0,065.
- High urban porosity types averages a porosity ratio of 0,28.
- Building block width averages fifty-four meters for types with a high urban
porosity.
- Building block width averages two hundred thirty-one meters for types
with a high urban porosity.
Low porosity (type a)
88m

the respective cases. The overall average width of the railway yards was
calculated by subtracting the sum of the surface area of all the yards from
the sum of the distance in which all the yards are present (figure 49 and
appendix B). The overall average street width was calculated by dividing the
sum of the width of the streets, in cooling distance from railway yards, by
the number of streets that measurements were taken from. The width of
the building blocks was derived from the already obtained urban porosity
ratio’s (section 3.2.1). Two types of urban porosity were distinguished; a high
porosity (type a) with ratio 0,16 - 3,3 and low porosity (type b) with ratio
0,015 - 0,16. The average urban porosity ratio’s were calculated separately
for the two distinct porosity types. The average street width divided by the
average porosity ratio’s of the two porosity types provided the width of the
building blocks for the two porosity types.

15m

231m

sW4

Street

Buildings

sW3

High porosity (type b)
88m

sW2
sW1
a

re
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r
u
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15m 54m

0 12,5 25

Figure 49: Example of measurements taken at Deventer.
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Figure 50: Fixed dimensions for configurations of low/high urban porosity.

3
3.2.4 Outcome of the Test-bed Identification

The six most common spatial configuration types were developed into threedimensional axonometric models on scale with the average dimensions of the
configurations (figure 51). The models were built with the three-dimensional
modelling software Vectorworks (2019). Larger test-bed models could have
been made to include streets in the test-bed models with a low porosity (that
averaged a single street every two hundred thirty-one meters, section 3.2.3).
However, increasing the size of the models to include streets at the spacing
that corresponds to the low porosity type significantly reduces the legibility
of the models. Hence, streets were not included in the test-bed models with
a low porosity (type a). Two streets were included in the test-bed models
with a high porosity (type b) at the earlier determined distance of fifty-four
meters. The test-beds provide test-environments for analysis and design that
are representative for multiple (common) cases.

Type 1b

Type 1a

Type 2a

Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity

Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity

Elevated railway yard with extensively used terrain and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity

Figure 51: Axonometric test-bed models.
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3.2 Test-bed Identification
Type 3b

Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and park between the yard and
adjacent residential area with high urban porosity

Type 4a

Ground Level railway yard with parking lot between the yard and adjacent
residential area with low urban porosity
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Type 5b

Ground Level railway yard with noise barrier and park between the yard and
adjacent residential area with high urban porosity

3

3.3 Test-bed Analysis
Introduction
Educated guesses of wind behaviour for regional wind and local airflow
were projected on the axonometric test-bed models to provide insight in
the problems and opportunities for urban ventilation and preventing wind
nuisance from railway yards. In order to perform the educated guesses,
prevailing (regional) wind directions and predominant orientations of the
generic spatial configurations were determined (Lenzholzer, 2013).

3.3.1 Regional Wind Information

The cases selected in the inventory (section 3.1) are scattered throughout
the Netherlands and regional wind data is not recorded near all of these
locations. Hence, it was not feasible to obtain site-specific wind data for
all of the cases. Measuring station De Bilt is located near the centre of the
Netherlands and is therefore assumed to provide generic representative
data for the cases. I gathered hourly weather data from measuring station
De Bilt, recorded by the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute at ten meters
height (KNMI, 2019). This data enabled me to determine the prevailing wind
direction for both wind that benefits thermal comfort and wind that causes
nuisance.

Occurrence of Wind Nuisance
Wind speeds that exceed 5,4 meters per second can cause human discomfort
and nuisance (chapter 1) (Oke et al., 2017). Moreover, as people mainly stay
indoors during the night, discomfort and nuisance from wind predominantly
occurs during the day. Therefore, weather data for daytime hours, from six
in the morning to six in the evening, was used to determine the prevailing
wind direction for wind that can cause nuisance. Wind speed data of highest
hourly wind gusts was used as indicator for wind that can cause nuisance
because these values were expected to reflect the occurrence better than
data of hourly average wind speeds. Wind in the urban environment,
especially on pedestrian height, is generally weaker than wind in the rural
countryside (where it is recorded by measuring station De Bilt) (Lenzholzer,
2013; Algeciras & Matzarakis, 2016). Hence, wind speeds of the recorded
wind gusts were adjusted with the following formula provided by Algeciras
& Matzarakis (2016):
WS1.1 = WSh * (1,1/h)α

α = 0,12*z0 + 0,18

WS1,1: Wind speed at 1,1 meter height (core body height)
WSh: Wind speed measured by measuring station
h:
Height where wind speed measurements are taken
z0:
Roughness length
For wind speeds larger than 5,4 meters per second, measured at a height of
ten meters and with a roughness length of 1.2 (Silva et al., 2007), this results
in the following calculation:
5,4 = WSh * (1,1/10)(0.12 * 1,2 + 18)
WSh = 5,4 / (1,1/10)(0.12 * 1,2 + 18)
WSh = 11,04
The outcome of the calculation implies that, in the weather data from
measuring station De Bilt, wind speeds of highest hourly wind gusts exceeding
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis
11,04 meters per second can cause human discomfort and nuisance in urban
environments. This value was used as threshold to determine the recordings
of wind that exceed this speed for the period of 1981 to 2010. Subsequently,
the prevailing wind directions during these particular recordings of wind
were determined, in percentage of occurrence, from the hourly recorded
wind directions. The results indicated that the highest percentage of wind
that can cause nuisance originates from a South-western (SW) direction
(figure 52).

Figure 52: Wind directions during the day (06:00-18:00) for hours with maximum wind
gusts > 5,4 m/s for the years 1981-2010.
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Potential for Summer Ventilation
In order to counteract heat stress, cool breezes are desirable at air temperatures
that exceed 21,7 °C (chapter 1). Which is also relevant for nightly cooling
provided by railway yards. Therefore, weather data for nocturnal hours, from
six in the evening to six in the morning, with air temperatures above 21,7 °C
was used to determine the prevailing wind direction for potential summer
ventilation. This analysis was performed with the same data set and for the
same period of time (1981 - 2010) as for wind that can cause nuisance. Data
of hours with wind speeds higher than the threshold for wind nuisance were
excluded. Subsequently, the prevailing wind directions for potential summer
ventilation were determined, in percentage of occurrence, from the hourly
recorded wind directions. The results indicated that the highest percentage
of wind with potential for summer ventilation originates from an Eastern (E)
direction (figure 53).

Figure 53: Wind directions during nights (18:00-06:00) with temperatures > 21,7 °C for the
years 1981-2010.
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3.3.2 Test-bed Orientation

Both the prevailing wind direction and orientation of spatial settings are
crucial for the analysis of wind behaviour (Lenzholzer, 2013; Oke, 1987).
However, analysing wind for every possible orientation of the test-bed models
in this research is not feasible. Hence, I analysed wind behaviour on the
test-bed models aligned to their predominant orientations, which ensures
that the analyses are representative for common cases. The predominant
orientations of the test-beds were determined with measurements of the
distance in which the railway yards of the respective cases are aligned to
specific orientations. The use of distance measurements as indicator for
the orientation also enabled me to identify the predominant orientation for
cases aligned to multiple orientations (e.g. with a curve).

right from the viewpoint of the residential area. The distance measurements
were conducted with the Google Maps (2019) measurement tool and were
taken parallel to the railway yards of areas with a similar orientation.
The orientation which is present for the longest overall distance for a certain
test-bed type constitutes the predominant orientation of this type. The
types 1a, 1b, 3b, 4a and 5a were determined to have a predominant NWSE orientation (figure 55). Type 2a deviates from the other types with a
predominant W-E orientation.

The orientation was determined by overlapping the railway yard configurations
with a protractor with angles of forty-five degrees that correspond to the
eight wind directions which were also used to determine the prevailing wind
directions (figure 54). The orientations were always allocated from left to

NW

N
NE

W

NW

E

SW

SE
S
= W-E oriented

NE

W

E

SW

Distance (m)

N

SE
S

= SE-NW oriented

Figure 54: Determining of the orientation of railway yard configurations using a protractor,
with residential areas indicated as grey blocks.

Orientation
Figure 55: Orientations of railway yard configurations represented by the test-beds.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis
The following statements can be made considering the prevailing wind
directions in relation to the orientations of the test-bed types (figure 56);

NW-SE Orientation (Type 1a-b, 3b, 4a and 5a):

N

NW-SE test-bed types
- Wind that can cause nuisance predominantly moves from the residential
areas adjacent to the railway yard towards the yard.
- Wind with potential for summer ventilation predominantly moves from the
railway yard towards the residential areas adjacent to the yard.
W-E test-bed types
- Wind that can cause nuisance predominantly moves from the residential
areas adjacent to the railway yard towards the yard.
- Wind with potential for summer ventilation predominantly moves parallel
to the railway yard.

N

E

SW
Wind that can cause nuisance
Wind block

Potential for summer ventilation
Cold air

W-E Orientation (Type 2a):

N

N
E

SW
Wind that can cause nuisance
Wind block

Potential for summer ventilation
Cold air

Figure 56: Prevailing wind directions in relation to the orientations of the test-bed types.
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3
3.3.3 Test-bed Analysis Procedure

Educated guesses of wind behaviour for regional wind and local airflow
were projected on the test-bed models to provide insight in the problems
and opportunities for urban ventilation and preventing wind nuisance
from railway yards. The educated guesses were projected on the testbeds, aligned to their predominant orientation, from the prevailing wind
directions. Additionally, evaluations of the performance of the test-beds,
on providing urban ventilation for residential areas while prevention wind
nuisance, were derived from the educated guesses. The educated guesses
and corresponding evaluations indicate the conditions for improving urban
ventilation and preventing wind nuisance from railway yards.
Large Scale Wind Behaviour
Educated guesses were projected for Eastern and SW wind directions for
each of the six most common test-bed types. The educated guesses for E
wind provide insight in the possibilities for advective transport of cold air
from railway yards to residential areas. The educated guesses for SW wind
indicate where this wind is redirected and decelerated and where wind
nuisance presumably can or cannot occur. The predictions also provide insight
in the spatial components that can impede or enable urban ventilation and
wind nuisance from regional wind. Consequently, the educated guesses of
large scale wind behaviour allocated which places and components of the
test-beds should be addressed in order to improve the urban ventilation and
prevention of wind nuisance.
Small Scale Wind Behaviour
Educated guesses of local airflow were also projected for each of the six most
common test-bed types. These educated guesses offered insight into the
possibilities for the suction of cold air from railway yards to warmer residential
areas. The predictions also provide insight in the spatial components that can
obstruct or increase urban ventilation from local airflow. Consequently, the
educated guesses of local airflow allocated which places and components of
the test-beds should be addressed in order to improve the urban ventilation.

Evaluation of Test-bed Performance on Wind Behaviour
The performance of the test-bed types on enabling urban ventilation and
prevention of wind nuisance was evaluated with a rating scale for the
following aspects (figure 57):
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation (= enabling urban ventilation)
- Enabling cold local airflow (= enabling urban ventilation)
- Prevention of SW wind nuisance (= preventing wind nuisance)
As this research is more focussed on the opportunities of railway yards to
contribute to reduced heat stress instead of preventing wind nuisance,
the aspects related to the enabling of urban ventilation were provided a
significantly higher weighting (12/15) than the aspect of preventing wind
nuisance (3/15) in the evaluation. The evaluations reflect the current
performance of the test-beds on wind behaviour but also reflect the extent
wherein the urban ventilation and prevention of wind nuisance can improve.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 7/12

Preventing Wind Nuisance: 1/3

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

3/6

1/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation =

8/15

Figure 57: Example evaluation with evaluation format.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis
3.3.4 Outcomes of the Test-bed Analysis

The outcomes of the test-bed analysis indicate what the expected microclimate effects of generic railway yards are on adjacent urban residential
areas. The analysis also informs the design process of this research
(chapter 4-5) by indicating the potentials and conditions for improving
urban ventilation and preventing wind nuisance from railway yards. These
potentials and conditions can be pursued in the design of railway yards to
reduce heat stress in urban residential areas while preventing wind nuisance.
The following paragraphs include a discussion of the argumentation behind
the educated guesses of wind behaviour and corresponding evaluations of
the performance per test-bed type.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis

Type 1a

Type 1a (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity (figure 58-59)
Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
Easterly wind moves from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood but
the noise barrier and dense embankment vegetation obstruct the transport
of cold air from the yard towards the neighbourhood (figure 60a and figure
61). The dense embankment vegetation and noise barrier also redirect and
decelerate wind that moves from the railway yard towards the residential
area and thereby create a low ventilation zone. Consequently, for this testbed, the enabling of urban ventilation from Easterly wind is negligible and
received the lowest rating (0/6) (figure 62).

Figure 58: Example photo - Cremerstraat,
in Utrecht (Google Maps, 2019).

Dense verge

Noise barrier

Enabling cold local airflow
The upward movement of warm air accumulated in the residential area can
cause the suction of cold air from cooler surroundings. However, the suction
of cold air from the railway yard to the residential area is obstructed by the
noise barrier and dense embankment vegetation (figure 60b). Consequently,
for this test-bed, the enabling of urban ventilation from local airflow is
negligible and received the lowest rating (0/6).
Prevention of SW wind nuisance
SW wind moves from the neighbourhood towards the railway yard and
predominantly cannot enter the residential area on street level due to the
redirecting and blocking of wind by residential buildings (figure 60c). Hence,
wind is significantly less strong on street level and wake zones are present
behind buildings where wind is almost absent. Consequently, for this testbed, the prevention of nuisance from SW wind is near optimal and received
the maximum rating (3/3).

Figure 59: Axonometric test-bed model for type 1a.
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a. Easterly wind
No cold air exchange

Cold air
Obstruction

10m
5m

3,5m
40,5m
Street
Figure 61: Cross-section analysis of test-bed type 1a.

Railway yard

b. Local airflow
No cold air exchange

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 0/12

Preventing Wind Nuisance: 3/3

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

(Negligible for Improvement)

c. SW wind
Figure 62: Evaluation of test-bed type 1a.

Potentials and conditions for improvement:

10m

Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

Figure 60: Analysis of test-bed type 1a.

- Medium/High potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly
wind by preventing the obstruction of airflow and cold air transport with
removal or adjustments of the noise barrier and dense verge.
- Medium/High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow
by preventing the obstruction of cold airflow with removal or adjustments
of the noise barrier and dense verge.
- Negligible potential for improving on the prevention of SW wind nuisance.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis

Type 1b

Type 1b (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity (figure 63-64)
Enabling Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow
The spatial setting of test-bed type 1b is relatively similar to that of type
1a. The educated guesses are also predominantly similar for the two types
(figure 65). However, the adjacent residential area at test-bed type 1b has
a higher porosity as that of type 1a. Hence, cool air from railway yards can
enter further into the residential area at type 1b. Thus, a higher potential
for improvement on enabling urban ventilation is ascribed to test-bed type
1b than type 1a. Nevertheless, the noise barrier and dense embankment
vegetation still obstruct the transport of cold air from the railway yard
towards the neighbourhood (figure 66). Consequently, similar ratings were
assigned to the aspects related to the enabling of urban ventilation for testbed type 1b as for those of type 1a (figure 67).

Figure 63: Example photo - Archimedeslaan,
in Amsterdam (Google Maps, 2019).
Dense verge
Noise barrier

Prevention of SW wind nuisance
SW wind can more easily enter the residential area on street level in test-bed
type 1b than in type 1a due to the presence of streets in the spatial setting of
type 1b (figure 65c). However, the residential buildings still redirect and block
SW wind sufficiently to prevent wind nuisance on street level. Consequently,
similar ratings were assigned to the prevention of nuisance from SW wind for
test-bed type 1b as those of type 1a.

Figure 64: Axonometric test-bed model for type 1b.
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Figure 66: Cross-section analysis of test-bed type 1b.

Railway yard

b. Local airflow
No cold air exchange

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 0/12

Preventing Wind Nuisance: 3/3

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

(Negligible for Improvement)

c. SW wind
Figure 67: Evaluation of test-bed type 1b.

Potentials and conditions for improvement:
Cold air

10m
5m
Figure 65: Analysis of test-bed type 1b.

Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- High potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind by
preventing the obstruction of airflow and cold air transport with removal
or adjustments of the noise barrier and dense verge.
- High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow by
preventing the obstruction of cold airflow with removal or adjustments of
the noise barrier and dense verge.
- Negligible potential for improving on the prevention of SW wind nuisance.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis

Type 2a

Type 2a (W-E orientation):
Elevated railway yard with extensively used terrain and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity (figure 68-69)
Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
Easterly wind moves parallel to the railway yard (figure 70a). This provides
less potential for the transport of cold air from the railway yard towards
the neighbourhood than wind that moves from the yard towards the
neighbourhood. The low porosity of the adjacent residential area also
provides less potential for urban ventilation than residential areas with a
high porosity. Moreover, the dense embankment vegetation obstructs the
transport of cold air from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood (figure
71). Consequently, for this test-bed, the enabling of urban ventilation from
Easterly wind is negligible and received the lowest rating (0/6) (figure 72).

Figure 68: Example photo - Oude
Bathmensenweg, in Deventer (Google
Maps, 2019).
Dotted line
indicates trees
Dense verge
Wire fencing

Enabling cold local airflow
Cold air from the railway yard cannot be sucked into the warmer residential
area because the dense embankment vegetation obstructs the movement of
cold air (figure 70b). Consequently, for this test-bed, the enabling of urban
ventilation from local airflow is negligible and received the lowest rating
(0/6).
Prevention of SW wind nuisance
SW wind moves from the neighbourhood towards the railway yard and
predominantly cannot enter the residential area on street level due to the
redirecting and blocking of wind by residential buildings (figure 70c). Hence,
wind is significantly less strong on street level and wake zones are present
behind buildings where wind is almost absent. Consequently, for this testbed, the prevention of nuisance from SW wind is near optimal and received
the maximum rating (3/3).

Figure 69: Axonometric test-bed model for type 2a.
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a. Easterly wind
No/negligible cold air exchange

17,5m

5m

41m

Street
Extensively used terrain
Figure 71: Cross-section analysis of test-bed type 2a.

Railway yard

5m
b. Local airflow
No/negligible cold air exchange

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 0/12

Preventing Wind Nuisance: 3/3

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

(Negligible for Improvement)

c. SW wind
Figure 72: Evaluation of test-bed type 2a.

Potentials and conditions for improvement:

10m
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 70: Analysis of test-bed type 2a.

- Medium potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind by
preventing the obstruction of airflow and cold air transport with removal
or adjustments of the dense verge.
- Medium/High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow
by preventing the obstruction of cold airflow with removal or adjustments
of the dense verge.
- Negligible potential for improving on the prevention of SW wind nuisance.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis

Type 3b

Type 3b (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and park between the yard and
adjacent residential area with high urban porosity (figure 73-74)
Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
Easterly wind moves from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood but
the noise barrier obstructs the transport of cold air from the yard towards
the neighbourhood (figure 75a and figure 76). The noise barrier also
redirects and decelerates wind that moves from the railway yard towards
the residential area and thereby creates a low ventilation zone. The park
can provide some cooling for the residential areas but this is unrelated to
the railway yard due to prevention of cold air exchange between the yard
and park by the noise barrier. Consequently, for this test-bed, the enabling
of urban ventilation from Easterly wind is negligible and received the lowest
rating (0/6) (figure 77).

Figure 73: Example photo - BadenPowellweg, in Utrecht (Google Maps, 2019).
Park
Noise barrier

Enabling cold local airflow
Cold air from the railway yard cannot be sucked into the warmer residential
area because the noise barrier obstructs the movement of cold air (figure
75b). Consequently, for this test-bed, the enabling of urban ventilation from
local airflow is negligible and received the lowest rating (0/6).
Prevention of SW wind nuisance
SW wind moves from the neighbourhood towards the railway yard and
predominantly cannot enter the residential area on street level due to
the redirecting and blocking of wind by residential buildings (figure 75c).
However, wind can accelerate and enter street level in the openness of the
park. Hence, wind nuisance can occur in the large areas of the park where
wake zones from buildings are absent. Consequently, for this test-bed, the
prevention of nuisance from SW wind received a medium/low rating (1/3).

Figure 74: Axonometric test-bed model for type 3b.
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Figure 76: Cross-section analysis of test-bed type 3b.

Railway yard

b. Local airflow
No cold air exchange

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 0/12

Preventing Wind Nuisance: 1/3

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
c. SW wind
Figure 77: Evaluation of test-bed type 3b.

Potentials and conditions for improvement:

Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation

10m
5m
Figure 75: Analysis of test-bed type 3b.

Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- High potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind by
preventing the obstruction of airflow and cold air transport with removal
or adjustments of the noise barrier.
- High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow by
preventing the obstruction of cold airflow with removal or adjustments of
the noise barrier.
- Medium/High potential for improving on the prevention of SW wind
nuisance by applying obstructions that weaken and/or redirect wind.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis

Type 4a

Type 4a (NW-SE orientation):
Ground level railway yard with park between the yard and adjacent residential
area with low urban porosity (figure 78-79)
Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
Easterly wind moves from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood and
transports cold air from the yard towards the neighbourhood due to the
absence of near-surface obstructions (figure 80a and figure 81). However,
the park trees and shrubs can decelerate wind and impede the transport of
cold air. The low porosity of the adjacent residential area prevents cold air
from entering further into the residential area. In contrast, the park actually
contributes to the generation and transport of cold air. Consequently, for this
test-bed, the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation received a medium rating
(3/6) (figure 82).

Figure
78:
Example
photoWestVarkenoordseweg, in Rotterdam (Google
Maps, 2019).

Park

Enabling cold local airflow
Cold air from the railway yard can be sucked into the warmer residential
area due to the absence of near-surface obstructions and additional cooling
provided by the park (figure 80b). However, this local airflow is impeded by
park trees and shrubs and the low porosity residential area. Consequently,
for this test-bed, the enabling of urban ventilation from local airflow received
a medium rating (3/6).
Prevention of SW wind nuisance
SW wind moves from the neighbourhood towards the railway yard and can
accelerate and enter street level in the large open areas of the park (figure
80c). Hence, wind nuisance can occur in the zones of the park where wake
zones from buildings and vegetation are absent. Consequently, for this testbed, the prevention of nuisance from SW wind received a medium/low
rating (1/3).

Figure 79: Axonometric test-bed model for type 4a.
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Figure 81: Cross-section analysis of test-bed type 4a.

Railway yard

b. Local airflow
Air circulation

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 6/12

Preventing Wind Nuisance: 1/3

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
c. SW wind
Figure 82: Evaluation of test-bed type 4a.

Potentials and conditions for improvement:

Cold air
Warm air

10m
Figure 80: Analysis of test-bed type 4a.

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Medium potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind
by preventing the obstruction of airflow and cold air transport with
adjustments of the park layout.
- Medium potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow by
preventing the obstruction of cold airflow with adjustments of the park
layout.
- Medium/High potential for improving on the prevention of SW wind
nuisance by applying obstructions that weaken and/or redirect wind.
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3.3 Test-bed Analysis

Type 5a

Type 5a (NW-SE orientation)
Ground level railway yard with parking lot between the yard and adjacent
residential area with low urban porosity (figure 83-84)
Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
Easterly wind moves from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood
and transports cold air from the yard towards the neighbourhood due to
the absence of near-surface obstructions (figure 85a and figure 86). The low
porosity of the adjacent residential area does prevent cold air from entering
further into the residential area. Nevertheless, for this test-bed, the enabling
of Easterly wind ventilation is almost optimal and received a medium/high
rating (5/6) (figure 87).

Figure 83: Example photo - S152, in
Zaandam (Google Maps, 2019).
Verge
Parking lot

Enabling cold local airflow
Cold air from the railway yard can be sucked into the warmer residential
area due to the absence of near-surface obstructions (figure 85b). However,
this local airflow is expected to reach less far into the neighbourhood due to
the low porosity of the residential area. Consequently, for this test-bed, the
enabling of urban ventilation from local airflow received a medium rating
(3/6).
Enabling cold local airflow
SW wind moves from the neighbourhood towards the railway yard and can
accelerate and enter street level in the large open area of the parking lot (figure
85c). Wake zones are only present close the residential buildings. Hence,
wind nuisance can occur in almost the entire parking lot. Consequently, for
this test-bed, the prevention of wind nuisance from SW wind received a low
rating (0,5/3).

Figure 84: Axonometric test-bed model for type 5a.
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Figure 86: Cross-section analysis of test-bed type 5a.

Railway yard

b. Local airflow
Air circulation

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 10/12 Preventing Wind Nuisance: 0,5/3
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
c. SW wind
Figure 87: Evaluation of test-bed type 5a.

Potentials and conditions for improvement:
Cold air
Warm air

10m
Figure 85: Analysis of test-bed type 5a.

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Low potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind with
adjustments of the urban porosity.
- Low potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow with
adjustments of the urban porosity and removal of hard pavement.
- High potential for improving on the prevention of SW wind nuisance by
applying obstructions that weaken and/or redirect wind.
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Model trains. Photo: learnaboutmodeltrains.info
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4. Test-bed Designs
Introduction
In this chapter, the RTD strategy is discussed which was applied to test and
evaluate designs for improving urban ventilation from railway yards while
preventing wind nuisance. The designs were developed for the six generic
railway yard configurations (section 3.2) and were informed by the test-bed
analysis. I evaluated and refined the designs in multiple design and feedback
loops in order to create design guidelines applicable to railway yards for
improving urban ventilation in adjacent urban residential areas while
preventing wind nuisance.

4.1 Research Through Design Strategy
The RTD approach is used to create generic design guidelines that can be
applied to design practice (Lenzholzer et al., 2017). Thereby, RTD can aid
to bridge the gap between research and practice (Lenzholzer et al., 2013b).
The RTD approach comprises the iterative process of testing and evaluating
design in feedback loops to generate knowledge, with design as the essential
research component (Lenzholzer et al., 2017). Feedback from the evaluation
of each feedback loop is to be used to refine the designs accordingly. The
following design and feedback loops were included in the RTD process of this
research (figure 88):
- Design loop 1 (climate)
- Additional evaluation of noise prevention
- Design loop 2 (climate and sound)
- Additional evaluation of costs and maintenance
Design Loop 1 (Climate)
The first design loop comprised the application of design strategies to reduce
heat stress, while preventing wind nuisance. Therefore, the following three
climate aspects were addressed with the first design loop:
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation (= enabling urban ventilation)
- Enabling cold local airflow (= enabling urban ventilation)
- Prevention of SW wind nuisance (= preventing wind nuisance)
During the first design loop, design strategies were repeatedly evaluated and
refined to create optimal designs for reducing heat stress, while preventing
wind nuisance. However, for the test-beds with negligible potential for
improving on the prevention of SW wind nuisance, the aspect of wind
nuisance was excluded. The three best rated design alternatives per test-

bed type were selected for further testing and development in the RTD
process.
Additional Evaluation of noise prevention
As became evident with the design strategies of design loop one, the
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Design Loop 1
(Climate)

1

Design filter

Top 3 per type

Evaluation:

With educated guesses.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
- (Prevention of SW wind nuisance)

Design Loop 1
(Climate)

1

Sound
(Noise Prevention)

Evaluate

Design Loop 2
(Climate & Sound)
Top 3 per type

Evaluation:

By experts.
- Noise prevention

Design filter

Top 3 per type

Evaluation:

With educated guesses.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
- (Prevention of SW wind nuisance)

2
Evaluation:

Costs &
Maintenance

Design filter

Top 3 per type

With educated guesses & by experts.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
- (Prevention of SW wind nuisance)
- Noise prevention

Evaluate

Top 2 per type

Evaluation:

By experts.
- Requiring low implementation costs
- Requiring low maintenance

Final Design
Guidelines

Application in

Site-specific
Designs

Costs &
Maintenance

Evaluate

Top 2 per type

Evaluation:

By experts.
- Requiring low implementation costs
- Requiring low maintenance

Figure 88: Research through design process and respective design loops.
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4.1 Research Through Design Strategy
improvement of urban ventilation from railway yards often involved the
removal or adjustment of noise barriers which can lead to increased noise from
railway yards in adjacent residential areas. The prevention of railway noise
in the urban environment is highly relevant (railway sound is not allowed to
reach over fifty-five dB on existing building façades (Wet Geluidhinder, 2017))
but the designs that included the removal or adjustment of noise barriers
would presumably result in a strong deterioration of noise prevention. This
assumption was tested by including an additional evaluation in the RTD
process to also evaluate the three best rated designs of loop one on noise
prevention. The evaluations indicated that the designs that included changes
to noise barriers would indeed result in a strong deterioration of noise
prevention, even for the best rated alternatives. Hence, a second design loop
was essential to incorporate noise prevention in the designs.
Noise from railway yards is assumed to be negligible or below the permitted
limits for the test-beds where noise barriers are currently absent. Hence,
these test-beds were not evaluated on sound prevention and were
immediately selected for the final evaluations of the RTD process.
Design Loop 2 (Climate & Sound)
The second design loop comprised the refinement of the design strategies of
design loop one, for the test-beds that featured noise barriers in the current
situation, by also incorporating noise prevention in the designs. The aspects
that were already included in design loop one remain in the evaluations of
the second design loop to ensure that the refinements do not conflict with
results of the first design loop. During the second design loop, the design
strategies were repeatedly evaluated and refined to create optimal designs
in regards of both the climatological and sound aspects. The three best rated
design alternatives were selected for the final evaluations of the RTD process.
Additional Evaluation of Costs & Maintenance
The final evaluations of the RTD process comprised the implications for
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implementation costs and maintenance of the drafted design strategies. The
evaluations were conducted by means of a rating scale for the following two
aspects:
- Requiring low implementation costs
- Requiring low maintenance
Per test-bed type, the two best rated design alternatives constitute the
design guidelines for that particular test-bed.
Site-specific Designs
Whether the design guidelines can be applied to site-specific conditions
was demonstrated by applying them in practice. Hence, two of the best
performing design guidelines were applied in two separate sites (chapter 5),
which are representative for the most common railway yard configurations
with potential for reducing heat stress in residential areas.
General Design Restrictions and Additional Aspects
The following general restrictions that apply to the spacial settings that the
test-bed represent are relevant for the test-bed designs and were therefore
accounted for in the RTD process:
- Objects cannot be placed on the railway tracks because the function of the
tracks should be preserved (ProRail, n.d.a).
- Vegetation, especially trees, cannot be planted to close to the railway tracks
with regards to safety (ProRail, n.d.a).
- Railway embankment slopes cannot be narrowed in order to retain solidity
for the railway zone and absorb vibrations (ProRail, n.d.b).
- I assumed that the extensively used terrain of railway yards is restricted to
use by railroad companies and should therefore not be designed.
- Access to railway yards should remain restricted to employees of the railway
yard for safety reasons (ProRail, n.d.a).
- Modifications to the urban porosity can be unfavourable as they require
large scale transformations (including the removal of buildings).

4

Loop 1 (Climate) without wind nuisance

1
In addition to the aspects that were already included in the RTD process,
the following aspects are considered relevant for the design of the spatial
settings that the test-beds represent; safety, functionality, circular material
use, biodiversity and aesthetic appeal. However, in terms of time availability,
I could not cover every aspect in the RTD process. Therefore, I included
a discussion of the functionality of the design guidelines in relation to
design aspects that were not included in the RTD process (section 4.8.2).
Furthermore, the site-specific designs address design aspects that were not
included in the RTD process in addition to the aspects that were.
Evaluation Methods
The evaluations of micro-climate effects were conducted with the same
evaluation format and analysis technique (educated guesses) as applied in
the test-bed analysis (section 3.3.3). However, the evaluation with regard
to wind nuisance was only included for the test-beds with potential for
improving on the prevention of SW wind nuisance (figure 89).

The evaluations of noise prevention from railway yards is not the main objective
of this research but it is highly relevant in the urban environment. Hence,
these evaluations were conducted by means of a rating scale out of six which
is higher than the weighting for wind nuisance but lower than the combined
weighting for urban ventilation. The noise prevention was rated by experts or
derived from descriptions on sound propagation that the experts provided in
semi-structured interviews. The input of two experts, both from a different
professional background, was used to establish a more holistic evaluation
(Creswell, 2014). One of the consulted experts is the project manager/
counsellor and former director of H+N+S Landscape Architects, Lodewijk van
Nieuwenhuijze, who has often worked on projects concerning railways and
noise prevention. Additionally, he has collaborated on the development of
Park Buitenschot which comprises a sound-scape that was realised to reduce
the sound nuisance of aircrafts taking off from the Dutch airport Schiphol.
Nieuwenhuijze provided oral judgements of noise prevention for the design

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Loop 1 (Climate) with wind nuisance

1

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Prevention of SW wind nuisance
- Enabling cold local airflow

(Sound) with noise nuisance
Evaluate

- Noise prevention

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound) with noise nuisance

2

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Noise prevention
- Enabling cold local airflow

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound) with wind and noise nuisance

2

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Prevention of SW wind nuisance
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

(Costs & Maintenance) all types
Evaluate

- Requiring low implementation costs
- Requiring low maintenance

Figure 89: Evaluation format for test-bed types and corresponding design loops/evaluation.
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4.1 Research Through Design Strategy
strategies. The other consulted expert is the senior expert noise & vibration
at ProRail, Nils Yntema. Yntema directly rated the rating scales for noise
prevention of various design strategies and provided supportive information
(e.g. with policy documents and written statements) about noise barriers
and sound propagation for the design strategies. The integrated input from
both experts provided an evaluation and corresponding argumentation for
all the design strategies where noise prevention was deemed necessary. The
effects of the designs on sound propagation and noise prevention were also
illustrated in visuals to communicate the knowledge provided by the experts.
The evaluations of costs and maintenance were always covered in feedback
loops separate from the other evaluations and thus did not require specific
weightings. Additionally, I assumed that they were of similar importance to
the research. Hence, the evaluations for requiring low implementation costs
and low maintenance were both conducted by means of a rating scale out of
six. The ratings for the evaluations were provided by the senior expert noise
& vibration at ProRail, Nils Yntema. However, Yntema was not acquainted
with all of the proposed design elements (including the planting and pruning
of trees). Hence, the input with regard to costs and maintenance of the
planting and pruning of trees was provided by myself as I am familiar with
these aspects due to my studies in landscape architecture.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
4.2.1 Design Loop 1 (Climate)

In this section, the design alternatives and evaluations of design loop one are
discussed for test-bed type 1a. This test-bed was determined with negligible
potential for improvement on the prevention of wind nuisance (section
3.3.3). Hence, the evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation
format for loop one without wind nuisance (figure 90).
Loop 1 (Climate) without wind nuisance

1

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 90: Evaluation format for design loop 1 (climate) for test-bed type 1a.

1. Noise Barrier Removal and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The first design strategy for test-bed type 1a comprises the complete
removal of the noise barrier and removal of shrubs and trees (figure 91). This
decrease in surface roughness and removal of obstructions strongly improves
the movement of cold air (section 1.4) from the railway yard towards the
adjacent residential area. This design is evaluated as best performing of
all alternatives with a rating of 5/6 for both the enabling of Easterly wind
ventilation and cold local airflow. The evaluations were not provided the
maximum rating because the test-bed comprises a residential area with a
low porosity that prevents wind and cold air from entering deeply into the
residential area.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

5/6

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

3/6
- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 7/12

Figure 92: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 1a.

3. Underpass on Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The third design strategy is almost identical to the second design strategy but
differs in the positioning of the noise barrier on the slope of the railway yard
embankment instead of above the slope (figure 93). This results in slightly
more wind blockage. Hence, this design received a slightly lower rating for
enabling Easterly wind ventilation than the second design strategy.

2/6
- Enabling cold local airflow
Combined Evaluation = 10/12

Figure 91: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 1a.
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2. Underpass above Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The second design strategy comprises the redesign of the noise barrier to
create an opening that enables airflow underneath the barrier (figure 92).
As cold air moves close to the surface, this is highly advantageous for the
movement of cold air from the railway yard towards the adjacent residential
area. Similar to the first design strategy, shrubs and trees are removed to
decrease surface roughness and remove obstructions for airflow. This design
was provided a rating of 3/6 for the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and
4/6 for enabling cold local airflow. These ratings are lower than those for the
complete removal of the noise barrier because the redesigned barrier still
impedes (cold) airflow.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Enabling cold local airflow

5/6

Type 1a (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 6/12

Figure 93: Evaluation of design strategy 3 on test-bed type 1a.

1

Evaluate

2

4
Evaluate

4. Local Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The fourth design strategy comprises a similar intervention to that of the
second and third designs but only includes an underpass over a small length
in the noise barrier (figure 94). This local underpass enables cold airflow
from the railway yard towards the residential area. However, because
cold air movement (especially from local airflow) requires wide ventilation
corridors free of near-surface obstructions (section 1.4), the small scale of
the underpass enables relatively little cold air exchange. Consequently, most
cold air from the railway yard still accumulates behind the noise barrier in
design strategy four. Hence, this design received a relatively low combined
rating (2,5/12).

6. “Sluice” and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The sixth and final design strategy comprises a “sluice” in the noise barrier
that enables cold air exchange between the railway yard and residential
area (figure 96). However, similar to the local underpass, most cold air from
the railway yard accumulates behind the noise barrier. Additionally, the
“sluice” redirects airflow away from the residential area. Consequently, this
alternative received a lower rating on enabling cold local airflow than the
design that included the local underpass.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

1/6
- Enabling cold local airflow

1/6

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

Combined Evaluation = 2/12

Figure 96: Evaluation of design strategy 5 on test-bed type 1a.

1/6
- Enabling cold local airflow

1,5/6

Combined Evaluation = 2,5/12

Figure 94: Evaluation of design strategy 4 on test-bed type 1a.

5. Mini Barriers and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The fifth design strategy comprises miniature noise barriers positioned
in close proximity to the railway tracks (figure 95). These barriers have
underpasses similar to that of the previous designs but are much smaller in
order to retain the view from the trains. The small scale of the underpasses
mainly causes the barriers to obstruct airflow. Hence, this design received a
low combined rating (2/12).
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

1/6
- Enabling cold local airflow

1/6

Combined Evaluation = 2/12

Figure 95: Evaluation of design strategy 5 on test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
Outcomes of Design Loop 1
The current situation of test-bed type 1a was rated 0/12 for enabling urban
ventilation (section 3.3.3). This rating compared to the ratings of the design
strategies reflects that all design alternatives provide an improvement from
the current situation (figure 97). However, the three best rated designs (i.e.
design one, two and three) provide the most significant improvements from
the current situation. These designs were selected for further development
in the RTD process and are discussed in more detail on the following pages.
The complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies that
were not selected for further development were added in appendix D.

0. Current Situation
Enabling Urban Ventilation: 0/12
- Medium/High potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
- Medium/High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
- Negligible potential for improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.

Loop 1 (Climate)

Top 3

1. Noise Barrier Removal and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 10/12

Further development

2. Underpass above Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 7/12

Further development

3. Underpass on Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 6/12

Further development

4. Local Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 2,5/12

5. Mini Barriers and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 2/12

6. “Sluice” and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 2/12

Figure 97: Overview of all designs and evaluations for design loop 1 at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a

Removal of
shrubs and trees

Design Intervention:

1. Noise Barrier Removal and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The complete removal of the noise barrier and removal of shrubs and trees
(figure 98) constitutes the best rated design strategy, of design loop one, for
test-bed type 1a. This design enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind
(figure 99a) and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 99b) from the
railway yard towards the neighbourhood. The decrease in surface roughness
and removal of obstructions also ensures that airflow from the railway yard
towards the adjacent residential area can occur relatively unimpeded (figure
100). Hence, this design was rated 5/6 for both the enabling of Easterly wind
ventilation and cold local airflow (figure 101). The evaluations were not
provided the maximum rating because the test-bed comprises a residential
area with a low porosity that prevents wind and cold air from entering deeply
into the residential area.

Figure 98: Design strategy 1 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Removal of
noise barrier

W

N

4

E

S

a. Easterly wind

10m
5m

b. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow
Figure 100: Cross-section of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1a.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 10/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 99: Analysis of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 101: Evaluation of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
2. Underpass above Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The redesign of the noise barrier with an opening (underpass) at the bottom
of the barrier and the removal of shrubs and trees (figure 102) constitutes
the second best rated design strategy, of design loop one, for test-bed type
1a. This design enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 103a)
and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 103b) from the railway yard
towards the neighbourhood. However, the barrier still somewhat impedes
cold airflow due to the small height of the opening at the bottom of the
barrier and partly redirects wind to pass over the barrier (figure 104). Hence,
this design was rated 3/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation and 4/6 for
enabling cold local airflow (figure 105) which adds up to a lower combined
rating than that of the first design alternative.

Removal of
shrubs and trees

Design Intervention:

Figure 102: Design strategy 2 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Underpass in
noise barrier

W

N

4

E

S

a. Easterly wind

10m
5m

b. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow
Figure 104: Cross-section of underpass on elevation at test-bed type 1a.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 7/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 103: Analysis of underpass on elevation at test-bed type 1a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 105: Evaluation of underpass on elevation at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
3. Underpass on Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The third design strategy, of design loop one, for test-bed type 1a is almost
identical to the second design strategy but differs in the positioning of the
noise barrier on the slope of the railway yard embankment instead of above
the slope (figure 106). Consequently, the analysis and evaluation is fairly
similar to that of the second design. However, this design alternative causes
more redirection of wind over the noise barrier which causes less effective
transport of cold air from Easterly wind underneath the barrier (figure 108).
Hence, this design was provided a slightly lower rating on enabling Easterly
wind ventilation than the second design alternative (figure 109).

Removal of
shrubs and trees

Design Intervention:

Figure 106: Design strategy 3 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Noise barrier
displacement
& underpass
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a. Easterly wind

10m
5m

b. Local airflow

Eastern wind
Local airflow
Figure 108: Cross-section of underpass alongside elevation at test-bed type 1a.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 6/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 107: Analysis of underpass alongside elevation at test-bed type 1a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 109: Evaluation of underpass alongside elevation at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
4.2.2 Evaluation (Sound)

Test-bed type 1a includes a noise barrier in the current situation. Hence,
the three best rated designs of design loop one at test-bed type 1a (i.e.
design one, two and three) were also evaluated on noise prevention. The
evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation format for noise
prevention (figure 110) and are discussed in this section.
(Sound) with noise nuisance
Evaluate

- Noise prevention

Figure 110: Evaluation format for evaluation (sound) for test-bed type 1a.

1. Noise Barrier Removal and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
As the first design strategy includes the complete removal of the noise barrier,
it completely eliminates the prevention from railway noise by the barrier
(figure 111). Hence, this design received a rating of 0/6 for noise prevention.
- Noise prevention

- Noise prevention

0/6
Combined Evaluation = 0/6
Figure 112: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 1a.

3. Underpass on Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The third design strategy is almost identical to the second design strategy
but differs in the positioning of the noise barrier on the slope of the railway
yard embankment instead of above the slope (figure 113). This causes more
blockage of direct sound, which causes higher noise levels than reflected
sound (personal communication, Nils Yntema, 28 Feb 2020), from the railway
yard by the noise barrier. Nevertheless, indirect sound from the railway yard
can still cause nuisance in the residential area. Hence, this design received a
slightly higher rating for noise prevention than the previous two alternatives
but was far from receiving the maximum rating.
- Noise prevention

1,5/6
Combined Evaluation = 1,5/6

0/6

Figure 113: Evaluation of design strategy 3 on test-bed type 1a.
Combined Evaluation = 0/6

Figure 111: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 1a.

2. Underpass above Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The second design strategy includes the redesign of the noise barrier into
a barrier with an underpass at the bottom which causes a significant sound
leak underneath the barrier (figure 112). Hence, this design provides no, or
negligible, noise prevention and received a rating of 0/6.
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Type 1a (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs...
Aside from the third design strategy, the first and second design alternatives
provided no, or negligible, noise prevention. Hence, an additional design,
as refinement from to the first design strategy, was added in order to
acquire multiple designs that were suitable for further development and
to ensure that this evaluation did not exclude designs that might perform
well further on in the RTD process. This additional design is almost similar to
the first design strategy but includes the improvement of façade insulation
for residences in proximity to the railway yard (figure 114). This alternative
provides effective noise prevention for the residences but does not prevent

4

0. Current Situation

1

Evaluate

2

Noise Prevention: 6/6

Evaluate

- Negligible potential for improving noise prevention.

noise in the outdoor environment (Nils Yntema, personal communication,
28 Feb 2020). Hence, this design received a higher rating than the other
alternatives but did not receive the maximum rating.

Evaluation (Sound)

Top 2

1. Noise Barrier Removal and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

- Noise prevention
Evaluation: 0/6

4/6
Combined Evaluation = 4/6
Figure 114: Evaluation of design strategy 7 on test-bed type 1a.

Outcomes of Evaluation (Sound)
The current situation of test-bed type 1a was rated 6/6 for noise prevention
which was based on the assumption that the current situation meets the
requirements for noise prevention. This rating compared to the ratings of
the design strategies reflects that all design alternatives result in a significant
deterioration in noise prevention from the current situation (figure 115).
Moreover, the first and second design strategy provide no, or negligible,
noise prevention at all. Hence, only design three and seven, that do provide
noise prevention, (instead of the suggested three) were selected for further
development in the RTD process. These designs are discussed in more detail
on the following pages. The complete designs, analyses and evaluations of
the design strategies that were not selected for further development were
added in appendix D.

2. Underpass above Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 0/6

3. Underpass on Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 2,5/6

Further development

7 Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 4/6

Further development

Figure 115: Overview of all designs and evaluations for evaluation on test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs ...
The removal of the noise barrier, shrubs and trees in combination with
improved façade insulation (figure 116) constitutes the best rated design
strategy, concerning noise prevention, for test-bed type 1a. The complete
removal of the noise barrier enables direct sound from the railway yard to
travel into the residential area (figure 117). Hence, high sound levels can
occur in the outdoor environment of the adjacent residential area. The
improved façade insulation of residences in proximity to the railway yard
provides effective noise prevention for the residences but does not prevent
noise in the outdoor environment (figure 118). Nevertheless, noise in the
outdoor environment generally causes less nuisance than noise experienced
within residences (Nils Yntema, personal communication, 28 Feb 2020).
Hence, this design was rated 4/6 for noise prevention but did not receive the
maximum rating (figure 119).

Removal of
noise barrier and
shrubs and trees

Design Intervention:
Improved
façade insulation

Trees and shrubs can aid in noise prevention. However, in this test-bed type,
trees and shrubs are only present on a thin strip along the railway yard.
Hence, the removal of trees and shrubs in this design is assumed to have no
significant effects on noise prevention (Nils Yntema, personal communication
28 Feb 2020).

Figure 116: Design strategy 7 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 118: Cross-section of noise barrier removal and isolation at test-bed type 1a.
Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise Prevention: 4/6

(Sound evaluation by Nils Yntema)

- Noise Prevention

Figure 117: Analysis of noise barrier removal and isolation at test-bed type 1a.

Figure 119: Evaluation of noise barrier removal and isolation at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
3. Underpass On Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The redesign of the noise barrier with an opening (underpass) at the bottom
of the barrier, the removal of shrubs and trees, and displacement of the
barrier on the slope of the railway embankment (figure 120) constitutes the
second best rated design strategy, concerning noise prevention, for testbed type 1a. By positioning the noise barrier with underpass on the railway
embankment slope, sound from the railway yard cannot travel directly into
the adjacent residential area (figure 122). Moreover, direct sound causes
higher noise levels than reflected sound (personal communication, Nils
Yntema, 28 Feb 2020). However, noise barriers are favourably positioned
closer to the railway tracks to block sounds closer to the source, whereas this
design requires positioning of the noise barrier slightly further away from the
tracks. Hence, the noise barrier needs to be higher to block the same amount
of sound as a smaller barrier closer to the sound source. Additionally, indirect
sound from the railway yard can still cause nuisance in the residential area.
Yet, because the sound leak consists of indirect (reflected) sound, the sound
that enters the residential area is weakened and reduced. Conclusively, this
design provides noise prevention but to a rather moderate extent. Hence,
the design received a rating of 2,5/6 for noise prevention.

Removal of
shrubs and trees

Design Intervention:

Similar to the previously discussed design, the removal of trees and shrubs in
this alternative is assumed to have no significant effects on noise prevention
(Nils Yntema, personal communication 28 Feb 2020).

Figure 120: Design strategy 3 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Noise barrier
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Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 122: Cross-section of underpass alongside elevation at test-bed type 1a.
Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise Prevention: 2,5/6

(Sound evaluation by Nils Yntema)

- Noise prevention

Figure 121: Analysis of underpass alongside elevation at test-bed type 1a.

Figure 123: Evaluation of underpass alongside elevation at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a

Type 1a (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity

4.2.3 Design loop 2 (Climate & Sound)

In this section, the design alternatives and evaluations of design loop two are
discussed for test-bed type 1a. The design alternatives of this design loop are
a refinement from the designs that were selected for further development
in both the previous design loop and evaluation of noise prevention. The
refined designs are intended to improve on the climate and sound aspects
from the previous designs. The evaluations were conducted according to the
evaluation format for loop two without wind nuisance (figure 124).
Loop 2 (Climate & Sound) with noise nuisance

2

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Noise prevention
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 124: Evaluation format for evaluation (climate & sound) for test-bed type 1a.

Regarding the climate aspects, this design seems to function similar as the
former design. Regarding noise prevention, the additional height provided
by the inclined part on top of the noise barrier results in slightly more
prevention of noise from the railway yard. Moreover, the inclination enables
the barrier to block sounds closer to the source and reflects sound back to
the railway yard instead of upwards, which is both favourable for sound
prevention (Lodewijk van Nieuwenhuijze, personal communication, 27 Jan
2020; Nils Yntema, personal communication, 28 Feb 2020). However, in
this case, the additional downward reflection of sound also causes a larger
sound leak at the opening in the foot of the noise barrier. Hence, this design
received a similar rating for the climate aspects but a slightly higher rating for
the prevention of sound nuisance than the former design.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

2/6

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs...
The seventh design strategy (figure 125) is the same as discussed in the
previous sections (section 4.2.1-4.2.2) and will therefore not be discussed
again. However, this design has the highest combined rating of all alternatives.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

5/6

4/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

5/6

Combined Evaluation = 14/18

Figure 125: Evaluation of design strategy 7 on test-bed type 1a.

8. Partly Inclined Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The eighth design strategy comprises a refinement from a previous design
(underpass on slope and removal of shrubs and trees) by redesign of the
noise barrier into a partially inclined barrier with underpass (figure 126).
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3/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 9/18

Figure 126: Evaluation of design strategy 8 on test-bed type 1a.

9. Fully Inclined Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The ninth design strategy comprises a refinement from a previous design
(underpass on slope and removal of shrubs and trees) by redesign of the
noise barrier into a partially inclined barrier with underpass (figure 127).
Regarding the climate aspects, the full inclination causes the noise barrier to
stand at an angle to Easterly wind. This redirects wind towards the opening
at the foot of the barrier. Consequently, local acceleration of wind can
occur (section 1.4) at the opening underneath the barrier that enable more
effective transport of cold air from the railway yard towards the residential
area. As the opening underneath the barrier is about the same height as
in the previous design, the enabling of cold local airflow is assumed to be
similar in this and the previous design. Regarding noise prevention, the

1

Evaluate

2

4
Evaluate

inclination of the noise barrier towards the railway yard causes the barrier to
reflect more sound downwards. Consequently, this results in an even larger
sound leak at the opening in the foot of the noise barrier than at the partially
inclined noise barrier. Hence, this design received a slightly higher rating for
the climate aspects but a slightly lower rating for noise prevention than the
previous alternative.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

2,5/6

2/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 8,5/18

Figure 127: Evaluation of design strategy 9 on test-bed type 1a.

10. Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The tenth design strategy comprises a refinement from a previous design
(underpass on slope and removal of shrubs and trees) by redesign of the
noise barrier into a curved barrier with underpass (figure 128). In comparison
to the fully inclined noise barrier with underpass, the curved barrier ensures
that less sound is reflected downwards towards the opening in the foot of the
barrier. The shape, and especially the extended bottom, of the curved noise
barrier also ensure that more sound is absorbed by the ground. Hence, this
design causes a smaller sound leak underneath the barrier than the designs
that included a partially inclined and fully inclined noise barrier. The curved
shape of the barrier also redirects wind towards the opening underneath
the barrier and causes wind to accelerate underneath the extended bottom
of the barrier. This increases the advective transport of cold air from the
railway yard towards the residential area. Hence, this design received a
slightly higher rating for both the climate and sound related aspects than the
previous alternatives.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

2,5/6

4/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 10,5/18

Figure 128: Evaluation of design strategy 10 on test-bed type 1a.

11. S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The eleventh design strategy comprises a refinement from a previous design
(underpass on slope and removal of shrubs and trees) by redesign of the noise
barrier into an S-curved barrier with underpass (figure 129). In comparison
to the curved noise barrier with underpass, the S-curved barrier redirects
more wind downwards to the opening in the foot of the barrier. This causes
a stronger acceleration of wind underneath the barrier and increases the
advective transport of cold air towards the residential area. The upper part
of the S-curved barrier enables the blockage of sounds close to the source
and reflects sound back to the railway yard instead of upwards. However, this
upper part also reflects sound downwards towards the opening in the foot
of the barrier. Still, this design provides a slight improvement for both the
enabling of eastern wind ventilation and noise prevention from the previous
alternative. Hence, the design received slightly higher ratings on the climate
and sound aspects than the previous alternatives. The combined rating is the
third highest of all alternatives.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

3/6

4,5/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 11,5/18

Figure 129: Evaluation of design strategy 11 on test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
12. Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The twelfth design strategy comprises a refinement from a previous design
(underpass on slope and removal of shrubs and trees) by redesign of the
noise barrier into a step-shaped barrier with underpass (figure 130). This
step-shaped barrier provides multiple surfaces that reflect sound to the
ground and back to the railway yard. The additional reflections result in a
smaller sound leak at the opening in the foot of the noise barrier (Nils Yntema,
personal communication, 28 Feb 2020). However, the stepped shape of the
barrier also obstructs wind and causes a deceleration of wind underneath the
barrier and more wind to pass over the barrier. Consequently, less cold air
is transported underneath the noise barrier. In comparison to the previous
alternative, this design improved on noise prevention but deteriorated more
significantly on the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation. Hence, the design
received a slightly lower combined rating than the previous alternative.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

2/6

5/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 11/18

Figure 130: Evaluation of design strategy 12 on test-bed type 1a.

13. S-Curved Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The thirteenth design strategy comprises a refinement from a previous design
(underpass on slope and removal of shrubs and trees) by redesign of the
noise barrier into a barrier with underpass that combines the shapes of the
S-curved and step-shaped barriers (figure 131). This S-curved stepped barrier
provides the advantages of both the S-curved and step-shaped alternative.
Hence, this design received a higher rating for both the climate and sound
related aspects than the previous alternative. The combined rating is the
second highest of all alternatives.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

2/6

5/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 12/18

Figure 131: Evaluation of design strategy 13 on test-bed type 1a.

Outcomes of Design Loop 2
The current situation of test-bed type 1a was rated 0/12 for enabling
urban ventilation and 6/6 for preventing noise (section 3.3.3 and 4.2.2).
This combined rating in comparison to the ratings of the design strategies
reflects that the three best rated designs (i.e. seven, eleven and thirteen)
provide the most significant improvements from the current situation
(figure 132). These designs (excluding the seventh design that was already
discussed in the previous sections) were selected for further development
in the RTD process and are discussed in more detail on the following pages.
The complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies that
were not selected for further development were added in appendix D.

4

0. Current Situation
Evaluation: 6/18
-

Medium/High potential
Medium/High potential
Negligible potential for
Negligible potential for

for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.
improving noise prevention.

Top 3

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound)

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise barrier, Shrubs and Trees
Further development

Evaluation: 14/18

Top 3

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound)
13. S-Curved Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 12/18

Further development

8. Partly Inclined Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 9/18

9. Fully Inclined Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 8,5/18

10. Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 10,5/18

11. S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 11,5/18

Further development

12. Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 11/18

Figure 132: Overview of all designs and evaluations for loop 2 on test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
11. S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The redesign of the noise barrier into an S-curved barrier with underpass,
the removal of shrubs and trees, and displacement of the barrier on the
slope of the railway embankment (figure 133) constitutes the third best
rated design strategy, concerning noise prevention, for test-bed type 1a.
This design enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 134a)
and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 134b) from the railway
yard towards the neighbourhood. The S-curved shape of the noise barrier
redirects wind downwards to the opening underneath the barrier (figure
135). This causes an acceleration of wind underneath the barrier and
increases the advective transport of cold air towards the residential area.
However, the barrier also somewhat impedes cold airflow due to the small
height of the opening at the bottom of the barrier and partly redirects wind
to pass over the barrier. The upper part of the S-curved barrier enables the
blockage of sounds close to the source and reflects sound back to the railway
yard instead of upwards (figure 136). However, this upper part also reflects
sound downwards towards the opening in the foot of the barrier. Hence, this
design was rated 3/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation, 4/6 for enabling
cold local airflow and 4,5/6 for noise prevention (figure 137).

Noise barrier
with S-curved
underpass

Design Intervention:

Figure 133: Design strategy 11 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Easterly wind
Local airflow
Figure 135: Airflow at S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.

b. Local airflow

Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 136: Sound propagation at S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.

c. Acoustics

Combined Evaluation: 11,5/18
Cold air

Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 134: Analysis of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.

Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

(Sound evaluation by Nils Yntema)

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 137: Evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
13. S-Curved Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The redesign of the noise barrier into an S-curved step-shaped barrier, the
removal of shrubs and trees, and displacement of the barrier on the slope
of the railway embankment (figure 138) constitutes the second best rated
design strategy, concerning noise prevention, for test-bed type 1a. This
design enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 134a) and
cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 134b) from the railway yard
towards the neighbourhood. The S-curved and stepped shape of the noise
barrier redirects wind downwards to the opening underneath the barrier
(figure 135). This causes an acceleration of wind underneath the barrier and
increases the advective transport of cold air towards the residential area.
However, the barrier also somewhat impedes cold airflow due to the small
height of the opening at the bottom of the barrier and partly redirects wind
to pass over the barrier. The upper part of the S-curved barrier enables
the blockage of sounds close to the source and reflects sound back to the
railway yard instead of upwards (figure 136). The stepped shape of the
barrier provides multiple surfaces that reflect sound to the ground and
back to the railway yard. The additional reflections result in a smaller sound
leak at the opening in the foot of the noise barrier (Nils Yntema, personal
communication, 28 Feb 2020). Hence, this design was rated 3/6 for enabling
Easterly wind ventilation, 4/6 for enabling cold local airflow and 5/6 for noise
prevention (figure 137).

Noise barrier with
S-curved stepped
underpass

Design Intervention:

Figure 138: Design strategy 13 and current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Figure 140: Airflow at S-curved stairs underpass at test-bed type 1a.

b. Local airflow

Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 141: Sound propagation at S-curved stairs underpass at test-bed type 1a.

c. Acoustics

Combined Evaluation: 12/18
Cold air

Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 139: Analysis of S-curved stairs underpass at test-bed type 1a.

Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 142: Evaluation of S-curved stairs underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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4.2 Test-bed Designs for Type 1a
4.2.4 Evaluation (Costs & Maintenance)

The three best rated designs of design loop two at test-bed type 1a (i.e.
design four, six and seven) were also evaluated on implementation costs
and maintenance in order to select the designs that perform well on these
aspects. The evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation format
for costs and maintenance (figure 143) and are discussed in this section.
(Costs & Maintenance) all types
Evaluate

- Requiring low implementation costs
- Requiring low maintenance

Figure 143: Evaluation format for evaluation (costs & management) for test-bed type 1a.

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs...
Many residences require individual improvement of façade insulation in
the seventh design strategy which is very expensive and relatively more
expensive than the construction of noise barriers (Nils Yntema, personal
communication, 28 Feb 2020). The complete removal of the noise barrier,
shrubs and trees also brings some additional implementation costs. This
design does not require any maintenance. Hence, this design was rated
0/6 for requiring low implementation costs and 6/6 for requiring low
maintenance (figure 144). The combined rating is the second highest of the
three alternatives. Therefore, this design constitutes one of the two final
design strategies for test-bed type 1a.

- Requiring low implementation costs

0/6
- Requiring low maintenance

6/6

Combined Evaluation = 6/12

Figure 144: Evaluation of design strategy 7 on test-bed type 1a.
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Type 1a (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity
11. S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The eleventh design strategy includes the redesign of the noise barrier into
an s-curved barrier with underpass (figure 145). The unique construction and
large surface of the noise barrier requires higher implementation costs than
are required for the implementation of common (straight) barriers. However,
in relation to façade isolation, the implementation of noise barriers is less
expensive. In general, noise barriers require maintenance over non-frequent
periods of time (approximately once every twenty five years). However, the
unique construction and large surface of the s-curved noise barrier requires
some additional maintenance in comparison to common (straight) barriers
(Nils Yntema, personal communication, 28 Feb 2020). Hence, this design was
rated 3/6 for requiring low implementation costs and 4/6 for requiring low
maintenance. The combined rating is the highest of the three alternatives.
Therefore, this design constitutes one of the two final design strategies for
test-bed type 1a.
- Requiring low implementation costs

3/6
- Requiring low maintenance

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 7/12

Figure 145: Evaluation of design strategy 11 on test-bed type 1a.

13. S-Curved Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees
The thirteenth design strategy includes an s-curved stepped barrier with
underpass that features a larger surface area and more unique construction
than the previous alternative (figure 146). Hence, this design was rated 2/6 for
requiring low implementation costs and 3/6 for requiring low maintenance.
The combined rating is the lowest of the three alternatives. Therefore, this
design does not constitute one of the two final design strategies for test-bed
type 1a.

4

0. Current Situation

1

Evaluate

2

No rating

Evaluate

- No rating is assigned to the current situation because this evaluation only
assesses the impact of the design intervention.

- Requiring low implementation costs

2/6
3/6

Best 2 Designs

(Costs & Maintenance)

- Requiring low maintenance

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs and Trees
Combined Evaluation = 5/12

Figure 146: Evaluation of design strategy 13 on test-bed type 1a.

Outcomes of Evaluation (Costs & Management): Design Guidelines
The two best rated design strategies (i.e. seven and eleven) of this evaluation
constitute the final design guidelines for test-bed type 1a (figure 147). The
complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies were
added in appendix D.

Evaluation: 6/12

Further development

11. S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 7/12

Further development

13. S-Curved Stairs Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Evaluation: 5/12

Figure 147: Overview of all designs and evaluations for evaluation on test-bed type 1a.
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4.3 Test-bed Designs for Type 1b

Type 1b (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between the yard
and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity

The current situation, designs, evaluations and outcomes of test-bed type 1b
and 1a are almost similar. Hence, in this section, only the differences from
the RTD process between the two types are covered.

into the residential area (figure 148c, section 4.2). Hence, the designs for testbed type 1b, where sound can enter the residential area, are evaluated with
slightly lower ratings for noise prevention than their similar predecessors
from type 1a.

Dense Embankment Vegetation
The average dimensions of test-bed type 1b (appendix C) illustrate that
trees at this test-bed are generally four meters higher than those at type
1a. Therefore, lower branches of trees can be pruned in type 1b to provide
more space between the noise barrier and tree canopy, which reduces the
obstruction of airflow by these trees, whereas reducing the obstruction of
airflow by trees in type 1a requires their complete removal. Additionally,
the trees at test-bed type 1b are situated at the bottom of the railway
embankment slope instead of on the middle of it as in type 1a. Hence,
positioning of the redesigned noise barriers on the railway embankment
slope does not require the removal of trees in test-bed type 1b whereas
it does in type 1a. Moreover, the additional cooling from the provision of
shade and evapotranspiration by tree canopies (section 1.4) provides even
more benefits from the preservation of trees from the current situation. The
shrubs block airflow and lead to a higher surface roughness in both types.
Hence, in the designs of test-bed type 1b, shrubs are removed but lower
branches of the present trees are pruned instead of the complete removal of
both the trees and shrubs in type 1a.
Urban Porosity
The residential area of test-bed type 1b features a high porosity whereas that
of type 1a features a low porosity (figure 148a, section 4.2). Consequently,
cold air from the railway yard can enter further into the residential area in
type 1b than in type 1a (figure 148b, section 4.2). Hence, the designs for testbed type 1b, that enable cold air to enter the residential area, are evaluated
with slightly higher ratings for enabling Easterly wind ventilation and local
airflow than their similar predecessors from type 1a. The high porosity of
test-bed type 1a also enables sounds from the railway yard to travel further
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b. Local airflow

c. Acoustics

a. Current situation

W
Cold air
Warm air
Direct sound
Reflected sound

N
S

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

Figure 148: Current situation and analysis of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1b.
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-

RTD Process for test-bed Type 1b:
Loop 1 (Climate)

(Sound)

Evaluation: 0/6

Evaluation: 0/6

Evaluation: 2/6

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of...

5. Mini Walls, Shrub Removal and High...

Evaluation: 10,5/18

Evaluation: 10/18

Evaluation: 12/18

11. S-Curved Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

4. Local Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 2,5/12

(Costs and Maintenance)

10. Curved Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

3. Underpass on Slope, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 8/12

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound)

9. Fully Inclined Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

2. Underpass above Slope, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 9/12

High potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
Negligible potential for improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.
Negligible potential for improving noise prevention.

8. Partly Inclined Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

1. Noise Barrier Removal, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 12/12

4

0. Current Situation
Evaluation: 6/18

Evaluation: 3/6

Evaluation: 2/12

6. “Sluice”, Shrub Removal and and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 2/12

Evaluation: 13/18

12. Stepped Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Best 2 designs

Evaluation: 5/12

Evaluation: 5/12

Evaluation: 12,5/18

13. S-Curved Stepped Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 13,5/18

Evaluation: 3/12

Figure 149: Overview of all designs and evaluations for RTD process on test-bed type 1b.
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4.3 Test-bed Designs for Type 1b
Costs and Maintenance
In comparison to the designs of test-bed type 1a, the pruning of trees in
type 1b requires additional maintenance. Additionally, the trees that are
preserved at the bottom of the railway embankment slope can pollute and
damage the barriers of the designs where a noise barrier is present (Nils
Yntema, personal communication, 28 Feb 2020). Hence, the designs for testbed type 1b that included a noise barrier received a slightly lower rating for
requiring low maintenance than their similar predecessors from type 1a.
Outcomes of RTD Process: Design Guidelines
The two best rated design strategies (i.e. design seven and eleven) of this
evaluation constitute the final design guidelines for test-bed type 1b (figure
149). The complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies
were added in appendix E.
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4.4 Test-bed Designs for Type 2a
4.4.1 Design Loop 1 (Climate)

In this section, the design alternatives and evaluations of design loop one are
discussed for test-bed type 2a. This test-bed was determined with negligible
potential for improvement on the prevention of wind nuisance (section
3.3.3). Hence, the evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation
format for loop one without wind nuisance (figure 150).
Loop 1 (Climate) without wind nuisance

1

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 150: Evaluation format for evaluation (climate) for test-bed type 2a.

1. Removal of Trees and Shrubs
The first design strategy for test-bed type 2a comprises the complete
removal of shrubs and trees (figure 151). This decrease in surface roughness
and removal of obstructions strongly improves the movement of cold air
(section 1.4) from the railway yard towards the adjacent residential area.
This design is evaluated as second highest rated alternative with a rating of
3,5/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation and 5/6 for enabling of cold local
airflow. The evaluations were not provided the maximum rating because the
test-bed comprises a residential area with a low porosity that prevents wind
and cold air from entering deeply into the residential area. Additionally, as
this test-bed type features a W-E orientation, Easterly wind moves parallel to
the railway yard (section 3.3) which provides less potential for the transport
of cold air from the yard towards the neighbourhood than wind that moves
from the yard towards the neighbourhood.
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Type 2a (W-E orientation):
Elevated railway yard with extensively used terrain and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

3,5/6
- Enabling cold local airflow

5/6

Combined Evaluation = 8,5/12

Figure 151: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 1a.

2. Increased Tree Spacing and Removal of Shrubs
The second design strategy comprises the partial removal of trees to
increase the spacing between trees and complete removal of shrubs (figure
152). This design enables cold airflow from the railway yard towards the
neighbourhood. However, the remaining trees slightly impede airflow.
Hence, this design received a slightly lower rating on both climate aspects as
the complete removal of trees and shrubs.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

3/6
- Enabling cold local airflow

4,5/6

Combined Evaluation = 7,5/12

Figure 152: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 1a.

3. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Perpendicular to Easterly Wind
The third design strategy is rather similar to the second design but includes
the pruning of trees and shrubs perpendicular to Easterly wind (figure
153). Consequently, the pruned trees and shrubs guides wind towards the
residential area. This provides additional transport of cold air from the
railway yard towards the residential area. However, the remaining shrubs
impede cold local airflow slightly. Hence, this design received a higher rating
for enabling Easterly wind ventilation but lower rating for enabling cold local
airflow than alternative one. The combined rating is the third highest of all
alternatives.

1

4
Evaluate

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

4/6

2,5/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

- Enabling cold local airflow
Combined Evaluation = 8/12

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 6,5/12

Figure 153: Evaluation of design strategy 3 on test-bed type 1a.

Figure 155: Evaluation of design strategy 5 on test-bed type 1a.

4. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Oblique to Easterly Wind
The fourth design strategy is almost identical to the third alternative but
differs in the orientation of the vertically-crowned trees, i.e. oblique to
Easterly wind, instead of perpendicular to Easterly wind (figure 154). This
design guides more Easterly wind towards the residential area than the
perpendicular alternative. Hence, this design received a higher rating
for enabling Easterly wind ventilation and similar rating for enabling local
airflow than the previous alternative. The combined rating is the highest of
all alternatives.

6. Double Tree Lane and Removal of Shrubs
The sixth design strategy comprises the partial removal of trees to increase
the spacing between trees, complete removal of shrubs and addition of a
secondary tree lane on the railway embankment slope (figure 156). This
design functions rather similar to the second alternative but impedes more
wind due to the presence of additional trees. Hence, this design received a
slightly lower rating on enabling Easterly wind ventilation than the second
design alternative.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

2/6

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Enabling cold local airflow

5/6

4/6

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 9/12

Combined Evaluation = 6/12

Figure 156: Evaluation of design strategy 6 on test-bed type 1a.

Figure 154: Evaluation of design strategy 4 on test-bed type 1a.

5. High Pruning of Trees and Removal of Shrubs
The fifth design strategy is rather similar to the second design but includes
the pruning of lower tree branches and addition of a secondary tree lane
alongside the railway yard (figure 155). In this design, the large open space
underneath the tree canopy enables the channelling of Easterly wind.
However, the canopy still reduces wind speeds underneath the canopy.
Hence, this design received a relatively low rating for enabling Easterly wind
ventilation.
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4.4 Test-bed Designs for Type 2a

0. Current Situation
Enabling Urban Ventilation: 0/12
- Medium potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
- Medium/High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
- Negligible potential for improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.

Outcomes of Design Loop 1: Design Guidelines
The current situation of test-bed type 2a was rated 0/12 for enabling urban
ventilation (section 3.3.3). This rating compared to the ratings of the design
strategies reflects that all design alternatives provide an improvement from
the current situation (figure 157). However, the three best rated designs (i.e.
design one, three and four) provide the most significant improvements from
the current situation. These designs were selected for further development
in the RTD process and are discussed in more detail on the following pages.
The complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies that
were not selected for further development were added in appendix F.

Loop 1 (Climate)

Top 3

1. Removal of Trees and Shrubs

Evaluation: 8,5/12

Further development

2. Increased Tree Spacing and Removal of Shrubs

Evaluation: 7,5/12

3. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Perpendicular to Easterly Wind

Evaluation: 8/12

Further development

4. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Oblique to Easterly Wind

Evaluation: 9/12

Further development

5. High Pruning of Trees and Removal of Shrubs

Evaluation: 6,5/12

6. Double Tree Lane and Removal of Shrubs

Evaluation: 6/12

Figure 157: Overview of all designs and evaluations for loop 1 on test-bed type 2a.
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4.4 Test-bed Designs for Type 2a
4. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Oblique to Easterly Wind
The partial removal of trees and shrubs and pruning of trees and shrubs
into shapes with the largest surface area oblique to easterly wind (figure
158) constitutes the best rated design strategy, of design loop one, for
test-bed type 2a. This design enables the transport of cold air by Easterly
wind (figure 159a) and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 159b)
from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood. However, the test-bed
comprises a residential area with a low porosity that prevents wind and
cold air from entering deeply into the residential area. Furthermore, as this
test-bed type features a W-E orientation, Easterly wind moves parallel to
the railway yard which provides less potential for the transport of cold air
from the yard towards the neighbourhood than wind that moves from the
yard towards the neighbourhood. The shape of the pruned trees and shrubs
guides Easterly wind towards the residential area. This provides additional
advective transport of cold air from the railway yard towards the residential
area. However, the remaining shrubs impede cold local airflow slightly.
Hence, this design was rated 5/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation and
4/6 for enabling cold local airflow (figure 161).

Removal of
shrubs

Design Intervention:

Pruning of
trees and shrubs

Figure 158: Design strategy 4 and current situation at test-bed type 2a.
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a. Easterly wind

5m
5m
b. Local airflow

Local airflow
Figure 160: Cross-section of vertically-crowned trees (oblique) at test-bed type 2a.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 9/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 159: Analysis of vertically-crowned trees (oblique) at test-bed type 2a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 161: Evaluation of vertically-crowned trees (oblique) at test-bed type 2a.
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4.4 Test-bed Designs for Type 2a
1. Removal of Trees and Shrubs
The complete removal of shrubs and trees (figure 162) constitutes the
second best rated design strategy, of design loop one, for test-bed type 2a.
This design enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 163a)
and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 163b) from the railway
yard towards the neighbourhood. The decrease in surface roughness and
removal of obstructions also ensures that airflow from the railway yard
towards the adjacent residential area can occur relatively unimpeded (figure
164). However, the test-bed comprises a residential area with a low porosity
that prevents wind and cold air from entering deeply into the residential
area. Furthermore, as this test-bed type features a W-E orientation, Easterly
wind moves parallel to the railway yard which provides less potential for the
transport of cold air from the yard towards the neighbourhood than wind
that moves from the yard towards the neighbourhood. Hence, this design
was rated 3,5/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation and 5/6 for enabling
cold local airflow (figure 165).

Removal of
shrubs and trees

Design Intervention:

Figure 162: Design strategy 1 and current situation at test-bed type 2a.
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a. Easterly wind
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b. Local airflow

Local airflow
Figure 164: Cross-section of removal of dense vegetation at test-bed type 2a.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 8,5/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 163: Analysis of removal of dense vegetation at test-bed type 2a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 165: Evaluation of removal of dense vegetation at test-bed type 2a.
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4.4 Test-bed Designs for Type 2a
3. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Perpendicular to Easterly Wind
The third design strategy, of design loop one, for test-bed type 1a is almost
identical to the fourth design alternative but differs in the orientation of
the vertically-crowned trees, i.e. perpendicular to Easterly wind, instead
of parallel to Easterly wind (figure 166). Consequently, the analysis and
evaluation is fairly similar to that of the fourth design. However, this design
alternative guides less Easterly wind towards the residential area (figure
167a). Hence, this design was provided a slightly lower rating on enabling
Easterly wind ventilation than the fourth design alternative (figure 169).

Removal of
shrubs

Design Intervention:

Pruning of
trees and shrubs

Figure 166: Design strategy 3 and current situation at test-bed type 2a.
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a. Easterly wind
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b. Local airflow

Local airflow
Figure 168: Cross-section of vertically-crowned trees (perpendicular) at test-bed type 2a.

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 8/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 167: Analysis of vertically-crowned trees (perpendicular) at test-bed type 2a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 169: Evaluation of vertically-crowned trees (perpendicular) at test-bed type 2a.
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4.4 Test-bed Designs for Type 2a
4.4.2 Evaluation (Costs & Maintenance)

The three best rated designs of design loop one at test-bed type 2a (i.e.
design one, three and four) were also evaluated on implementation costs
and maintenance in order to select the designs that perform well on these
aspects. The evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation format
for costs and maintenance (figure 170) and are discussed in this section.
(Costs & Maintenance) all types
Evaluate

- Requiring low implementation costs

Type 2a (W-E orientation):
Elevated railway yard with extensively used terrain and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity
of the pruned trees and shrubs. Hence, I assumed that both designs require
similar implementation costs and maintenance. The pruning of trees
and shrubs is relatively inexpensive in comparison to investment costs
of noise barriers and improved façade isolation (Nils Yntema, Personal
Communication, 28 Feb 2020). However, pruned trees and shrubs require
frequent maintenance. Hence, the second and third design were provided a
rating of 5/6 for requiring low implementation costs and a 3/6 for requiring
low maintenance (figure 172-173). The combined ratings are equal and the
design therefore both constitute final design strategies for test-bed type 2a.

- Requiring low maintenance
- Economical advantageous

5/6

Figure 170: Evaluation format for evaluation (costs & management) for test-bed type 2a.
- Low maintenance

1. Removal of Trees and Shrubs
The complete removal of shrubs and trees in the first design strategy requires
relatively low expenses and maintenance in comparison to investment costs
of noise barriers and improved façade isolation (Nils Yntema, Personal
Communication, 28 Feb 2020). Hence, this design strategy was provided
a rating of 5/6 on both the cost and maintenance aspect (figure 171). The
combined rating is the highest of the three alternatives. Therefore, this
design constitutes one of the final design strategies for test-bed type 2a.
- Economical advantageous

5/6
- Low maintenance

5/6

Combined Evaluation = 10/12

Figure 171: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 2a.

3. & 4. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Perpendicular & Oblique
The third and fourth design strategy are similar except for the orientation
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3/6

Combined Evaluation = 8/12

Figure 172: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 2a.

- Economical advantageous

5/6
- Low maintenance

3/6

Combined Evaluation = 8/12

Figure 173: Evaluation of design strategy 3 on test-bed type 2a.

4

0. Current Situation

1

Evaluate

Outcomes of Evaluation (Costs & Management): Design Guidelines
The three (instead of the suggested two) best rated design strategies (i.e.
design one, three and four) of this evaluation constitute the final design
guidelines for test-bed type 2a (figure 174). The complete designs, analyses
and evaluations of the design strategies were added in appendix F.

No rating
- No rating is assigned to the current situation because this evaluation only
assesses the impact of the design intervention.

Best 3 Designs

(Costs & Maintenance)
1. Removal of Trees and Shrubs

Evaluation: 10/12

Further development

2. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Perpendicular to Easterly wind

Evaluation: 8/12

Further development

3. Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs - Oblique to Easterly wind

Evaluation: 8/12

Further development

Figure 174: Overview of all designs and evaluations for loop 2 on test-bed type 2a.
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4.5 Test-bed Designs for Type 3b
4.5.1 RTD Process

The designs, evaluations and outcomes of test-bed type 3b, 1a and 1b are
rather similar. Hence, in this section, only the differences from the RTD
process between the three types are covered.
Prevention of Wind Nuisance
Test-bed type 3b was determined with potential for improvement on the
prevention of SW wind nuisance (section 3.3.3). Hence, in contrast to the
evaluations of test-bed type 1a, 1b and 2a, the evaluations in the RTD process
of this test-bed were conducted according to the evaluation formats with
wind nuisance (figure 175-176).
Loop 1 (Climate) with wind nuisance

1

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Prevention of SW wind nuisance
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 175: Evaluation format for design loop 1 (climate) for test-bed type 3b.

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound) with wind and noise nuisance

2

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Prevention of SW wind nuisance
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

Figure 176: Evaluation format for design loop 2 (climate & sound) for test-bed type 3b.

Wind nuisance is prevented in all design strategies for test-bed type 3b by
implementing high-crowned trees that prevent SW wind from entering street
level in the openness of the park (figure 177a). The open space underneath
the high tree canopies ensures that the trees do not impede cold airflow
from the railway yard towards the adjacent residential area (figure 177b).
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Type 3b (NW-SE orientation):
Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and park between the yard and
adjacent residential area with high urban porosity
Absence of Shrubs and Trees
Shrubs are not present in the current situation of test-bed type 3b (or to an
extent with negligible impact on the designs), whereas they are in type 1a-b.
Hence, in contrast to test-bed type 1a-b, the design strategies for this testbed type do not include the removal of shrubs.
Porosity and Distance of Residential Area
The residential area adjacent to the railway yard in test-bed type 3b has a
high porosity, similar to that of type 1b. Hence, the evaluations of design
strategies for test-bed 3a, where cold air can enter the residential area, are
rated one/half a point higher on the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation
and cold local airflow compared to the similar designs for test-bed 1a (that
does not feature a residential area with high porosity). However, as the
residential area in test-bed type 3b is situated further away from the railway
yard than in test-bed 1b (figure 177c, section 4.2), the extent in which cold
air from the railway yard can be sucked in by the warmer residential area is
lower than that of type 1b. Hence, the designs for test-bed type 3b, where
cold air can enter the residential area, are rated half a point lower on the
enabling of cold local airflow compared to the designs for test-bed type 1b.
The low porosity of the residential area of test-bed type 3b also enables
sounds from the railway yard to travel further into the residential area.
However, the slightly larger distance between railway yard and residential
area ensures that sound has to travel further to reach the residential area
(figure 177d). Hence, the designs for test-bed type 3b, where sound can
enter the residential area, are rated half a point higher on noise prevention
compared to the designs for test-bed type 1b.

4
a. SW wind nuisance

b. Easterly wind ventilation

10m
5m

10m
5m

c. Local airflow

Costs and Maintenance
The existing and newly added trees are located far enough from railway
yard to exclude damage from trees to components on these yards (e.g.
noise barriers). However, more trees are present that require pruning in the
designs for test-bed type 3b than in those of type 1b. I assumed that the
planting of the new trees does not significantly increase the implementation
costs. Hence, the designs of test-bed type 3b received similar ratings for
requiring low implementation costs but a one point lower rating for requiring
low maintenance compared to the designs for test-bed type 1b.

d. Acoustics

e. Current situation

W
Cold air

N

E

S

Warm air
Low ventilation
Direct sound
Refracted sound

Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

Figure 177: Current situation and analysis of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 3b.
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4.5 Test-bed Designs for Type 3b
Outcomes of RTD Process: Design Guidelines
The two best rated design strategies (i.e. seven and eleven) of this evaluation
constitute the final design guidelines for test-bed type 3b (figure 178). The
complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies were
added in appendix G.
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1

Evaluate

2

Evaluate

-

RTD Process for test-bed Type 3b:
Loop 1 (Climate)

(Sound)

Evaluation: 0/6

Evaluation: 0/6

Evaluation: 2,5/6

5. Mini Walls and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 13,5/21 14. Soil Bumps and Barrier Removal

Evaluation: 5/21

Evaluation: 13/21

Evaluation: 15/21

11. S-Curved Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

4. Local Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 5,5/15

(Costs and Maintenance)

10. Curved Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

3. Underpass on Slope and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 10,5/15

Loop 2 (Climate & Sound)

9. Fully Inclined Underpass and H...

2. Underpass above Slope and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 11,5/15

High potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
High potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
Medium/High potential for improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.
Negligible potential for improving noise prevention.

8. Partly Inclined Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

1. Noise Barrier Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 14/15

4

Current Situation
Evaluation: 1/21 (1/3 for noise prevention)

7. Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of...

Evaluation: 3,5/6

Evaluation: 4,5/15

6. “Sluice” and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 4/15

Evaluation: 16/21

12. Stepped Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

Best 2 designs

Evaluation: 5/12

Evaluation: 5/12

Evaluation: 15,5/21

13. S-Curved Stepped Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

Evaluation: 16,5/21

Evaluation: 3/12

Figure 178: Overview of all designs and evaluations for RTD process on test-bed type 3b.
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4.5 Test-bed Designs for Type 3b

Removal of
noise barrier
Soil bumps

14. Soil Bumps and Noise Barrier Removal
The complete removal of the noise barrier and introduction of elevated soil
bumps (figure 179) is a unique design, of design loop two, for test-bed type 3b
that was not included for the previous test-bed types. This design was based
on the existing design for Park Buitenschot, which was realised to create
a park with many sharp cornered soil elevations (soil bumps) that scatter
low-frequency sound waves and reduce sound nuisance from aircrafts taking
off from the Dutch airport Schiphol (H+N+S Landschapsarchitecten, n.d.).
Likewise, the soil bumps included in the fourteenth design alternative for
test-bed type 3b are meant to scatter low-frequency sound of trains (figure
182). However, the scattering of low-frequency sound requires application of
soil bumps on a large scale in order to accomplish a significant effect on lowfrequency sound (Lodewijk van Nieuwenhuijze, personal communication,
27 Jan 2020). Additionally, trains produce low-frequency sound but at a
lower extent than aircrafts. Furthermore, the removal of the noise barrier in
combination with sound bumps still enables sound from the railway yard to
travel directly into the residential area.

Design Intervention:

The noise barrier removal enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind
(figure 180a) and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 180b) from
the railway yard towards the neighbourhood. However, the soil bumps
obstruct cold airflow and accumulate cold air behind the slopes. The soil
bumps also significantly increase the surface roughness in the area and
reduce wind speeds in general.
The design was rated 1/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation, enabling cold
local airflow and noise prevention and 2/3 for the prevention of SW wind
nuisance (figure 183). The combined rating is the lowest of all alternatives.
Therefore, the design was excluded in the second design loop of the RTD
process for test-bed type 3b.

Figure 179: Design strategy soil bumps and current situation at test-bed type 3b.
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a. Easterly wind

4
4. Acoustics

10m
5m

b. Local airflow

Direct sound
Reflected sound
Figure 181: Acoustic analysis of soil bumps and noise barrier removal at test-bed type 3b.

Direct sound
Reflected sound

c. SW wind

Figure 182: Cross-section of soil bumps and noise barrier removal at test-bed type 3b.

Combined Evaluation: 5/21
Cold air
Warm air

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

Low ventilation

10m
5m

Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

Figure 180: Analysis of soil bumps and noise barrier removal at test-bed type 3b.

Figure 183: Evaluation of soil bumps and noise barrier removal at test-bed type 3b.
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4.6 Test-bed Designs for Type 4a
4.6.1 Design Loop 1 (Climate)

In this section, the design alternatives and evaluations of design loop one are
discussed for test-bed type 4a. This test-bed was determined with potential
for improvement on the prevention of wind nuisance (section 3.3.3). Hence,
the evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation format for loop
one with wind nuisance (figure 184).
Loop 1 (Climate) with wind nuisance

1

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Prevention of SW wind nuisance
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 184: Evaluation format for evaluation (climate) for test-bed type 4a.

1. Tree Removal
The first design strategy for test-bed type 4a comprises the complete
removal of trees (figure 185). This removal of obstructions improves the
movement of cold air from the railway yard towards the adjacent residential
area. However, the absence of wind blocking elements in the park also
causes a high exposure to strong SW wind and potential wind nuisance in
the larger part of the park. Hence, this design was rated 5/6 for both the
enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow but 0/3 for the
prevention of SW wind nuisance. The evaluations related to the enabling of
urban ventilation were not provided the maximum rating because the testbed comprises a residential area with a low porosity that prevents wind and
cold air from entering deeply into the residential area.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

5/6

0/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

5/6

Combined Evaluation = 10/15

Figure 185: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 4a.
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Type 4a (NW-SE orientation):
Levelled railway yard with park between the yard and adjacent residential
area with low urban porosity
2. Wedge-shaped Forest Patches with High-Crowned
The second design strategy includes additional high-crowned trees in the park
of test-bed type 4a (figure 186). By arranging these trees in wedge-shaped
forest patches, large open spaces between the forest patches can function
as ventilation pathways for cold airflow from the railway yard towards the
residential area. The trees in the forest patches impede airflow but the large
space underneath the crowns of the trees enables some near-surface airflow
underneath the canopy (section 1.4). Regarding wind nuisance, the large
tree canopies of the forest patches largely prevent SW wind from entering
the park on street level and create large wake zones. In comparison to the
complete removal of trees, this design received a slightly lower rating for the
enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow but higher rating
for the prevention of SW wind nuisance. The combined rating is the third
highest of all alternatives.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

4/6

2,5/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 10,5/15

Figure 186: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 4a.

3. Wedge-Shaped Tree Lane with High-Crowned Trees
The third design strategy also includes additional high-crowned trees but
arranges the trees in a singular wedge-shaped tree lane (figure 187). This
design provides more space completely free of obstructions for cold airflow
from the railway yard towards the residential area than the second design.
However, the additional open space between the tree lanes also causes
more exposure to strong SW wind and potential wind nuisance in the park.
The prevention of wind nuisance was pursued by designing the tree lane
as a continuous lane with small spacing between the trees. Nevertheless,
the design of the singular tree lane features much more exposure to SW

1

4
Evaluate

wind nuisance than the wedge-shaped forest patches of the second design.
Hence, in comparison to the second design alternative, this design received
a slightly higher rating for the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold
local airflow but lower rating for the prevention of wind nuisance.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

4,5 /6

1/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

4,5/6

Combined Evaluation = 10/15

5. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The fifth design strategy comprises a shelterbelt parallel to the railway
yard (figure 189). The shelterbelt consists of three rows of tall trees with
enough spacing to provide small ventilation corridors for cold airflow from
the railway yard towards the residential area. However, the shelterbelt still
impedes cold airflow slightly. The shelterbelt also scatters and decelerates
SW wind. Hence, this design was rated 4/6 for the enabling of Easterly wind
ventilation and cold local airflow and 2,5/3 for the prevention of SW wind
nuisance. The combined rating is the second highest of all alternatives.

Figure 187: Evaluation of design strategy 3 on test-bed type 4a.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

4. Double High-Crowned Tree Lanes Parallel with Easterly Wind
The fourth design strategy comprises double high-crowned tree lanes parallel
with Easterly wind (figure 188). The large open corridors, completely free of
obstructions, between the double tree lanes function as ventilation pathways
for cold airflow from the railway yard towards the residential area. The thin
and high-crowned tree lanes impede cold airflow negligibly. Additionally, as
the lanes face oblique to SW wind, this wind is decelerated and scattered by
the lanes. Hence, this design was rated 5/6 for the enabling of Easterly wind
ventilation and cold local airflow and 1,5/3 for the prevention of SW wind
nuisance. The combined rating is the highest of all alternatives.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

5/6

1,5/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

5/6

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

4/6

2,5/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 10,5/15

Figure 189: Evaluation of design strategy 5 on test-bed type 4a.

6. Wind Shelter Islands
The sixth design strategy comprises wind shelter islands that provide a diffuse
pattern of wake zones in the park (figure 190). The staggered alignment of the
wind shelter islands causes them to obstruct and decelerate wind strongly
(section 1.4). Consequently, these islands provide efficient prevention of
SW wind nuisance. However, the islands also impede cold airflow from the
railway yard towards the residential area. Hence, this design was rated 3/6
for the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation, 2/6 for the enabling of cold
local airflow and 2,5/3 for the prevention of SW wind nuisance.

Combined Evaluation = 11,5/15

Figure 188: Evaluation of design strategy 4 on test-bed type 4a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

3/6

2,5/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

2/6

Combined Evaluation = 7,5/15

Figure 190: Evaluation of design strategy 6 on test-bed type 4a.
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4.6 Test-bed Designs for Type 4a
7. Ascending Forest
The seventh design strategy comprises the transformation of the vast
majority of the park into a forest with trees ascending in height, from smaller
trees near the residential area to higher trees near the railway yard (figure
191). The dense tree canopy of the forest prevents SW wind from entering
the park on street level. Consequently, the entire park constitutes a wake
zone with reduced wind speeds from SW wind. The dense tree canopy also
strongly reduces cold airflow from the railway yard towards the residential
area. Hence, this design received a high rating (3/3) for the prevention of
SW wind nuisance but low rating (1/6) for both the enabling of Easterly wind
ventilation and cold local airflow. The combined rating is significantly lower
than that of the current situation and illustrates that this design would result
in a deterioration of the current micro-climate.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

1/6

3/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

1/6

Combined Evaluation = 5/15

Figure 191: Evaluation of design strategy 7 on test-bed type 4a.

8. High-Crowned “Umbrella” Trees
The eighth design strategy is fairly similar to the seventh design alternative
but comprises a much less dense forest with high-crowned (umbrella) trees.
The large open area underneath the umbrella trees provides space for cold
airflow from the railway yard towards the residential area. The tree canopy
of the umbrella trees also decelerates airflow (including strong SW wind) but
less than the ascending forest of the seventh design. Hence, in comparison
to the previous alternative, this design received a higher rating for both the
enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow but lower rating
for the prevention of SW wind nuisance.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

3/6

2/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

3/6

Combined Evaluation = 8/15

Figure 192: Evaluation of design strategy 8 on test-bed type 4a.

9. Moveable Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The ninth design strategy comprises a shelterbelt with tall trees and a row
of moveable panels underneath the trees. The panels can be closed during
cold periods to block and decelerate more SW wind than can be achieved by
the shelterbelt trees. During warm periods, the panels can be opened up like
doors to enable cold airflow from the railway yard towards the residential
area. However, I assumed that, even when the panels of the shelterbelt are
open, they still slightly impede cold airflow. Hence, this design received a
moderate rating (2/3) for the prevention of SW wind nuisance but relatively
low rating (2/6) for the of enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold local
airflow. The combined rating is significantly lower than that of the current
situation and illustrates that this design would result in a deterioration of the
current micro-climate.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

2/6

2/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

2/6

Combined Evaluation = 6/15

Figure 193: Evaluation of design strategy 9 on test-bed type 4a.

4

0. Current Situation
Enabling Urban Ventilation: 6/12, Preventing Wind Nuisance: 1/3
- Medium potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
- Medium potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
- Medium/High potential for improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.

Top 3

Loop 1 (Climate)

Evaluation: 5/15

Evaluation: 10/15

8. High-Crowned “Umbrella” Trees

2. Wedge-shaped High-crowned Forest

Evaluation: 10,5/15

Top 3

Loop 1 (Climate)
7. Ascending Forest

1. Tree Removal

Further development

Evaluation: 8/15

9. Moveable Shelterbelt

3. High-crowned Tree Lane

Evaluation: 6/15

Evaluation: 10/15

4. Double High-crowned Tree Lanes Parallel to Easterly Wind

Evaluation: 11,5/15

Further development

5. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard

Evaluation: 10,5/15

Further development

6. Wind Shelter Islands

Evaluation: 7,5/15

Outcomes of Design Loop 1
The current situation of test-bed type 4a was rated 6/12 for enabling urban
ventilation and 1/3 for the prevention of SW wind nuisance (section 3.3.3).
The combined ratings compared to the combined ratings of the design
strategies reflects that all design alternatives, excluding the seventh and
ninth design, provide an improvement from the current situation (figure
194). However, the three best rated designs (i.e. design two, four and five)
provide the most significant improvements from the current situation. These
designs were selected for further development in the RTD process and are
discussed in more detail on the following pages. The complete designs,
analyses and evaluations of the design strategies that were not selected for
further development were added in appendix H.

Figure 194: Evaluation and selection of design strategies for loop 1 on test-bed type 4a.
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4.6 Test-bed Designs for Type 4a
4. Double High-Crowned Tree Lanes Parallel to Easterly Wind
The redesign of the park with double high-crowned tree lanes parallel with
Easterly wind (figure 195) constitutes the best rated design strategy, of
design loop one, for test-bed type 4a. In this design, large open corridors,
completely free of obstructions, are present between the double tree lanes
that function as ventilation pathways for cold airflow. Consequently, this
design enables the relatively unimpeded transport of cold air by Easterly
wind (figure 196a) and cold airflow from local air circulations (figure 196b)
from the railway yard towards the neighbourhood. The thin and highcrowned tree lanes impede cold airflow negligibly. However, the test-bed
comprises a residential area with a low porosity that prevents wind and cold
air from entering deeply into the residential area. Furthermore, as the tree
lanes face oblique to SW wind, this wind is decelerated and scattered by the
lanes (figure 196c). Nevertheless, wind nuisance can occur in small zones
near the railway yard where SW wind can bundle and accelerate on street
level. Hence, this design was rated 5/6 for the enabling of Easterly wind
ventilation and cold local airflow and 1,5/3 for the prevention of SW wind
nuisance (figure 198).

Ventilation
corridor

Double highcrowned tree lane

Design Intervention

Figure 195: Design strategy 4 and current situation at test-bed type 4a.
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Figure 197: Cross-section of high-crowned tree lanes at test-bed type 4a.

c. SW wind

Combined Evaluation: 11,5/15
Cold air
Warm air

10m
Figure 196: Analysis of high-crowned tree lanes at test-bed type 4a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 198: Evaluation of high-crowned tree lanes at test-bed type 4a.
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4.6 Test-bed Designs for Type 4a
2. Wedge-shaped Forest Patches with High-Crowned Trees
The redesign of the park with high-crowned trees in wedge-shaped forest
patches (figure 199) constitutes the second rated design strategy, of design
loop one, for test-bed type 4a. In this design, large open corridors, completely
free of obstructions, are present between the forest patches that function
as ventilation pathways for cold airflow. Consequently, this design enables
the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 200a) and cold airflow
from local air circulations (figure 200b) from the railway yard towards the
neighbourhood. The trees in the forest patches impede airflow but the large
space underneath the crowns of the trees enables some near-surface airflow
underneath the canopy. Regarding wind nuisance, the large tree canopies of
the forest patches largely prevent SW wind from entering the park on street
level and create large wake zones (figure 200c). However, wind nuisance can
occur in small zones near the railway yard where SW wind can accelerate
on street level. Hence, this design was rated 4/6 for the enabling of Easterly
wind ventilation and cold local airflow and 2,5/3 for the prevention of SW
wind nuisance (figure 202).

Wedge-shaped
high-pruned trees

Design Intervention

Figure 199: Design strategy 2 and current situation at test-bed type 4a.
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Figure 201: Cross-section of triangular forest at test-bed type 4a.

c. SW wind

Combined Evaluation: 10,5/15
Cold air
Warm air

10m
Figure 200: Analysis of wedge-shaped forest at test-bed type 4a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 202: Evaluation of wedge-shaped forest at test-bed type 4a.
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4.6 Test-bed Designs for Type 4a
5. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The redesign of the park with a shelterbelt with three rows of trees parallel
to the railway yard (figure 203) constitutes the third rated design strategy, of
design loop one, for test-bed type 4a. The large spacing between the trees
facilitates ventilation pathways for cold airflow. Consequently, this design
enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 204a) and cold
airflow from local air circulations (figure 204b) from the railway yard towards
the neighbourhood. Still, the low crowns of the shelterbelt slightly impede
cold airflow. However, these crowns were essential to decelerate strong SW
wind that enters the park near street level (figure 205). Furthermore, the tall
size of the trees ensures that SW wind is redirected upwards and prevent
wind nuisance in the park. This design was rated 4/6 for the enabling of
Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow and 2,5/3 for the prevention
of SW wind nuisance.

Tree lanes
(shelterbelt)

Design Intervention

Figure 203: Design strategy 5 and current situation at test-bed type 4a.
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Figure 205: Cross-section of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 4a.

c. SW wind

Combined Evaluation: 10,5/15
Cold air
Warm air

10m
Figure 204: Analysis of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 4a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 206: Evaluation of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 4a.
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4.6 Test-bed Designs for Type 4a
4.6.2 Evaluation (Costs & Maintenance)

The three best rated designs of design loop one at test-bed type 4a (i.e.
design two, four and five) were also evaluated on implementation costs
and maintenance in order to select the designs that perform well on these
aspects. The evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation format
for costs and maintenance (figure 207) and are discussed in this section.

Type 4a (NW-SE orientation):
Ground level railway yard with park between the yard and adjacent residential
area with low urban porosity
instead of the planting and pruning of whole forest patches, the fourth design
requires relatively low implementation costs and maintenance. Hence, this
design was rated 5/6 on requiring low implementation costs and 4/6 on
requiring low maintenance (figure 209). The combined rating is the highest
of the three alternatives. Therefore, this design constitutes one of the two
final design strategies for test-bed type 4a.

(Costs & Maintenance) all types
Evaluate

- Economical advantageous

- Economical advantageous

5/6

- Low maintenance

- Low maintenance

Figure 207: Evaluation format for evaluation (costs & management) for test-bed type 4a.

2. Wedge-shaped Forest Patches with High-Crowned Trees
As many trees have to be planted and pruned in order to realise the forest
patches of the second design strategy, the fourth design requires relatively
high implementation costs and maintenance in comparison to the planting
and maintenance of one or several tree lanes. Hence, this design was
rated 4/6 on requiring low implementation costs and 3/6 on requiring low
maintenance (figure 208). The combined rating is the lowest of the three
alternatives. Therefore, this design does not constitutes one of the two final
design strategies for test-bed type 4a.
- Economical advantageous

4/6

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 9/12

Figure 209: Evaluation of design strategy 4 on test-bed type 4a.

5. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The tall shelterbelt with three rows of trees is relatively similar to the fourth
design in terms of implementation costs. In regard of the thin and tall growing
trees that are implemented (e.g. Populus nigra ‘Italica’), the pruning of trees
is only necessary when branches die off. Hence, this design received a similar
rating for the requiring of low implementation costs but slightly higher rating
for the requiring of low maintenance in comparison to the fourth design. The
evaluation provides a combined rating that is slightly higher than that of the
previous design alternative (figure 210). The combined rating is the second
highest of the three alternatives. Therefore, this design constitutes one of
the two final design strategies for test-bed type 4a.

- Low maintenance

3/6

Combined Evaluation = 7/12

Figure 208: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 4a.

4. Double High-Crowned Tree Lanes Parallel to Easterly Wind
As the fourth design strategy concerns the planting and pruning of tree lanes
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- Economical advantageous

5/6
- Low maintenance

5/6

Combined Evaluation = 10/12

Figure 210: Evaluation of design strategy 5 on test-bed type 4a.

4

0. Current Situation

1

Evaluate

Outcomes of Evaluation (Costs & Management): Design Guidelines
The three best rated design strategies (i.e. design four and five) of this
evaluation constitute the final design guidelines for test-bed type 4a (figure
211). The complete designs, analyses and evaluations of the design strategies
were added in appendix H.

No rating
- No rating is assigned to the current situation because this evaluation only
assesses the impact of the design intervention.

Best 2 Designs

(Costs & Maintenance)
2. Wedge-shaped High-Crowned Forest

Evaluation: 7/12

4. Double High-Crowned Tree Lanes Parallel to Easterly Wind

Evaluation: 9/12

Further development

5. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard

Evaluation: 10/12

Further development

Figure 211: Overview of all designs and evaluations for evaluation on test-bed type 4a.
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4.7 Test-bed Designs for Type 5a
4.7.1 Design Loop 1 (Climate)

In this section, the design alternatives and evaluations of design loop one are
discussed for test-bed type 5a. This test-bed was determined with potential
for improvement on the prevention of wind nuisance (section 3.3.3). Hence,
the evaluations were conducted according to the evaluation format for loop
one with wind nuisance (figure 212).
Loop 1 (Climate) with wind nuisance

1

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation - Prevention of SW wind nuisance
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 212: Evaluation format for evaluation (climate) for test-bed type 5a.

Type 5a (NW-SE orientation):
Ground level railway yard with parking lot between the yard and adjacent
residential area with low urban porosity
2. High-Crowned “Umbrella” Trees
The second design strategy comprises sparse rows of high-crowned
(umbrella) trees (figure 214). The large open area underneath the umbrella
trees provides space for cold airflow from the railway yard towards the
residential area. The tree canopy of the umbrella trees also decelerates
airflow (including strong SW wind). Hence, this design was rated 3/6 for
both the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow and 2/6
for the prevention of SW wind nuisance. The combined rating is lower than
that of the current situation and illustrates that this design would result in a
deterioration of the current micro-climate.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

3,5/6

1. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The first design strategy for test-bed type 5a comprises a shelterbelt parallel
to the railway yard (figure 213). The shelterbelt consists of two rows of tall
trees with enough spacing to provide small ventilation corridors for cold
airflow from the railway yard towards the residential area. However, the
shelterbelt still impedes cold airflow slightly. The shelterbelt also scatters
and decelerates SW wind. Hence, this design was rated 4/6 for the enabling
of Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow and 3/3 for the prevention
of SW wind nuisance. The combined rating is the highest of all alternatives.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

4/6

3/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

4/6

Combined Evaluation = 11/15

Figure 213: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 5a.
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2/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

3,5/6

Combined Evaluation = 8/15

Figure 214: Evaluation of design strategy 2 on test-bed type 5a.

3. Moveable Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The third design strategy comprises a shelterbelt with tall trees and a row
of moveable panels underneath the trees (figure 215). The panels can be
closed during cold periods to block and decelerate more SW wind than can
be achieved by the shelterbelt trees. During warm periods, the panels can
be opened up like doors to enable cold airflow from the railway yard towards
the residential area. However, I assumed that, even when the panels of the
shelterbelt are open, they still slightly impede cold airflow. Hence, this design
was rated 2/6 for both the enabling of Easterly wind ventilation and cold
local airflow and 3/6 for the prevention of SW wind nuisance. The combined
rating is significantly lower than that of the current situation and illustrates
that this design would result in a deterioration of the current micro-climate.

4

0. Current Situation

1

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 10/12, Preventing Wind Nuisance: 0,5/3

Evaluate

- Low potential for improving urban ventilation from Easterly wind.
- Low potential for improving urban ventilation from local airflow.
- High potential for improving prevention of SW wind nuisance.
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

2/6

3/3

- Enabling cold local airflow

2/6

Loop 1 (Climate)

Top 1

1. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
Combined Evaluation = 7/15

Figure 215: Evaluation of design strategy 3 on test-bed type 5a.

Outcome of Design Loop 1
The current situation of test-bed type 5a was rated 10/12 for enabling
urban ventilation and 0,5/3 for the prevention of SW wind nuisance (section
3.3.3). The combined ratings compared to the combined ratings of the
design strategies reflects that only the first design provides an improvement
from the current situation (figure 216). Hence, only this single alternative
was selected for further development in the RTD process and is discussed
in more detail on the following pages. The complete designs, analyses
and evaluations of the design strategies that were not selected for further
development were added in appendix I.

Evaluation: 11/15

Further development

2. High-Crowned “Umbrella” Trees

Evaluation: 8/15

3. Moveable Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard

Evaluation: 7/15

Figure 216: Overview of all designs and evaluations for loop 1 on test-bed type 5a.
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4.7 Test-bed Designs for Type 5a
1. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
The redesign of the park with a shelterbelt with two rows of trees parallel
to the railway yard (figure 217) constitutes the first rated design strategy, of
design loop one, for test-bed type 5a. The large spacing between the trees
facilitates ventilation pathways for cold airflow. Consequently, this design
enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 218a) and cold
airflow from local air circulations (figure 218b) from the railway yard towards
the neighbourhood. Still, the low crowns of the shelterbelt slightly impede
cold airflow. However, these crowns were essential to decelerate strong SW
wind that enters the park near street level (figure 219). Furthermore, the tall
size of the trees ensures that SW wind is redirected upwards and prevent
wind nuisance in the park. This design was rated 4/6 for the enabling of
Easterly wind ventilation and cold local airflow and 3/3 for the prevention of
SW wind nuisance.

Tree lanes
(shelterbelt)

Design Intervention:

Figure 217: Design strategy 1 and current situation at test-bed type 5a.
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Figure 219: Cross-section of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 5a.

C. SW wind

Combined Evaluation: 11/15
Cold air
Warm air

10m
Figure 218: Analysis of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 5a.

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 220: Evaluation of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 5a.
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4.7 Test-bed Designs for Type 5a
4.7.2 Evaluation (Costs & Maintenance)

Only a single design from design loop one at test-bed type 5a (i.e. design
one) was selected for further development in the RTD process. Hence, this
design automatically constitutes the single design guideline for this test-bed
type. Still, the design was evaluated on costs and maintenance to indicate
the performance of this design on these aspects. The evaluations were
conducted according to the evaluation format for costs and maintenance
(figure 221) and are discussed in this section.
(Costs & Maintenance) all types
Evaluate

- Economical advantageous
- Low maintenance

Figure 221: Evaluation format for evaluation (costs & management) for test-bed type 4a.

1. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard
Similar to the tall shelterbelt in test-bed type 4a (section 4.6.2) this design
received a rating of 5/6 for requiring low implementation costs due to
the planting of several tree lanes and 5/6 for requiring low maintenance
considering that thin and tall growing trees are implemented (e.g. Populus
nigra ‘Italica’) (figure 222).
- Low implementation costs

5/6
- Low maintenance

5/6

Combined Evaluation = 10/12

Figure 222: Evaluation of design strategy 1 on test-bed type 5a.
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Type 5a (NW-SE orientation):
Ground level railway yard with parking lot between the yard and adjacent
residential area with low urban porosity
Outcome of Evaluation (Costs & Management): Design Guidelines
The single design of this evaluation constitutes the final design guideline for
test-bed type 5a (figure 223). The complete design, analysis and evaluation
of the design was added in appendix I.

4

0. Current Situation

1

Evaluate

No rating
- No rating is assigned to the current situation because this evaluation only
assesses the impact of the design intervention.

(Costs & Maintenance)

Best design

1. Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard

Evaluation: 10/12

Further development

Figure 223: Overview of all designs and evaluations for evaluation on test-bed type 5a.
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4.8 Design Guidelines
The test-bed designs (section 4.2-4.7) yielded the following design guidelines
applicable to common railway yard configurations with potential for reducing
heat stress in residential areas (figure 224):

Type 5a (Ground level railway yard with parking lot between the yard and
adjacent residential area with low urban porosity)
- Tall shelterbelt parallel with the railway yard.

Type 1a (Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity)
- Improved façade insulation and removal of noise barrier, shrubs and trees.
- S-curved underpass (noise barrier) and removal of shrubs and trees.

In this section, the guidelines are discussed jointly to compare them with one
another. Additionally, they are discussed in relation to aspects that were not
included in the RTD process to provide a broader understanding of possible
synergy-effects and conflicting effects.

Type 1b (Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity)
- Improved façade insulation, removal of noise barrier and shrubs and high
pruning of trees.
- S-curved underpass (noise barrier), removal of shrubs, and high pruning of
trees.
Type 2a (Elevated railway yard with extensively used terrain and dense
verge between the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban
porosity)
- Removal of trees and shrubs.
- Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs - oblique to Easterly wind.
- Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs - perpendicular to Easterly wind.
Type 3b (Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and park between the
yard and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity)
- Improved façade insulation, noise barrier removal and high pruning of trees
- S-curved underpass (noise barrier) and high pruning of trees
Type 4a (Ground level railway yard with park between the yard and
adjacent residential area with low urban porosity)
- Double high-crowned tree lanes parallel with Easterly wind.
- Tall shelterbelt parallel with the railway yard.
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Improved Façade Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs and Trees
(Test-bed type 1a)

Improved Façade Insulation, Removal of Noise Barrier and Shrubs
and High Pruning of Trees (Test-bed type 1b)

S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

S-Curved Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

(Test-bed type 1a)

(Test-bed type 1b)

4

Figure 224: Design guidelines.
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Vertically-crowned Trees and Shrubs - Oblique to Easterly Wind

Vertically-crowned Trees and Shrubs - Perpendicular to Easterly Wind

(Test-bed type 2a)

(Test-bed type 2a)

Removal of Trees and Shrubs

Improved Façade Insulation, Noise Barrier Removal and High Pruning of Trees

(Test-bed type 2a)

(Test-bed type 3b)

Figure 224: Design guidelines.
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S-Curved Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

Tall Shelterbelt Parallel with the Railway Yard

(Test-bed type 3b)

(Test-bed type 4a)

Double High-crowned Tree Lanes Parallel with Easterly Wind

Tall Shelterbelt Parallel with the Railway Yard

(Test-bed type 4a)

(Test-bed type 5a)

4

Figure 224: Design guidelines.
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4.8 Design Guidelines
4.8.1 Comparison

In comparison to the current situation, the design guidelines of test-bed
type 1a, 1b, 2a and 3b improve with 7-12 points on the rating scale of the
enabling of urban ventilation, whereas test-bed type 4a only improves
with 2-4 points and test-bed 5a deteriorates with 2 points. However, the
guidelines for test-bed types 1a, 1b and 3b can lead to a deterioration in
noise prevention with 2-3 points and require more implementation costs
and maintenance than the other test-bed types. The guidelines for test-bed
types 2a, 4a and 5a can be applied without concern for noise prevention and
require less implementation costs and maintenance. Test-bed type 3b, 4a
and 5a also improve with 1,5-3 points on the prevention of wind nuisance.
Nevertheless, the combined (total) improvements of the design guidelines
for test-bed type 1a, 1b, 2a and 3b are much more significant than those
of the guidelines for types 4a and 5a. Hence, the design guidelines for test-

bed types 1a, 1b, 2a and 3b constitute the more effective design guidelines,
applicable to railway yards, for reducing heat stress in urban residential
areas while preventing wind nuisance. Furthermore, by comparing the total
improvements of the design guidelines per test-bed type, the following
guidelines were determined as most effective per test-bed type:
- Test-bed type 1a: Improved façade insulation and removal of noise barrier,
shrubs and trees.
- Test-bed type 1b: Improved façade insulation, removal of noise barrier and
shrubs and high pruning of trees.
- Test-bed type 2a: Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs - oblique to Easterly
wind.
- Test-bed type 3b: Improved façade insulation, noise barrier removal and
high pruning of trees.

Table 4: Comparison of the design guidelines on evaluation ratings (with same colour as the evaluated aspect as improvement, and red as deterioration, from the current situation).
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4
- Test-bed type 4a: Double high-crowned tree lanes parallel with Easterly
wind.
- Test-bed type 5a: Tall shelterbelt parallel with the railway yard.

4.8.2 Additional Aspects

Shading and Transpiration
The educated guesses, projected for the climate related evaluations in the
RTD process, did not include the effects for shading and transpiration that
can result from the removal or planting of trees and shrubs in the designs.
Hence, the removal of trees and shrubs by the proposed design guidelines
can (in certain cases) create an adverse micro-climate, whereas the proposed
planting of additional trees by other design guidelines can actually improve
the micro-climate. Therefore, when applying the design guidelines, the
advantages and disadvantages of the removal of vegetation should also be
considered with regard to shading and transpiration.

Policy Limitations in the Netherlands
Jos van den hende (designer for the Dutch railway design agency
Spoorbouwmeester) (personal communication, 10 March 2020) emphasizes
that the Dutch railway sector strives to prevent noise from the railway
infrastructure within the boundaries of the railway zone. Hence, the
complete removal of noise barriers, in several of the proposed design
guidelines, is not desirable in the Netherlands. Consequently, for application
in the Netherlands, design guidelines that comprise the redesign of noise
barriers are favoured over the design guidelines that comprise the complete
removal of noise barriers.

Safety
The RTD process did not include the safety aspect (including anti-vandalism).
However, this aspect is highly relevant for the railway sector (ProRail, n.d. a;
Spoorbeeld, 2016). Hence, safety aspects should be considered when applying
the design guidelines. Safety at railway yards is predominantly accomplished
by inaccessibility of the railway zone for unauthorized personnel. However,
this restricted access to the railway yard can be compromised by the design
guidelines that propose an opening at the foot of noise barriers or complete
removal of these barriers. Hence, these design guidelines should be applied
in such a way that the railway yard remains inaccessible.

Time Factor
Marjolijn Ubink and Mariette van Rooij (ProRail employees) (personal
communication, 20 Feb 2020) suggested that innovations in the railway sector
are likely to lead to quieter trains in the near-future. Consequently, noise
prevention by the proposed design guidelines could be less of an important
aspect when considering the time factor. Hence, design guidelines that were
evaluated to deteriorate in noise prevention from the current situation can
become more applicable over time. Additionally, all design guidelines can
become more relevant over time as heat stress continues to increase.

The removal of shrubs on railway embankments in several of the proposed
design guidelines makes it easier for people to access these embankments.
When applying these guidelines, measurements should be included that
prevent access to the railway yard. The removal of shrubs, trees and lower
branches can also increase the safety at railways due to reduced damage
from falling trees and branches on the tracks and overhead wires (ProRail,
n.d. b).

Depending on the situation during application of the design guidelines (e.g.
the context of the site, design assignment and design preferences), different
guidelines might be favoured over the more effective ones (e.g. when low
implementation costs and maintenance is preferred).

Vandalism at railways mainly consists of graffiti on noise barriers. Moreover,
graffiti can indirectly affect safety in the vicinity of railways (Spoorbeeld,
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2016). Consequently, the design guidelines that include a noise barrier
should be applied with concern for vandalism. Graffiti can be prevented or
discouraged by complicating access to noise barriers and designing barriers
with rough surfaces or vegetation (e.g. vines). Materials which are easy to
clean or replace can also be used to construct noise barriers in anticipation
on graffiti (Spoorbeeld, 2016).
A safe environment stimulates people to make use of the outdoor
environment. Hence, incorporating safety and anti-vandalism measures
when applying the design guidelines can increase the use of passive (outdoor)
climate control elements (e.g. parks) instead of indoor air-conditioning and
might even improve the general social control on vulnerable people.
Biodiversity
Railway verges constitute large scale ecological connections that function
as migration routes for plants and animals (MS and SL, 2015; Spoorbeeld,
2012). Hence, the removal of vegetation on the railway embankments
included in some of the proposed design guidelines can decrease the
biodiversity at railway verges. However, in order to improve cold airflow
from railway yards towards adjacent residential areas, the removal of dense
embankment vegetation does not have to include the removal of (herbal)
undergrowth and high-crowned or solitary trees. Besides, biodiversity
at railways is predominantly rich in non-urban environments while the
biodiversity at railways in the urban environment mainly consists of insects,
birds and smaller animals (Marjolijn Ubink and Mariette van Rooij, personal
communication, 20 Feb 2020). Hence, when ecological interests are
considered with application of the design guidelines, it is mainly important
to consider facilitation of the aforementioned fauna groups.
Aesthetic Appearance
The appearance of railway yards has an effect on the experience of these
yards by people that live nearby or pass by them (in trains). People living in
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the vicinity of railway yards see these yards on a daily basis. Hence, views
from residential areas on railway yards are especially important for people’s
experience of the yards. Vegetation can aid to disguise (camouflage) railway
yards. However, the vegetation of railway verges is often neglected and
overgrown, which is more likely to cause negative experiences from an
aesthetic point of view. The removal of vegetation from railway embankments,
as included in some of the proposed design guidelines, can result in increased
view on railway yards from the adjacent residential areas (especially for local
residents) (Marjolijn Ubink and Mariette van Rooij, personal communication,
20 Feb 2020). Hence, when applying the design guidelines, consideration of
the aesthetic appearance of the design and railway yard is beneficial to the
experience of the railway yard.
Railways can also constitute a visual barrier in the urban environment.
However, railway yards should be as little of a barrier in the (urban) landscape
as possible (MS and SL, 2015). The removal of visual obstructions (e.g. dense
verges and noise barriers) included in some of the proposed design guidelines
can ensure that railway yards constitute less of a visual barrier.
Circular Material Use
The Dutch railway company ProRail strives for circular material use to
contribute to a sustainable material supply (Prorail, n.d. c). The removal and
replacement of trees and noise barriers in the proposed design guidelines has
to be considered from this perspective and ways of re-using the harvested
wood and materials should be investigated. Additionally, the redesign of the
noise barriers should be investigated regarding sustainable materials.
Sustainable Energy
Noise barriers provide suitable surfaces for the application of solar panels
to produce sustainable energy (ProRail, n.d. c). The curved noise barriers
that the design guidelines propose might be particularly suitable for the
application of solar panels because the barriers feature large surfaces that

4
can catch a lot of sunlight. However, this only applies to situations where
objects or trees do not project shadows on the respective noise barriers.
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Railway yard Watergraafsmeer. Photo: Karres en Brands
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Chapter 5
Site-Specific Designs
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5.1 Introduction to Site-Specific Designs
Whether the design guidelines (chapter 4) can be applied to site-specific
conditions is demonstrated by applying them in practice. Hence, two of the
best performing design guidelines are applied in two separate sites, which
are representative for the most common railway yard configurations with
potential for reducing heat stress in residential areas. These designs provide
knowledge to answer the fourth sub-research question.
This chapter starts with a discussion of how to apply the design guidelines in a
site-specific case. Next, the choice for the design locations will be elaborated.
Afterwards, the sites of the two design will be described and analysed,
followed by a discussion of the concepts, outlines and key-elements for the
designs.
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5.1.1 Integrated Design Approach

Every site has specific design limitations and possibilities that should be
analysed and understood in order to use the design guidelines effectively. In
addition to the aspects that were already included in the RTD process of the
design guidelines, the following aspects are considered in the site-specific
designs; safety, functionality, circular material use, biodiversity and aesthetic
appeal. Consequently, the designs demonstrate how the guidelines can be
applied to site-specific conditions to accomplish the desired effects together
with possible synergy-effects and minimization of conflicting effects.
At present, urban railway yards are often positioned at the rear of buildings
and are largely concealed by neglected and overgrown railway verges (MS
and SL, 2015). Consequently, these railway yards generally belong to the low
quality ‘backsides’ of urban environments. Additionally, railways constitute
a barrier in the city even when there are bridges and tunnels. However,
continuity in the urban fabric could be increased by granting railways new
functions for the city (MS and SL, 2015). Hence, it should be investigated if
space around the railway can be used for functions that contribute to the
city. Furthermore, railway yards are generally associated with unwanted
environmental effects for the city (e.g. noise and vibrations) (personal
communication, Jos van den Hende, 10 March 2020). Conclusively, by
developing the site-specific designs as integrated designs, they can boost
the image of railway yards to a meaningful place for the city by providing
additional benefits from the yard.

5
5.1.2 Design Locations

Test-bed type 1b and 2a represent the two most common spatial configuration
types (figure 225) with potential for reducing heat stress in residential areas
(chapter 2). Additionally, the design guidelines for these types are part of
the best rated guidelines of the RTD process for reducing heat stress (section
4.8.1). Therefore, the site-specific designs are developed for the following
two sites (figure 226):
- Railway yard Watergraafsmeer (in Amsterdam)
- The railway yard in Deventer

Amsterdam:
Type 1b: 1055m

630m

1b
2a

Archimedeslaan, in Amsterdam.

Deventer:
Distance (m)

Type 2a: 930m

Spatial configuration type
Figure 225: Presence of spatial configuration types and top two most dominant types.

330m

Oude Bathmenseweg, in Deventer.
Figure 226: Largest continuous railway yard configurations for the two most dominant types.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
5.2.1 Description and Analysis of the Site

Railway yard Watergraafsmeer in Amsterdam is one of the larger Dutch
railway yards (approximately twenty hectare in size) and located between
the residential district Middenmeer on the SW side and the campus of
Amsterdam University on the NE side (figure 227). The distance between the
houses of the residential area and the railway yard is approximately thirty
meters, i.e. well within the assumed one hundred meters cooling distance
(appendix B). The UHI effects here reaches two degrees (figure 228).
Moreover, the residential area is situated lower than the railway yard (figure
229). Conclusively, railway yard Watergraafsmeer has a high potential for
providing urban ventilation for the adjacent residential area due its large size,
the close proximity of the residential area and the yard’s elevated situation.

75m

0 50 100
m

Legend:
<0.2 °C
0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0
1.2-1.4
1.4-1.6
1.6-1.8
1.8-2.0
> 2.0
Residences
Climatope

Figure 228: UHI map of the site (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019).

Amsterdam University

Residential area

Legend:
KNMI weather station Schiphol
Middenmeer
Railway yard

Figure 227: Site-specific design for Watergraafsmeer and closest weather station.
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Figure 229: Elevation map of the site (Based on PDOK, 2019)
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Almost a quarter of the population in Middenmeer consists of younger
children and elderly people (figure 230), who are most vulnerable to
heat extremes. That is a significant share of the population for which it is
particularly beneficial to improve the urban ventilation from railway yard
Watergraafsmeer.

However, on this specific site, additional obstructions that impede cold
airflow are present to those of the test-bed, as identified from a detailed
analyses of maps and site visits. These obstructions include buildings with
a function for the railway (e.g. storage, cleaning, electricity and engineering
facilities), required to keep the railway operational. Hence, these should not
be removed. Other obstructions include concrete platforms that hinder cold
airflow and possibly also the generation of cold air on the railway yard itself
(figure 232a). Although these concrete platforms are essential for the railway
yard, they could be redesigned in different shapes and materials (Jos van den
Hende, personal communication, 10 March 2020).

Figure 230: Age distribution in Middenmeer (Based on CBS, 2019)

In a similar fashion as in section 3.3., prevailing wind directions were
determined from regional wind data. Instead of data from weather station
De Bilt, data from weather station Schiphol was used to obtain results more
representative for the exact location of railway yard Watergraafsmeer (figure
227). It was found that potentially cooling wind predominantly originates
from an Eastern to NE direction and nuisance causing wind predominantly
originates from a Western to SW direction (figure 231).
For the site Watergraafsmeer, the following conclusions on prevailing wind
can be made:
- Potentially cooling wind moves from the railway yard towards residential
area Middenmeer.
- Nuisance causing wind moves from the residential area towards the railway
yard.
These findings are similar to those that were used for the test-bed analysis
for this railway yard type (chapter 3.3). Hence, the findings from the testbed analysis are assumed to also apply for this particular railway yard.

Figure 231: Wind directions for potentially cooling wind (in red) and nuisance causative wind
(in blue).
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
As in the test-bed, the noise barrier and dense embankment vegetation
on this site prevent cold airflow by Easterly wind and local airflow from
the railway yard towards the residential area (figure 234-235). However, in
this particular site, the cold air can flow from the NE slope of the railway
yard towards the university campus but is largely accumulated in the large
ditch between the yard and campus. Moreover, benefits of cooling for the
university campus are assumed to be negligible because it is not a residential
area. This loss of cold air reduces the potential for cooling the residential
area Middenmeer; and should preferably be prevented in the design.
Consequently, the site deviates from the test-bed and also requires redesign
of parts of the railway yard that were not covered by this test-bed type.

occur in the large open space at the Northern car-tunnel entrance (figure
235).
The dense vegetation on the SW side of the railway yard embankment
camouflages the yard. This vegetation appears ill-maintained and without
function for the residential area besides concealing the railway (figure 233
a-b). The space between the railway yard and residential area also appears to
have significantly lower aesthetical quality than other parts of Middenmeer
(appendix J).

As in the test-bed, SW wind is expected to cause little nuisance in the
residential area of the site because this wind is largely decelerated and kept
out of streets by the buildings. This wind could accelerate on the railway yard
and enter the university campus but is already blocked by large windscreens
between high-rise buildings (figure 232b). Some wind nuisance could occur
where the large windscreens are absent and near the railway yard could
(a)

(b)

Figure 232: Additional obstructions on and alongside the railway yard.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 233: Current situation of the space between the railway yard and residences.
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Figure 234: Current situation with Easterly wind (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019 and Google Maps, 2019).
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Figure 235: Current situation with local airflow (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019 and Google Maps, 2019).
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Figure 236: Current situation with SW wind (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019 and Google Maps, 2019).
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
5.2.2 Design Concept and Key Elements

The design concept for railway yard Watergraafsmeer intends to remove
obstructions that impede cold airflow on the yard and between the yard
and residential area Middenmeer as much as possible. This is done to
enable cold airflow from the railway yard to the residential area (figure
238). Additionally, the design intends to prevent cold air loss in the ditch
between the railway yard and university campus to improve the potential
cooling for the residential area Middenmeer. Hence, the main objective of
this site-specific design is to achieve optimal cooling from the railway yard
for residential area Middenmeer.

from railway yard Watergraafsmeer.
Planting of Additional Vegetation to Prevent Cold Air Loss
This site-specific design includes the planting of dense vegetation on the
NE side of the railway yard (figure 238c), which deviates from the proposed
guidelines but is beneficial to improve the cooling potential from railway
yard Watergraafsmeer.

Noise Barrier Redesign to Improve Urban Ventilation
This site-specific design includes the redesign of the existing noise barrier
into a barrier with S-curved underpass (figure 238a), which was proposed for
railway yard configurations of type 1b (present on the SW side of this railway
yard) (figure 237). For application in the Netherlands this intervention is
favoured over the other intervention that was proposed for this type, which
comprises the complete removal of the noise barrier. The new noise barrier
will replace the existing noise barrier for the area where it could enable cold
air from the yard to enter the residential area of Middenmeer.
Removal of Dense Vegetation to Improve Urban Ventilation
This site-specific design includes removal of dense vegetation and high
pruning of trees on the railway embankment (figure 238a), which was
proposed for railway yard configurations of type 1b. This intervention was
proposed by both design guidelines for this type. Dense vegetation will be
removed on the railway embankment for the area where it could enable cold
air from the yard to enter the residential area of Middenmeer.
Redesign of Railway Yard Platforms to Improve Urban Ventilation
This site-specific design includes the redesign of the existing railway yard
platforms into beam platforms (figure 238b), which deviates from the
proposed guidelines but is beneficial to improve the potential for cooling
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Figure 237: Presence of railway yard configuration type 1b.
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Figure 238: Design concept and key elements.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
5.2.3 Integrated Design

The key design elements should enable near optimal cooling from the
railway yard for residential area Middenmeer. However, other aspects in
the current situation could be in conflict with the key design elements. For
example, losses of ‘greenery’, easier access to the yard and increased view
on the railway yard can occur. These consequences could severely lower the
acceptance of the design. Therefore, the integrated approach also considers
the already mentioned following aspects; prevention of wind nuisance,
noise prevention, maintenance, costs, safety, functionality, circular material
use, biodiversity and aesthetic appeal. This results in the following combined
objectives of the design:
- Optimal passive cooling for the city by the railway yard.
- Maximal noise prevention from the yard.
- Cost-efficient and low maintenance interventions.
- Additional (green) space for people to go outdoors, move and socialise.
- Multifunctional use of the yard for the city.
- Enhanced aesthetic appeal alongside the yard.
- Increased safety and prevention of vandalism at the yard.
- Prevention of wind nuisance in open areas adjacent to the yard.
- Improvements or compensation for biodiversity.

Legend of masterplan:
Wooden noise barrier
Beam platform
“Wall” of shrubs
Grass/Herbaceous grassland
Dense shrubs
Water
Railway tracks
Existing noise barrier
Underground parking lot
Wooden bench
Stone bench
Stairs
Pergola
Large tree
Small tree

This yielded the following masterplan (figure 239). The climate objectives,
noise prevention, costs and maintenance of the designs were evaluated
with educated guesses using the same rating scales that were used for the
test-bed analyses and designs (chapter 3-4). The other objectives were only
illustrated in the designs and discussed as possible conflicts or synergyeffects from application of the design guidelines.

Tall and thin tree
Building
Church
Railway building
Road
Cycling path
Sidewalk (vehicle accessible)
Walking path
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Figure 239: Masterplan.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
5.1.4 Detailed Design Elements

The following paragraphs contain a detailed description of the key design
elements and additional interventions that are meant to accomplish the
objectives of this integrated design.
Noise Barrier Redesign
The redesign of the noise barrier is the key element to accomplish passive
cooling for the city by enabling cold air to flow underneath the noise barrier
(figure 240). This is done by mounting the barrier above the surface by
beams. Nevertheless, the barrier should simultaneously prevent noise from
the railway yard. Hence, the barrier is positioned on the slope of the railway
embankment in order to reflect direct and indirect railway (yard) sounds
to the railway zone with as little sound leak as possible. Additionally, the
new barrier is one meter higher than the current barrier in order to prevent
more noise. The S-curved shape of the barrier enables the accumulation of
easterly wind at the opening underneath the barrier which impels more cold
air towards the residential area. The barrier consist of hardwood panels that
enable a relatively strong but lightweight structure which can be mounted
above the surface by (also hardwood) beams. The hardwood material is
suitable for this particular noise barrier design because concrete is many
times heavier than wood and would therefore require an immensely strong
frame in order to be mounted above the surface. Wooden noise barriers
are relatively expensive but are already applied along railways elsewhere,
also because of the aesthetic appearance and sustainability of this material
(wooden noise barriers last twice as long as needed for equivalent wood
production (Spoorbeeld, 2016)). The wooden frame of the barrier is
attached to a heavy concrete foundation and stabilised by steel cables. This
foundation is essential in order to provide stability for the barrier to account
for subsidence and strong wind.
The panels and beams of the noise barrier are held together by metal
braces that make parts of the barrier easy to detach and replace in cases
of damage or graffiti. This facilitates maintenance of the barrier. A steel grid
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will be attached between the foundation beams which makes the opening
underneath the noise barrier inaccessible for people and (larger) animals to
ensure safety on the railway yard.

Wooden panel
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Metal brace
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Airflow

Wooden barrier

220

10
70
Steel cable

75

Concrete foundation

Figure 240: Technical drawing of the S-curved noise barrier with underpass.
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Removal of Dense Vegetation
Shrubs and most of the trees currently situated on the railway embankment
will be removed in order to facilitate the cold airflow from the railway yard
towards the residential area. Some of the trees can remain, but the lower
branches should be removed to prevent hinder to cold airflow.
Railway Yard Platforms
The concrete platforms that are currently present on the railway yard will be
replaced by beam platforms (in Dutch: Jukkenperron) (figure 241-242). These
beam platforms carry a steel grid on concrete beams well above the surface
which also enables cold air to flow underneath the platforms. Additionally,
this type of platform features less concrete which stores and emits significant
amounts of heat. Furthermore, the steel grid is likely to cause less trapping
of heat on the railway yard. Consequently, these beam platforms improve
both the supply of cold air and the cold airflow.

Rising warm air
5
5

Steel grid
240

Airflow

100

110

500
concrete foundation

Figure 241: Technical drawing of the beam platform.

Figure 242: Technical drawing of the beam platform.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
Multi-functional Use
The removal of dense vegetation from the railway embankment provides
free space for various functions for the city. The embankment that becomes
available allows the development of a linear park. However, in the current
situation, the embankment only covers a thin strip of land between the
railway yard and the adjacent street with parking lots for the residences
(figure 243). The design proposes to extend the existing embankment
towards the residences and to move the parking facilities underneath
the embankment (figure 244). Consequently, space for development of a
park on and alongside the railway embankment is almost doubled in size.
Street with parking spots

A

Figure 243: Cross-section of the current situation of the Western side of the railway yard.
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Additionally, the underground parking facilities ensure that less stationary
cars impede the movement of cold air whereas the surface area of hard
pavement is reduced. Sufficient space remains available for a spacious
sidewalk (free from obstructions) alongside the residences for pedestrians,
cyclists and temporary access to the residences by cars and essential vehicles
(e.g. ambulances).
The stability of the railway embankment can be retained or even
strengthened by the extension of the embankment. However, because the
Noise barrier Passing trains

Concrete platform

Train yard

A’

5
underground parking lot has to be constructed partly inside the existing
railway embankment, the construction works for the underground parking
can be high in order to accomplish sufficient stability with this development.
Yet this intervention is deemed a worthy investment because railway yard
Watergraafsmeer is one of the most relevant sites (at a key location in the
Netherlands) for the design of railway yards to reduce heat stress. The
construction of underground parking lots in other railway yard embankments
is not recommended unless the benefits also weigh up to the investment
costs.
Sidewalk with short-term
access for vehicles

Linear park

A

Noise barrier Passing trains

Concrete platform

Train yard

A’

Figure 244: Cross-section of the design for the Western side of the railway yard.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
A promenade is developed on the embankment that provides raised views
into the city (figure 245). For the promenade and connecting walking paths,
gravel is used in order to achieve its associative appearance with the track
ballast on the railway yard. The paths are gently sloped to bridge the height
differences of the embankment and facilitate access for disabled people. Long
benches are added alongside the walking paths to provide various seating
areas. These benches are either constructed from hardwood or concrete
U-shaped slabs and placed in such a way that hinder for cold airflow by these
elements is minimized. The appearance of the benches is also intended to
Street

Sidewalk with short-term
access for vehicles

Linear park

Biodiversity
The railway embankment is partly vegetated by herbaceous grassland to
provide a more diverse vegetation. Hereby, it is attempted to enhance the
diversity although most of the shrubs and trees are removed which means
that it is less suitable for birds and mammals. Instead, a diverse herbaceous
vegetation can be achieved providing butterfly habitat.

Noise barrier Passing trains

B

Figure 245: Cross-section of the design for the Western side of the railway yard at side-streets.
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mimic platforms of the railway yard.

Train yard

B’

5
Planting of Additional Vegetation to Prevent Cold Air Loss
The planting of additional vegetation on the NE embankment of the railway
yard prevents the loss of cold air to the university campus (figure 246).
The additional vegetation also aids to reduce wind nuisance from SW wind
for parts of the university campus where large wind screens are absent.
Furthermore, the newly added vegetation mainly consists of species that
provide more shelter and food for fauna. The new species include shrubs e.g.
nigra and Corylus avellana, trees e.g. Tilia cordata and Populus nigra ‘Italica’
and vines e.g. Hedera helix. The vines are mainly planted near the iron fence
bordering this side of the railway yard to effectively prevent the loss of cold

air. The taller vegetation (Populus nigra ‘Italica’ and Tilia cordata) will only be
placed in front of the storage and work area of the railway yard to reduce
the view on parts of the railway yard with a low visual appearance (e.g. the
storage and work area) and to prevent obstructing the sky in the cool air

Additional dense vegetation

Reduced sight on area with
low visual appearance

Storage and work area
Ecological corridor

C

C’

Figure 246: Cross-section of the design for the Eastern side of the railway yard.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
generation area of the yard. However, most of the view on the city from
campus buildings is retained by placing the taller trees sparsely.
The Terrace
The linear park ends at the Northern car and slow-traffic tunnel underneath
the railway (figure 247). This is one of two existing tunnels underneath the
railway yard. Currently, this tunnel is an important infrastructural connection
but the adjacent square is poorly designed and is predominantly used for
the parking of cars. The design proposes to transform this square into a
more attractive space without jeopardising the infrastructural function. To
this end, the square and railway embankment are transformed into a terrace
that overlooks the open space in front of the tunnel entrance. Additionally,
the square is transformed into a lawn that replaces the excessive paving and
extends the park-zone. Two new pedestrian and cyclist crossings are also
added to ensure safe entrance to the terrace and park.
The terrace provides various seating areas and enables raised views to the
surroundings (figure 248 and 249). A pergola is connected to the noise
barrier that provides shade for the upper part of the terrace.
Most of the trees in proximity to the terrace and on the railway embankment
are removed or moved to reduce hinder for cold airflow. However, in order to
retain shade and cooling provided by these trees, not all trees are removed.
Additionally, trees are added in front of the buildings on the SW side of the
open space at the tunnel entrance to reduce wind nuisance from SW wind in
the open space and on the terrace.

Figure 247: Detailed map of the terrace and tunnel entrance.
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Figure 248: Cross-section of the design for the terrace at the western side of the railway yard.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer

Design prospect:

Figure 249: Ambience of the linear railway park.
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Current situation:

5
Access to the Underground Parking
The underground parking lot is one-way traffic and is accessed by car
from the NW entrance and exited at the SW exit. Additionally, pedestrian
entrances and exits are available every one hundred meters to account for
safety and accessibility (figure 250). Parking lots are oriented at a forty-five
degrees angle to the access road to minimise space requirements. However,
the parking garage should be optimised by an engineer because the current
design only provides an indication of the possible lay-out of the garage.

Potential for Solar Energy
The redesigned noise barrier appears suitable for placing photovoltaic (PV)
panels on because the upper surface at the top of the barrier faces south
at an angle (figure 251). However, this only applies to the sections without
trees or other shading elements near the barrier. The PV panels could provide
sustainable energy to power lighting for the terrace and park.

Pedestrian tunnel Underground P

PV panel

Glass panel
10
5

Figure 250: Cross-section of the pedestrian entrances/exits for the underground parking.
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Figure 251: Noise barrier construction of wood and glass with dimensions in centimeters.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
5.1.5 Analysis of the Design

The redesign of the noise barrier into an S-curved barrier with underpass
and the removal of shrubs and trees enables the effective transport of cold
air by Easterly wind (figure 252) and cold airflow from local air circulations
(figure 253) from the railway yard towards the residential area Middenmeer.
The S-curved shape of the noise barrier redirects wind downwards to the
opening underneath the barrier (figure 255). This causes an acceleration
of wind underneath the barrier and increases the advective transport of
cold air towards the residential area. However, the barrier also somewhat
impedes cold airflow due to the small height of the opening at the bottom of

the barrier and partly redirects wind to pass over the barrier. Furthermore,
the site comprises a residential area with a low porosity that prevents wind
and cold air from entering deeply into the residential area.
The new linear park provides additional cooling from Easterly wind ventilation
and cold local airflow for the residential area Middenmeer. Shade and cooling
is provided by the trees in and around to the linear park. Additionally, trees
are added in front of the buildings on the SW side of the large open space (at
the tunnel entrance) to prevent SW wind nuisance (figure 254).
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Wake zone
Wind nuisace
Figure 252: Analysis of the design for Amsterdam with Easterly wind.
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5
The redesigned noise barrier is positioned on the slope of the railway
embankment in order to reflect direct and indirect railway (yard) sound
to the railway zone with as little sound leak as possible. The upper part of
the S-curved barrier enables the blockage of sounds close to the source
and reflects sound back to the railway yard instead of upwards (figure
256). However, this upper part also reflects sound downwards towards the
opening in the foot of the barrier.

The implementation costs of the design are expansive due to the unique
construction and large surface of the redesigned noise barrier, the
construction of the parking lot underneath the railway embankment and
replacement of the existing railway platforms. The additional interventions
proposed by the designs also require more implementation costs and
maintenance. Furthermore, the redesigned noise barriers also require more
maintenance than common barriers due to their unique construction, large
surface area and wooden material.
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Figure 253: Analysis of the design for Amsterdam with local airflow.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
Evaluation
The design for railway yard Watergraafsmeer received the following
evaluation ratings (figure 257):
- 4,5/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- 5,5/6 for enabling cold local airflow
- 3/3 for preventing SW wind nuisance
- 4/6 for noise prevention.
- 0/6 for low implementation costs
- 1/6 for low maintenance

The combined rating for the climate aspects and noise prevention is 15,5/21,
which is one point higher than that of the applied design guideline (S-curved
underpass, removal of shrubs and high pruning of trees). However, the
site-specific design does require significantly higher implementation costs
and maintenance (with a combined rating of 1/12) than that of the applied
design guideline (with a combined rating of 5/12).
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Figure 254: Analysis of the design for Amsterdam with SW wind.
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Figure 255: Cross-section of the design for Amsterdam with airflow.
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Figure 256: Cross-section of the design for Amsterdam with sound propagation.

Combined Evaluation: 15,5/21

Combined Evaluation: 1/12

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind

- Low implementation costs

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

- Low maintenance

Figure 257: Evaluation of the design for Amsterdam.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer
5.1.6 Conclusions of the Design
Additional Requirements
The application of the design guideline (S-curved underpass, removal
of shrubs and high pruning of trees) at railway yard Watergraafsmeer
showed that, in addition to the measures that were already included in the
guideline, railway platforms on the railway yard had to be removed in order
to accomplish cold airflow from the yard towards the adjacent residential
area. Furthermore, cold air loss to the other side of the railway yard and
wind nuisance had to be prevented to improve the potential cooling and
reduce wind nuisance from the yard. These additional measures require
extra implementation costs and maintenance.
Conflicting Aspects
The design also indicated that the pursued micro-climate objectives can
be in conflict with common requirements for designing railway yards. This
includes a conflict between the noise prevention and passive cooling pursued
by the design. The final design (of the noise barrier) ensures a compromise
between the two as optimisation of one of the objectives causes failure for
the other objective. The redesign of the noise barrier does not conflict with
safety as a steel grid prevents access to the railway yard from the opening
underneath the barrier. Moreover, the easy detachable wooden panels of
the noise barrier provide a response to the possibly increased vandalism
on the large surfaces of the barrier. The pursued passive cooling and
prevention of wind nuisance also causes no conflict as both objectives could
be accomplished without interference. The removal of dense embankment
vegetation by the design can conflict with suitable conditions for birds and
mammals. Instead, it is attempted to facilitate butterfly habitat by providing
a diverse herbaceous vegetation.
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Synergy-effects
The removal of vegetation by the design could reduce aesthetical appeal
of the railway yard and its surroundings. However, the removal of dense
vegetation from the railway embankment (which is often neglected and
overgrown) also provides free space for new functions for the city or
greenery with a higher aesthetic value. This is attempted with the design
for railway yard Watergraafsmeer where a linear park is developed on the
railway embankment to provide additional green space, passive cooling and
multifunctional use of the yard for the city. However, in order to deal with
conflicting aspects and utilize synergy-effects, higher implementation costs
and maintenance can be expected.
Conclusively, even though the climate-responsive design of railway yard
Watergraafsmeer can be in conflict with common requirements in (railway)
design, the design also shows that opportunities exist to accomplish synergyeffects for the city in addition to the pursued micro-climate.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
5.3.1 Description and Analysis of the Site

The railway yard in Deventer is approximately three hectare in size and located
between two residential districts; Rivierenbuurt on the Southern side and
Keizerslanden on the Northern side (figure 258). This design comprises the
application of the design guideline for type 2b (chapter 4) which represents
the Southern side of this railway yard but not the Northern side. Additionally,
the Northern side of this railway yard does not cause the loss of cold air as
occurred at the previously discussed railway yard in Amsterdam. Hence, this
design will focus on the Southern side of this railway yard that does include
the spatial configuration of type 2b. The distance between the houses of
the residential area of Rivierenbuurt and the railway yard is approximately
seventy-five meters, i.e. not within the assumed fifty meters cooling distance
(appendix B). However, the yard still has cooling potential for this residential
area because approximately fifty meters of the seventy-five meters between
the railway yard and houses comprises open and unpaved extensively used
terrain, which is expected to extend the cooling distance. The UHI effects
in the residential area of Rivierenbuurt reaches 1,8 degrees (figure 259).
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Figure 259: UHI map of the site (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019).
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Figure 258: Site-specific design for the railway yard in Deventer and closest weather station.
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Figure 260: Elevation map of the site (Based on PDOK, 2019)
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Moreover, this residential area is situated lower than the railway yard (figure
260). Conclusively, the railway yard in Deventer has a moderate/high potential
for providing urban ventilation for the adjacent (southern) residential area
due its extended cooling distance and elevated situation.
More than a quarter of the population in Rivierenbuurt consists of younger
children and elderly people (figure 261), who are most vulnerable to
heat extremes. That is a significant share of the population for which it is
particularly beneficial to improve the urban ventilation from the railway yard
in Deventer.

These findings are similar to those that were used for the test-bed analysis
for this railway yard type (chapter 3.3). Hence, the findings from the test-bed
analysis are assumed to also apply for this particular railway yard. However,
on this specific site, an area of the extensively used terrain on the railway
embankment is hard paved and functional as parking lot for university
Saxion and neighbouring schools (figure 263b). The hard pavement facilitates
stability for car traffic but reduces the generation of cold air on the railway
yard embankment.

Figure 261: Age distribution in Middenmeer (Based on CBS, 2019)

In a similar fashion as in chapter 3.3., prevailing wind directions were
determined from regional wind data. However, data from weather station
Deelen was used to obtain results more representative for the exact location
of the railway yard in Deventer (figure 258). It was found that thermal
comfortable wind predominantly originates from an Eastern to NE direction
and nuisance causative wind from a Western to SW direction (figure 262).
For the site in Deventer, the following conclusions on prevailing wind can be
made:
- Potentially cooling wind moves parallel to the railway yard instead of
towards Rivierenbuurt.
- Nuisance causing wind moves from the residential area towards the railway
yard.

Figure 262: Wind directions for potentially cooling wind (in red) and nuisance causing wind
(in blue).
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5.3 Design for Deventer
As in the test-bed, the dense embankment vegetation on this site withholds
cold air generated by the railway yard from entering the residential area
(figure 263a and 265-266). However, in this particular site, the cold air
can move towards the university and several residences but is largely
accumulated on the lower situated road that crosses underneath the railway
yard and between hedges on the parking lot in front of the university of
applied sciences (figure 264b and 265-266). Moreover, benefits of cooling
for the campus and parking lot are assumed to be negligible because it is not
a residential area. This loss of cold air reduces the potential for cooling the
residential area Rivierenbuurt; and should preferably be prevented in the
design. Consequently, the site deviates from the test-bed and also requires
redesign of parts of the railway yard that were not covered by this test-bed
type.

parking lot on the railway embankment as SW wind can accelerate on the
railway yard and flow relatively freely towards the parking area (figure 267).
The dense vegetation on the Southern side of the railway yard embankment
camouflages the railway yard. This vegetation appears to be without function
for the residential area besides concealing the railway. The vegetation also
conceals an iron fence on the Southern railway embankment that prevents
access to the railway yard (figure 264b).

As in the test-bed, SW wind is expected to cause little nuisance in the
residential area of the site because this wind is largely decelerated and kept
out of streets by the buildings. However, wind nuisance could occur on the
(a)

(b)

Figure 263: Additional obstructions on and alongside the railway yard.
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Figure 264: Current situation of the space in-between the railway yard and residences.
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Figure 265: Current situation with Easterly wind (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019 and Google Maps, 2019).
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Figure 266: Current situation with local airflow (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019 and Google Maps, 2019).
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Figure 267: Current situation with SW wind (Based on Atlas Natuurlijk Kapitaal, 2017; Esri, 2019 and Google Maps, 2019).
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5.3 Design for Deventer
5.3.2 Design Concept

The design concept for the railway yard in Deventer intends to remove
obstructions that impede cold airflow on the yard and between the yard
and residential area Rivierenbuurt as much as possible. This is done to
enable cold airflow from the railway yard to the residential area (figure 269).
Additionally, the design intends to prevent cold air loss to the university
parking lot and cold air sinks to improve the potential cooling for the
residential area Rivierenbuurt. Hence, the main objective of this site-specific
design is to achieve optimal cooling from the railway yard for the residential
area of Rivierenbuurt.

Planting of Additional Vegetation to Prevent Cold Air Loss
This site-specific design includes the planting of dense vegetation on the
SW side of the railway yard (figure 269c), which deviates from the proposed
guidelines but is beneficial to improve the cooling potential from the railway
yard in Deventer.

Removal of Dense Vegetation to Improve Urban Ventilation
This site-specific design includes removal of dense vegetation on the
railway embankment (figure 269a), which was proposed for railway yard
configurations of type 2a (present on the Southern side of this railway yard)
(figure 268). This intervention was evaluated with the highest combined
rating of the proposed design guidelines for type 2a. Dense vegetation will
be removed on the railway embankment for the area where it could enable
cold air from the yard to enter the residential area of Rivierenbuurt.
Pruning of Trees Oblique to Easterly Wind to Improve Urban Ventilation
This site-specific design also includes the pruning of trees into verticallycrowned trees oblique to Easterly wind (figure 269b), which was proposed
for railway yard configurations of type 2a. This intervention was evaluated
with a lower combined rating than the complete removal of dense vegetation
proposed for type 2a (chapter 4) but can aid to redirect Easterly wind towards
the residential area. Therefore, the removal of dense vegetation and pruning
of trees oblique to Easterly wind is applied for different parts of the railway
yard to make use of both its advantages.

Type
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Figure 268: Presence of railway yard configuration type 2a.
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Figure 269: Design concept and key elements.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
5.3.3 Integrated Design

As in the design for railway yard Watergraafsmeer, the integrated approach
also considers various aspects besides achieving the optimal cooling from
the railway yard for the residential area of Rivierenbuurt (section 5.2.3). This
results in the following combined objectives of the design:
- Optimal passive cooling for the city by the railway yard.
- Cost-efficient and low maintenance interventions.
- Additional (green) space for people to go outdoors, move and socialise.
- Multifunctional use of the yard for the city.
- Enhanced aesthetic appeal alongside the yard.
- Increased safety and prevention of vandalism at the yard.
- Prevention of wind nuisance in open areas adjacent to the yard.
- Improvements or compensation for biodiversity.
This yielded the following masterplan (figure 270). The climate objectives,
noise prevention, costs and maintenance of the designs were evaluated
with educated guesses using the same rating scales that were used for the
test-bed analyses and designs (chapter 3-4). The other objectives were only
illustrated in the designs and discussed as possible conflicts or synergyeffects from application of the design guidelines.

Legend of masterplan:
“Wall” of shrubs
Permeable pavement
Grass/Herbaceous grassland
Dense shrubs
Water
Railway tracks
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Iron fence
Rope fence
Wooden bench
Stone bench
Stairs
Large tree
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Building
Railway building
Road
Cycling path
Sidewalk (vehicle accessible)
Walking path
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Figure 270: Design map.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
5.3.4 Detailed Design Elements

The following paragraphs contain a detailed description of the key design
elements and additional interventions that are meant to accomplish the
objectives of this integrated design.
Removal of Dense Vegetation and Pruning of Remaining Trees Oblique
to Easterly Wind
The removal of shrubs and trees is the key element to accomplish passive
cooling for the city by enabling cold air to flow from the railway embankment.
However, some trees and shrubs will be preserved and pruned to redirect
Easterly wind towards the residential area of Rivierenwijk. Consequently,
more cold air can be transported towards the residential area. The pruning
of vegetation should shape tree canopies and shrubs into relatively flat
shapes with the largest surface area oblique to Easterly wind (figure 271).
The resulting shapes guide Easterly wind towards the southern residential
area. Hence, more cool air from the railway yard can be transported towards
the residential area of Rivierenwijk by Easterly wind.
Retaining Wall
At present, access to the railway yard is prevented by the dense vegetation
and a tall iron fence along the edges of the railway embankment (figure 273).
The iron fence is largely concealed by dense vegetation. Hence, the removal
of this vegetation would bring the iron fence in direct view of the residential
area. The design proposes to transform the embankment of the railway yard
into a retaining wall which provides a similar function to the fence but is
significantly more aesthetical (figure 272). The retaining wall is constructed
from stone gabions that support the soil of the railway embankment laterally
so that it can be retained to a slope that it would not naturally keep to. The
rough surfaces of the stone gabions enables the growth of sedum vegetation
on the retaining wall which grants the wall a more natural appearance.

Figure 271: Pruning of vegetation into shapes that guide wind towards the residential area.
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Figure 272: Technical drawing of the retaining wall with dimensions in millimetres.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
Multifunctional Use
The removal of dense vegetation from the railway embankment provides
free space that can provide various functions for the neighbourhood and
city. The retaining wall ensures that the vacant space is predominantly flat
and suitable for the development of a bicycle lane and walking paths. The
design proposes to construct a car-free bicycle lane alongside the railway
yard which improves the cycling connections in the area (figure 274). The
walking paths provide more opportunities for people to go outdoors,

move and socialise. The design also proposes to extend the parking lot on
the railway embankment and move the parking facilities from the street
alongside the railway yard on the embankment. Consequently, space for
development of a park on and alongside the railway embankment is almost
doubled in size. Sufficient space remains available for a spacious sidewalk
(free from obstructions) alongside the residences for pedestrians, cyclists
and temporary access to the residences by cars and essential vehicles.

Dense vegetation
Street with parking spots

Extensively used terrain (grassland)

Passing trains

Iron fence

A

Figure 273: Cross-section of the current situation of the Southern side of the railway yard.
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The design proposes to develop a canal at the bottom of the retaining wall that
might accumulate some cold air from the railway yard but can significantly
contribute to inaccessibility and aesthetics of the yard. I assumed that the
cold air loss is relatively insignificant due to the small size of the canal.
Furthermore, the canal improves the surface storage for run-off water from
the railway yard and adjacent streets. I expect that the benefits for safety,
flood prevention and aesthetic appeal weigh up to the cold air loss.

Retaining wall

New Trees
The trees in front of the residential buildings alongside the railway yard
will be replaced by species with sparse leaf cover (e.g. Acacia) and lower
branches should be removed to prevent hinder to cold airflow. Additionally,
trees and shrubs will be planted on the SW side of the parking lot on the
railway embankment to prevent cold air loss to the university of applied
sciences and prevent wind nuisance in the parking area.

Extensively used terrain (grassland)

Passing trains

Cycling lane
Canal

A

A’

Figure 274: Cross-section of the design for the Southern side of the railway yard.
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5.2 Design for Watergraafsmeer

Design prospect:

Figure 275: Ambience of the linear railway park.
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Current situation:

5
Biodiversity
The retaining wall and canal enable the arrival of sedum species and humid
abiding flora to provide a more diverse vegetation. Hereby, it is attempted
to enhance the diversity although most of the shrubs and trees are removed
which means that it is less suitable for certain birds and mammals. Instead,
the new vegetation and introduction of water in the area provide habitat for
aquatic birds and amphibians.

Retaining wall

Parking on the Railway Embankment
The design proposes to replace the hard pavement on the parking lot on
the railway embankment with semi-pavement to reduce soil sealing in the
area (figure 276). The iron fence surrounding the parking lot is preserved
on the side of the railway yard to prevent access to the yard. The part of
the fence that is located closest to the neighbourhood is replaced by a rope
fence which encloses the parking lot but has a higher visual appearance

than the iron fence (figure 275).

Extended and semi-paved parking lot

Passing trains

Cycling lane

A

A’

Figure 276: Cross-section of the design for the Southern side of the railway yard.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
5.3.5 Analysis of the Design

The complete removal of trees and shrubs over a large part of the site
enables the transport of cold air by Easterly wind (figure 277) and cold
airflow from local air circulations (figure 278) from the railway yard towards
the neighbourhood. The decrease in surface roughness and removal of
obstructions also ensures that airflow from the railway yard towards the
adjacent residential area can occur relatively unimpeded (figure 280).
Nevertheless, cold airflow can be slightly impeded by cars on the parking lot
on the railway embankment and the small canal. Some trees and shrubs are
preserved and pruned into shapes with the largest surface area oblique to

Easterly wind. These shapes guide more Easterly wind towards the residential
area and thus increase the cooling provided by the railway yard. The
remaining shrubs and several local cold air sinks impede cold airflow slightly.
Furthermore, the site comprises a residential area with a low porosity that
prevents wind and cold air from entering deeply into the residential area.

The new linear park provides additional cooling from Easterly wind ventilation
and cold local airflow for the residential area Middenmeer. Shade and cooling
is provided by the trees in and around to the linear park.
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Figure 277: Analysis of the design for Deventer with Easterly wind.
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SW wind is largely decelerated and kept out of streets by buildings.
Additionally, wind nuisance on the parking lot on the railway embankment is
prevented by the newly planted trees and shrubs (figure 279).

of the retaining wall and canal. These interventions also require maintenance
in addition to the maintenance that is required for the pruning of trees and
shrubs.

Noise barriers are not present on this site. Hence, I assumed that the distance
between the railway yard and residential area reduces noise sufficiently.
The implementation costs of the design are relatively expensive due to the
many interventions proposed by the designs, mainly from the construction
W
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Wake zone
Wind nuisace
Figure 278: Analysis of the design for Deventer with local airflow.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
Evaluation
The design for the railway yard in Deventer received the following evaluation
ratings (figure 281):
- 5/6 for enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- 5/6 for enabling cold local airflow
- 3/3 for preventing SW wind nuisance
- 6/6 for noise prevention.
- 2/6 for low implementation costs
- 2/6 for low maintenance

The combined rating for the climate aspects and noise prevention is 19/21,
which is circa one point higher than that of the applied design guidelines
(Removal of trees and shrubs & Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs
Parallel with Easterly wind). However, the site-specific design does require
significantly higher implementation costs and maintenance (with a combined
rating of 4/12) than that of the applied design guideline (with a combined
rating of 8-10/12).
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Figure 279: Analysis of the design for Deventer with SW wind.
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Figure 280: Cross-section of the design for Deventer with airflow.

Combined Evaluation: 19/21

Combined Evaluation: 4/12

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind

- Low implementation costs

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

- Low maintenance

Figure 281: Evaluation of the design for Deventer.
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5.3 Design for Deventer
5.3.6 Conclusions of the Design
Additional Requirements
The application of the design guidelines (Removal of trees and shrubs &
Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs Parallel with Easterly wind) at the railway
yard in Deventer showed that, in addition to the measures that were already
included in the guidelines, cold air loss to the parking lot of the university
of applied sciences and wind nuisance had to be prevented to improve the
potential cooling and reduce wind nuisance from the yard. These additional
measures require extra implementation costs and maintenance.
Conflicting Aspects
The design indicated that the pursued micro-climate objectives can be
in conflict with common requirements for designing railway yards. This
includes a conflict between safety at the yard, which is ensured by the iron
fence, and aesthetic appeal, which is reduced by the iron fence. However, by
obscuring the view on the iron fence from the residential area, inaccessibility
to the railway yard can be ensured while minimising the impact of the
fence on aesthetic appeal. The removal of dense embankment vegetation
in the design can conflict with suitable conditions for birds and mammals.
Instead, it is attempted to facilitate habitat for amphibians by introducing
new vegetation and water in the area. The pursued passive cooling and
prevention of wind nuisance causes no conflict as both objectives could be
accomplished without interference.
Synergy-effects
The removal of vegetation by the design could reduce aesthetical appeal of the
railway yard and its surroundings. However, the removal of dense vegetation
from the railway embankment (which is often neglected and overgrown)
also provides free space for new functions for the city or greenery with a
higher aesthetic value. This is attempted with the design for the railway yard
of Deventer where a linear park is developed alongside the retaining wall to
provide additional green space, passive cooling and multifunctional use of
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the yard for the city. However, in order to deal with conflicting aspects and
utilize synergy-effects, higher implementation costs and maintenance can be
expected.
Conclusively, even though the climate-responsive design of the railway yard
in Deventer can be in conflict with common requirements in (railway) design,
the design also shows that opportunities exist to accomplish synergy-effects
for the city in addition to the pursued micro-climate.
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End of the tracks. Photo: pixabay.com/nl/users/ivabalk-782511
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Chapter 6
Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
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6.1 Discussion
This research investigates whether railway yards can be designed to reduce
heat stress in urban environments while preventing wind nuisance. But
the existing knowledge regarding this topic is scarce. Consequently, some
uncertainty about the knowledge that underlies this research remains. In
this chapter, the limitations of the research are discussed to reflect on the
reliability of the findings.

By using generic test-beds for the analysis on wind behaviour, outcomes
of this analysis do not provide knowledge on the exact functioning of wind
behaviour in site-specific cases. Hence, the findings of the test-bed analysis
are not exactly representative for existing sites but require site-specific
analyses of wind behaviour in order to understand how wind functions at
these sites.

Validity of Methods and Material
The consultation of weather data and maps in this research might be
inaccurate and subjectivity might have occurred from interpreting the
material.

A limitation to the use of design guidelines is that these do not guarantee
their desired effects (Prominski, 2017). Every site deals with specific design
limitations and possibilities that should be analysed and understood in order
to use the guidelines effectively.

Certain components of railway yards (e.g. stationary trains and rails) that
might also have an affect on the cooling provided by railway yards were
not considered in this research. Additionally, railway yards with different
spatial configuration components and types, for different orientations and
prevailing wind directions could be identified that provide results that differ
from this research.

A limitation to the RTD process is that did not lead to optimal conditions
for every covered aspect because optimal conditions for one aspect often
excluded optimisation of one of the other aspects. However, by integrating
the multiple aspects in the RTD process, the design guidelines should be more
applicable to a site. Nevertheless, not every aspect that might be relevant for
application of the design guidelines has been integrated in the guidelines.
Consequently, other aspects (e.g. safety, sustainability and aesthetic appeal)
can be affected by the design guidelines. However, only the aspects that
were considered most essential to this research were covered in the RTD
process in order to retain focus on these aspects and optimise them as much
as possible.

My educated guesses of wind behaviour are generally less precise and
reliable than simulations and measurements. However, simulations require
significantly more time, are in need of computers with large storage capacities
and high processing capabilities and are not always representative for reality
(Lenzholzer, 2013). Nevertheless, the educated guesses and most of the
evaluations can be subjective because these were performed by the author.
The evaluations that were conducted with semi-open interviews with
two experts could also be subjective due to the transferring of expert
judgement from oral communication into evaluation ratings by the author.
The evaluation ratings provided solely by the experts should provide more
objective evaluations. However, the use of only two experts to provide the
evaluations constitutes a limitation to the internal validity whereas the input
from more experts could have provided more reliable results.
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Another limitation is that other researchers might come up with different
(site-specific) designs during a similar RTD process than the designs proposed
by me. However, by retaining a relatively focussed scope, it was attempted to
narrow the amount of design possibilities to provide a more complete result
with this research.
The implementation of three of the proposed design guidelines in two
site-specific designs demonstrates how the guidelines can be applied to a
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site. However, implementation of all the design guidelines in site-specific
contexts could have provided a more holistic demonstration of how the
guidelines can be applied. I attempted to mainly propose interventions that
could also be developed in similar situations (unless otherwise stated or
not recommended for application in other sites). Consequently, most of the
demonstrated design interventions should be applicable to comparable sites
whereas the other final design guidelines that were not applied could be
applied using a similar design approach.

representative for cases in the Netherlands. However, because the testbeds are generic and representative for a large sample size of railway yards,
they can also function as example for comparable cases outside of the
Netherlands. Hence, the findings of this research are relevant for both Dutch
and non-Dutch cases.

Internal Reliability
This research is founded on literate and airflow simulations that suggest that
railway yards can provide cold air and ventilation for urban environments
during the night. However, empirical research on the magnitude of cooling
provided by, and cooling distance of, railway yards (especially with systematic
and long-term recorded measurements) appears either absent or scarce.
Hence, the extent in which the design of railway yards can contribute to
reduced heat stress in urban environments is yet uncertain. Therefore,
assumptions to supplement the required knowledge (e.g. cooling distance
of railway yards) were derived from existing knowledge deemed comparable
(e.g. cooling distance of parks). The prerequisites for railway yard climatopes
to occur were based on scarce evidence and therefore also remain relatively
vague. Furthermore, several assumptions were made to supplement the
missing knowledge required to distinguish the distinct spatial configuration
components in the railway yard cases (e.g. features of walls, sound barriers,
gardens and parks to be distinguished as such).
External Reliability
The test-bed models produced by this research represent common Dutch
railway yard configurations (with potential for reducing heat stress in urban
residential areas that highly benefit from cooling) which were selected from
a large sample size including every existing railway yard in the Netherlands
that met the prerequisites of RYCs. Hence, the test-bed models are very
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6.2 Conclusions
6.2.1 Conclusions on Research Questions
SRQ1:
What railway yards constitute a railway yard climatope and are located
adjacent to urban residential areas with high UHI effects in the Netherlands?
Seventy eight railway yards in the Netherlands were investigated. Thirty-six
of these yards were identified to meet the prerequisites of RYCs and were
located adjacent to urban residential areas with high UHI effects in the
Netherlands. This is almost half of the cases. Hence, this research showed
that a significant amount of railway yards in the Netherlands have potential
for reducing heat stress in residential areas with high UHI effects and which
yards this applies to.
SRQ2:
What are generic spatial configurations of these railway yards and adjacent
urban residential areas?
Distinct spatial configuration types were identified for railway yards and
surroundings (including the adjacent residential areas) of the relevant cases
identified in the previous research question. Additionally, the following
six most common spatial configuration types were determined as most
representative for the thirty-six cases:
- Type 1a: Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity.
- Type 1b: Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and dense verge between
the yard and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity.
- Type 2a: Elevated railway yard with extensively used terrain and dense verge
between the yard and adjacent residential area with low urban porosity.
- Type 3b: Elevated railway yard with noise barrier and park between the
yard and adjacent residential area with high urban porosity.
- Type 4a: Ground level railway yard with park between the yard and adjacent
residential area with low urban porosity.
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- Type 5b: Ground level railway yard with parking lot between the yard and
adjacent residential area with low urban porosity
These configuration types were converted into three-dimensional
axonometric models on scale that function as generic test-beds for analyses
and designs.
SRQ3:
What are the micro-climate effects of generic railway yards on adjacent
urban residential areas?
The predominant orientations of the six most common railway yard
configuration types were determined. Surprisingly, five of the six railway yard
configuration types generally seemed to have similar NW-SE orientations.
The remaining configuration type was identified with a predominant W-E
orientation. The prevailing wind directions for the Netherlands in general
were determined Eastern for potential cooling wind and SW for nuisance
causing wind.
The analysis of the test-bed models showed that, at present, the railway
yards with a noise barrier and/or dense embankment vegetation do not
enable cold airflow from railway yards towards residential areas. However,
the test-bed types that feature these obstructions also have a high potential
for improving on urban ventilation by adapting or removing the noise barrier
and/or dense vegetation. The analysis also illustrated that the test-bed types
with few, or no, near-surface obstructions can already enable cold airflow
from railway yards towards residential areas at present. Additionally, the
test-bed types with large open spaces were identified more likely to be
exposed to wind nuisance. The analysis also indicated that Easterly wind
transports more cold air from railway yards towards residential areas for
the test-bed types with a NW-SE direction than the W-E types. Hence, the
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test-bed types with a NW-SE orientation provide more potential for urban
ventilation from eastern wind than test-bed types with a W-E orientation.
Both the NW-SE and W-E oriented test-bed types were determined to
prevent most of the possible wind nuisance from SW wind due to blocking of
this wind by residential buildings. Furthermore, residential areas at a further
distance from railway yards (without cool air island (e.g. parks) in-between
the railway yard and residential area) and less porous residential areas were
identified with less potential for benefiting from the urban ventilation from
railway yards.
SRQ4:
What design strategies can be applied to railway yards to reduce heat
stress in urban residential areas while preventing wind nuisance?
The RTD process provided the following design guidelines per test-bed type
for improving urban ventilation in residential areas (with confinement of
wind nuisance, sound nuisance, costs and maintenance):
Type 1a
- Improved façade insulation and removal of noise barrier, shrubs and trees.
- S-curved underpass (noise barrier) and removal of shrubs and trees.
Type 1b
- Improved façade insulation and removal of noise barrier, shrubs and high
pruning of trees.
- S-curved underpass (noise barrier), removal of shrubs and high pruning of
trees.
Type 2a
- Removal of trees and shrubs
- Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs oblique to Easterly wind.
- Vertically-crowned trees and shrubs perpendicular to Easterly wind.
Type 3b
- Improved façade insulation and removal of noise barrier, shrubs and high
pruning of trees.

- S-curved underpass (barrier), removal of shrubs and high pruning of trees.
Type 4a
- Double high-crowned tree lanes
- Tall shelterbelt parallel to the railway yard
Type 5a
- Tall shelterbelt parallel to the railway yard
The evaluations of the design guidelines indicated that the designs for testbed types 1a, 1b, 2a and 3b are the most effective guidelines for improving
urban ventilation. However, these designs can lead to more noise and
require more expenses and maintenance than the other test-bed types. The
evaluations also show that the complete removal of noise barriers shows
more potential for improvement on urban ventilation than redesigning the
noise barrier into a barrier with S-curved underpass for the types where a
noise barrier is present. However, the complete removal of noise barriers
requires significantly more expenses because this requires improved
façade insulation for many individual residences. Moreover, the complete
removal of noise barriers is not favoured in the visions for the Dutch railway
infrastructure. Hence, in the Netherlands, redesign of the noise barrier into a
barrier with S-curved underpass is favoured over the guidelines that propose
removal of the noise barrier. The design guidelines for test-bed types 2a,
4a and 5a can be applied with no or less concern for noise prevention,
high expenses and maintenance. However, the designs for types 4a and 5a
provide significantly smaller improvements on urban ventilation than the
design guidelines for test-bed types 1a, 1b, 2a and 3b. Regarding the design
guidelines for test-bed type 2a, the removal of trees and shrubs provides a
slightly lower improvement on urban ventilation than the vertically-crowned
trees and shrubs oblique to Easterly wind. However, the removal of trees
and shrubs requires less maintenance. The vertically-crowned trees and
shrubs perpendicular to Easterly wind provides the lowest improvement on
urban ventilation of the three guidelines for type 2a. Regarding the design
guidelines for test-bed type 4a, the double high pruned tree lanes provide a
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slightly higher improvement on urban ventilation and require less maintenance.

However, the designs for this type provide less prevention of wind nuisance
than the tall shelterbelt parallel to the railway yard. Test-bed type 5a only
features a single design guideline that proposes a tall shelterbelt parallel to
the railway yard. Hence, this design guideline is the single preferable option
for application in cases similar to type 5a.
To conclude on the test-bed designs, from a climatological standpoint
and application in the Netherlands, the most preferable design guidelines
comprise the redesign of the noise barrier into a barrier with S-curved
underpass, removal of shrubs (and trees) and high pruning of trees for testbed types 1a, 1b and 3b and the removal of trees and shrubs for test-bed
type 2a. However, for the test-bed types where multiple design guidelines
are proposed, preference for application of one of the guidelines strongly
depends on the situation and perspective. Hence, the design guideline
should be used that fits best with the site-specific objectives.
The site-specific designs demonstrated how three of the best rated
design guidelines for reducing heat stress can be applied to existing sites.
This demonstrated that the generic design guidelines required further
development of the redesigned noise barrier regarding safety and suitable
materials in order to be applied to a site. Furthermore, additional obstructions
on and around the railway yard had to be removed and cold air loss to cold
air sinks and locations that do not benefit from cooling had to be prevented
in order to accomplish the desired effects of the guidelines. The site-specific
designs also indicated that the pursued micro-climate objectives can be in
conflict with common requirements for designing railway yards. However,
as is attempted with the designs, these conflicts might be prevented or
compensated with additional measures. Furthermore, the interventions
from the guidelines that included the removal of dense vegetation from
the railway embankment also provided free space for new functions for the
city or greenery with a higher aesthetic value. In the site-specific designs, a
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linear park is developed on the free space to provide additional green space,
passive cooling and multifunctional use of the yard for the city. Hence, even
though the climate-responsive design of railway yards can be in conflict
with common requirements for railway (design), opportunities also exist
to accomplish synergy-effects for the city in addition to the pursued microclimate. This requires additional implementation costs and maintenance but
could be beneficial for the city by transforming the railway yard into a heat
stress reducing and overall more meaningful place for the city.
MRQ:
How can railway yards contribute to reduced heat stress in urban residential
areas while preventing wind nuisance?
The SRQs together provide an answer to the main research question. This
includes the following main insights:
- Thirty-six railway yards in the Netherlands were identified with potential
for reducing heat stress in residential areas with high UHI effects.
- Some of the most common spatial configurations of these railway yards
were already determined to enable cold airflow from these yards towards
residential areas.
- Generic designs guidelines were developed for the design of railway yards
and its surroundings to enable or improve urban ventilation in residential
areas, while preventing wind nuisance.
- The site-specific designs demonstrated how existing railway yards can be
designed, with application of the design guidelines, to reduce heat stress in
urban residential areas, while preventing wind nuisance, and simultaneously
deal with conflicting aspects and accomplish synergy-effects for the city.

6
6.2.2 Relevance
Scientific Relevance
Despite the presence of a strong scientific basis for the micro-climate
effects of certain railway yards (including cold air generation and ventilation
potential at RYCs), research on the influence that these effects have on
urban surroundings and ways to enhance the effects seems scarce. Hence,
this research addresses a prominent knowledge gap in climate research
by demonstrating how railway yards can contribute to reduced heat stress
in residential areas and improve on this. Consequently, the research also
contributes to apprehend the relevance of railway yards in urban climate
related research and design.
The design guidelines obtained in this research provide knowledge on ways
to improve urban ventilation in residential areas adjacent to railway yards,
while also confining wind nuisance, sound nuisance, costs and maintenance.
Hence, this research also demonstrated how knowledge from the urban
climate can be integrated with knowledge on sound propagation, costs
and maintenance to provide design guidelines that, besides contributing to
the urban climate, also achieve a more integrated and applicable result. A
similar RFD and RTD method can be applied to investigate different spatial
configurations of railway yards and cases in other countries, at different
orientations and with different wind conditions to produce additional (design)
knowledge regarding railway yards and heat stress. Hence, this method
is relevant for further research that aims to investigate the possibilities of
railway yards to contribute to reduced heat stress in urban residential areas
while preventing wind nuisance.
Societal Relevance
This research provides new insight in how existing railway yards can provide
passive cooling at night, which is particularly beneficial for reducing heat
stress in residential areas. The design guidelines proposed by this research

can be applied to sites with railway yards to reduce heat stress in urban
residential areas, while preventing wind nuisance. Hence, the proposed
design guidelines can be applied to contribute to improved human health
and well-being. The cooling effects can also aid to prevent increased medical
expenses and reduced concentration, learning capacity and sleep (which
reduces labour productivity) that results from the health related effects of
heat stress. Furthermore, they can reduce energy demands for indoor cooling
because the designs accomplish passive cooling for residences without
the use of energy. This passive cooling indirectly reduces energy costs and
anthropogenic emissions that do result from measures that consume energy
to accomplish cooling. The (novel) design proposals of this research enable
innovative ways of applying passive climate control in urban environments
that, in general, have limited space for passive climate control measures.
Hence, this research also addresses the constraint of limited space that is
available for applying passive climate control in urban environments.
By including the prevention of wind nuisance in this research, the design of
railway yards and its (urban) surroundings with the design guidelines proposed
in this research can also contribute to reduced exposure to wind nuisance.
Hence, cold stress, discomfort, nuisance and danger from wind nuisance in
residential areas could be prevented by application of the proposed design
guidelines. The prevention of sound nuisance and confinements for costs
and maintenance were also included in the design guidelines. However, the
design guidelines do not provide improvements on these aspects but mainly
ensure that application of the guidelines does not result in a deterioration in
sound prevention or unexpected high costs and maintenance requirements.
Consequently, the design guidelines are more suitable for application to a
site.
The continuous innovations in the railway sector might lead to quieter
trains. Consequently, deterioration of sound prevention by several of the
proposed design guidelines might be less of an issue in the near-future.
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Hence, the design guidelines that comprise the removal or redesign of noise

barriers could become more relevant over time. Moreover, as (exposure to)
heat stress and wind nuisance is expected to increase over time, all of the
proposed design guidelines are assumed to become even more relevant
over time.
The site-specific designs illustrated that the design of railway yards and its
(urban) surroundings with the design guidelines proposed in this research
can provide integrated designs that, besides the aspects that were already
discussed in this section, could accomplish benefits for the following aspects;
safety, functionality, circular material use, biodiversity and aesthetic appeal.
Consequently, railway yards could be designed to reduce heat stress and
prevent wind nuisance while also accomplishing these additional benefits.
These benefits might be valuable for residents living in the vicinity of
railway yard but also temporary visitors to these railway yards (including
train travellers). The benefits might also motivate more people living in the
vicinity of railway yards to go outdoors, move and socialise in the rejuvenated
spaces surrounding the redesigned urban railway yards. Ultimately, the
design of railway yards for reducing heat stress could aid to boost the image
of the railway yards (which is currently associated with bad environmental
effects for the city) to a meaningful place for the city by providing additional
benefits from the yard.
Hopefully, this research encourages others to initiate further studies on the
possibilities of railway yards to contribute to reduced heat stress in urban
residential areas and inspires people to investigate new alternatives for
accomplishing cooling by passive climate control measures.
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6.3 Recommendations
This research provides knowledge on how railway yards can contribute
to reduced heat stress in urban residential areas, while preventing wind
nuisance, and improve on this. However, some of the existing knowledge
underlying the research is scarce or absent. Nevertheless, the research
provides plausible findings that, if the underlying knowledge is indeed true,
the design of railway yards can be highly beneficial for reducing heat stress
in the urban environment through passive cooling. The research has also
unveiled the relevance of this and supplementary research to comprehend
the relevance of railway yards in urban climate related design. Hence, I
highly recommend follow-up studies to develop the knowledge on the
subject further. The follow-up studies could aid to provide more knowledge
on the reliability and effectiveness of the findings and design guidelines,
which might eventually be applied to existing cases for reducing heat stress
in urban residential areas while preventing wind nuisance.

noise barrier while sufficiently blocking noise. The use of measurements
and simulations are beneficial to provide more insight on airflow and sound
propagation at existing railway yards and the design guidelines and sitespecific designs proposed by this research.

Supplementary Empirical Research
For future research, systematic and longitudinal measurements of the
magnitude of cooling provided by, and cooling distance of, RYCs is relevant
to determine the extent to which the design of railway yards can contribute
to reduced heat stress. Expert meteorological measurements could provide
the supplementary knowledge to demonstrate a more comprehensive scope
of the relevance and possibilities of designing railway yards to reduce heat
stress in urban residential areas.

For identifying distinct spatial components of railway yards and its (urban)
surroundings, clearer (scientific) criteria and site visits could aid to improve
the accuracy and reliability of this method.

In-depth research to the exact functioning of airflow at current spatial
configurations of railway yards and the proposed design guidelines and sitespecific designs by this research is also essential to provide more insight
in how the design of railway yards can contribute to reduced heat stress.
For example, my designs have shown that an opening at the foot of noise
barriers can enable cold air from railway yards to flow underneath these
barriers and provide cooling for residential areas. However, the required
size of this opening needs specification for enabling airflow underneath the

Input of a larger group of experts and/or the use of simulations for wind
behaviour and sound prorogation can aid to provide more holistic, accurate
and reliable analyses and evaluations of existing railway yard cases and
design guidelines. Simulations are generally more precise and reliable than
educated guesses. For future research, wind simulations with computational
fluid dynamic software (e.g. ENVI-met and Fluent) could be conducted to
provide more detailed estimations of wind behaviour. However, these
simulations require significantly more time, are in need of computers with
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Recommendations for Methods and Materials in Follow-up Studies
Research to the perquisites for RYCs to occur, the cooling distance of RYCs
and threshold values of UHI intensities (in residential areas) that require
nocturnal cooling can aid to develop more reliable selection criteria
for selecting railway yard cases with potential for reducing heat stress.
Additionally, ArcGIS is a software for map analyses that could be used as
alternative, and presumably more accurate and less subjective, method for
selecting relevant railway yard cases. However, this method does require
availability of the data requisite for conducting this method.

For conducting analyses for wind behaviour, researchers could opt to
conduct this analysis on site-specific cases if the research includes relatively
few cases or receives plenty of time to analyse each case separately. This
could improve the representativeness of the findings for existing sites.

6
large storage capacities and high processing capabilities and are not always
representative for reality (Lenzholzer, 2013).
In addition to the aspects that were already included in the RTD process
of the design guidelines, the following aspects could be incorporated and
evaluated to provide more integrated and applicable design guidelines;
safety, functionality, circular material use, biodiversity and aesthetic appeal.
However, it is presumably impossible to include every related aspect in a
RTD approach without loosing focus on the initial objective(s). Hence,
careful consideration of which aspects are included and the weighting of
these aspects is essential to retain a focus on the aspects most important for
the research objective.

I recommend that the following aspects should be considered in the design
of railway yards to investigate additional functions and benefits that railway
yards might provide for the city; urban ventilation, prevention of wind
nuisance, noise prevention, implementation costs, maintenance, safety,
functionality, circular material use, biodiversity and aesthetic appeal. More
specifically, the neglected and overgrown railway verges and existing noise
barriers should be reconsidered in design to investigate whether these
components can be upgraded to provide a positive contribution to the city
aside from concealing and preventing the negative aspects of railway yards.

Recommendations for the Design of Railway Yards
More research to investigate how railway yards can contribute to reduced
heat stress in urban residential areas, while preventing wind nuisance, is
required before implementation in design practice is conceivable. However,
this research has identified that thirty-six railway yards in the Netherlands
have potential for reducing heat stress in residential areas with high
UHI effects. Hence, I recommend to investigate the design of these yards
in relation to the micro-climate and specifically on cold air generation,
ventilation and wind nuisance. Additionally, the thirty-six railway yards are
located in close proximity to urban residential areas, whereas railway yards
are generally associated with unwanted environmental effects for the city
(e.g. noise and vibrations). Hence, investigation to the design of these yards
into a more positive and meaningful place for the city is beneficial for local
residents, temporary visitors (including train travellers) and the image of the
railway yard. For example, the embankments and surroundings of railway
yards can be designed as linear park, as was demonstrated in my site-specific
designs. These linear parks could provide additional green space, passive
cooling and multifunctional use of the yard for the city.
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Appendix A:

Inventory of Relevant Railway Yards
Comments:
The table only displays railway yards with a width of ≥ 50m and multiple
tracks tested on the selection criteria. The railway yards highlighted in blue
represent the cases that passed the selection procedure.
Amount of railway yards that passed the selection procedure:
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Table 5: Overview of the selection procedure per railway yard.

Location

UHI

Residential

Elevation

Groningen central

Yes

Yes

Yes

Stadskanaal Railwaymuseum

No

Leeuwarden central

Yes

Yes

Yes

Haren

No

Zwolle central

Yes

Yes

Yes

Zwolle west

No

Coevorden south

No

Almelo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hengelo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Enschede

Yes

No

Zutphen

Yes

No

Deventer

Yes

Yes

Apeldoorn

Yes

No

Arnhem east side of central station

Yes

No

Arnhem west side of central station

Yes

Yes

No

Arnhem east

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nijmegen central

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nijmegen east

Yes

Yes

No

Railterminal Gelderland

No

Yes

No

‘t Harde

No

Amersfoort

Yes

West of Amersfoort

No

Yes

North of Hilversum

No

Utrecht north

Yes

Yes

Yes

Utrecht north side of central station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Utrecht south side of central station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Utrecht south of central station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Amsterdam Bijlmer Arena

Yes

No

Southeast of Amsterdam

No

Amsterdam south east

Yes

No

Amsterdam east

Yes

Yes

Amsterdam east of central station

Yes

No

Amsterdam east side of central station

Yes

No

Amsterdam west side of central station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Amsterdam west

Yes

Yes

Yes

Amsterdam Sloterdijk

Yes

No

Amsterdam south

Yes

No

Zaandam

Yes

Yes

Hoorn

No

Yes

Yes

A
Location

UHI

Residential

Beverwijk

Yes

No

Elevation

West of Beverwijk

Yes

No

Haarlem west of station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Haalem east

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hoofddorp

No

Leiden central north side

Yes

Yes

Yes

Gouda

Yes

No

Leidschendam

Yes

Yes

East of Den Hague central station

Yes

No

Den Hague central

Yes

Yes

Yes

Den Hague Holland Spoor

Yes

Yes

Yes

Northeast of Rotterdam

No

Rotterdam west side of central station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rotterdam east side of central station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rotterdam south

Yes

Yes

Yes

Waalhaven south

Yes

No

Botlek

Yes

No

Krijfhoek

No

Dordrecht

Yes

Lage Zwaluwe

No

Breda
Roosendaal north of station

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Roosendaal station

Yes

Yes

Vlissingen east

No

North of ‘s-Hertogenbosch station

Yes

No

‘s-Hertogenbosch south side of station

Yes

Yes

No

Boxtel north side of station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Boxtel south sie of station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Acht

No

Eindhoven east side of station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Venlo northwest

Yes

Yes

Yes

Venlo station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Weert

Yes

Yes

Yes

Born

No

Sittard north side of station

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sittard south side of station

Yes

No

Lutterade

Yes

Yes

No

Maastricht

Yes

Yes

Yes

Heerlen

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Appendix B:

Groningen

Leeuwarden

Zwolle
22a

Type Identification
Comments:
This appendix lists the different
spatial configuration types identified
for the thirty-six railway yards that
were selected in the inventory
(appendix A). The background
maps and dimensional data in
this appendix were obtained with
Google Maps (2019).
Legend:
Railway
Railway yard climatope
Configuration type boundary
Residential area
Non-residential building
Noise barrier
Dense verge
Soil elevation
Direction of downward slope
Range for assumed cooling potential

Figure 282: Identification of types per RY.
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15a

14a

30a 25a

31b

24b 21b

Type 25a: 90m

Type 31b: 50m

Type 22a: 210m

Type 30a: 60m

Type 24b: 120m

Type 14a: 230m

Type 21b: 10m

Surface area: 3,7ha
Total distance: 340m
Average width: 109m

Surface area: 5,0ha
Total distance: 565m
Average width: 88,5m

Surface area: 9,5ha
Total distance: 985m
Average width: 96,5m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Almelo

Hengelo

Deventer
10a

B

Arnhem east
9b

12b

2b

9b

2b

29b
24a
21a
23a

29b

1b

2a

Type 24a: 120m

Type 29b: 40m

Type 10a: 130m

Type 9b: 180m

Type 21a: 10m

Type 1b: 155m

Type 12b: 220m

Type 2b: 215m

Type 23a: 75m

Type 2a: 330m

Surface area: 4,3ha
Total distance: 465m
Average width: 92,5

Surface area: 3,9ha
Total distance: 400m
Average width: 97,5m

Surface area: 2,8ha
Total distance: 495m
Average width: 56,5m

Surface area: 3,0ha
Total distance: 400m
Average width: 75m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
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Nijmegen station

Utrecht north

Utrecht north side of station

Utrecht south side of station
21b

30a
2a

8a

5b

12a

33b
33b

10a
1a
Type 8a: 425m

Type 33b: 50m

Type 36a: 20m

12a 1b

12a

Type 1a: 270m

Type 12a: 70m

Type 12a: 120m

Type 3b: 660m

Type 1b: 100m

Type 10a: 130m

Type 12a: 190m

Type 5b: 140m

Surface area: 4,1ha
Total distance: 540m
Average width: 76m

Surface area: 3,6ha
Total distance: 325m
Average width: 111m

Surface area: 4,4ha
Total distance: 675m
Average width: 65m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
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Type 21b: 20m

3b

Amsterdam east

Amsterdam west side of station

Amsterdam west

B

Zaandam
29a

9a

21a

4b
11b
5a

1b

9a
Type 1b: 630m

Utrecht south side of station

1a

Type 9a: 30m

Type 29a: 65m

Type 4b: 80m

Type 1a: 235m

Type 9a: 275m

Type 11b: 125m

Type 21a: 50m

Type 5a: 160m

N part
Surface area: 8,5ha
Total distance: 1080m
Average width: 78,5m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
S part
Surface area: 3,8ha
Total distance: 700m
Average width: 54,5m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m
Amsterdam east
NW part
Surface area: 11,4ha
Total distance: 810m
Average width: 140,5m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 150m
SE part
Surface area: 8,6ha
Total distance: 805m
Average width: 107m

Surface area: 2,5ha
Total distance: 390m
Average width: 64m

Surface area: 7,5ha
Total distance: 660m
Average width: 113,5m

Surface area: 5,4ha
Total distance: 740m
Average width: 73m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
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Haarlem west of station

Haarlem east

Leiden

32a

Den Hague central

1b
20b

17a 17a

17a

Type 17a: 200m

11a

11a

Type 11a: 300m

20a
Type 1b: 100m

Type 32a: 50m

Type 20b: 140m

Type 20a: 100m

Surface area: 6,5ha
Total distance: 315m
Average width: 206,5m

Surface area: 3,5ha
Total distance: 470m
Average width: 75,5m

Surface area: 1,0ha
Total distance: 180m
Average width: 55,5m

Surface area: 2,6ha
Total distance: 395m
Average width: 66m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 200m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
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Den Hague HS

Rotterdam central station

9b

1a

Rotterdam south

B

Dordrecht

35a

4a

4a

7b
Type 9b: 160m

4b 11b 27b

5a

Type 7b: 415m

Type 4a: 615m

Type 5a: 185

Type 1a: 60m

Type 4b: 90m

Type 21b: 20m

Type 35a: 45m

Type 11b: 60m

Type 34b: 40m

Type 27b: 80m

Type 1b: 70m

W part
Surface area: 6,5ha
Total distance: 560m
Average width: 116m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 125m
Surface area: 1,9ha
Total distance: 350m
Average width: 54,5m

E part
Surface area: 1,0ha
Total distance: 115m
Average width: 87m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

21b 34b 1b

N part
Surface area: 15,3ha
Total distance: 1955m
Average width: 78,5m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
S part
Surface area: 1,0ha
Total distance: 115m
Average width: 87m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Surface area: 2,8ha
Total distance: 385m
Average width: 72,5m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
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Breda

Roosendaal

Boxtel
18b7b

Eindhoven
18b

23a

24a
28a

12a

21a
11a21a

21a
11a

16a

Type 28a: 65m

Type 21a: 130m

Type 18b: 180m

Type 11a: 35m

Type 12a: 15m

Type 11a: 55m

Type 34b: 10m

Type 21a: 10m

Type 16a: 205m

Type 23a: 50m

Type 24a: 70m

24a

Type 24a: 70m

N part
Surface area: 1,2ha
Total distance: 200m
Average width: 60m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m
Surface area: 1,1ha
Total distance: 190m
Average width: 58m

Surface area: 30,0ha
Total distance: 1850m
Average width: 162m

S part
Surface area: 0,5ha
Total distance: 86m
Average width: 58m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 150m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m
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Surface area: 13,0ha
Total distance: 1250m
Average width: 104m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Venlo north-west
Surface area: 4,9ha
Total distance: 530
Average width: 92,5m
Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Venlo northwest

Venlo station

Weert

22a

15a

B

Sittard
13a

10a
2a

6b

19b
20b
Type 19b: 140m

19a

9a
Type 6b: 475m

2a

Type 9a: 110m

Type 19a: 175m

Type 2a: 500m

Type 20b: 15m

Type 13a: 305m

Type 2a: 100m

Type 15a: 220m

Type 22a: 45m

Type 10a: 275m

Surface area: 13,4ha
Total distance: 1100m
Average width: 122m

Surface area: 5,6ha
Total distance: 625m
Average width: 89,5

Surface area: 0,5ha
Total distance: 95m
Average width: 52,5m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 125m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 100m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 50m
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Maastricht

Heerlen

26a

22b
22b
5a
Type 26a: 90m

Type 5a: 190m

Type 22b: 35m

Surface area: 9,8ha
Total distance: 1150m
Average width: 85m

Surface area: 5,4ha
Total distance: 665
Average width: 81m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m

Range for assumed cooling potential: 75m
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Appendix C

Dimensions of the Six Most Common Types
Dimensions for Spatial Configuration Type 1a

Utrecht north side of station
1.
2.

Bh

3.

Th

Nh

bh

4.

Eh
Ew

Ts

Td
Tw
0

Bd

Average of measurements
Vertical:
Bh: 13,5m
(Building height)
(Tree height)
Th: 11,5m
bh: 4m		
(Bush height)
Eh: 2,5m (Elevation height)
Nh: 3,5		
(Noise barrier height)

Amsterdam west side of station
Horizontal:
Ts: 16m		
(Tree spacing)
Td: 3,5m (Tree distance)
Tw: 8,5m
(Tree width)
(Building distance)
Bd: 27m		
Ew: 7,5m
(Elevation width)
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m

Rotterdam central station

5.
6.
7.

8.

0

Figure 283: Dimensions of configuration type 1a.

50

60

m
Figure 284: Systematic sample points for dimensions.

0

60

m

C
Dimensions for Spatial Configuration Type 2a

Weert

1.

Bh

2.

3.

Th
bh

4.

5.

Eh
Ew

Ts

Td
Tw
Bd

0

Uw

Average of measurements
Vertical:
Bh: 8,5m
(Building height)
(Tree height)
Th: 17,5m
bh: 3,5m (Bush height)
Eh: 4,5m (Elevation height)

Deventer
Horizontal:
Ts: 11m		
(Tree spacing)
Td: 9,5m (Tree distance)
Tw: 14,5m
(Tree width)
(Building distance)
Bd: 70,5m
Ew: 11m (Elevation width)
Uw: 41m (Extensively used terrain)

6.

Sittard

7.

8.

9.

10.

0

Figure 285: Dimensions of configuration type 2a.
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Figure 286: Systematic sample points for dimensions.
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Appendix C

Dimensions of the Six Most Common Types
Dimensions for Spatial Configuration Type 3b

Bh

Th

Nh

th

Eh
Ew

Ts

Td

Pw

Utrecht south side of station

Tw
Bd

1.
2.

Average of measurements
Vertical:
Bh: 14m		
(Building height)
Th: 8,5m (Tree height)
Eh: 3m		
(Elevation height)
(Trunk height)
th: 3		
Nh: 4m		
(Noise barrier height)

3.
Horizontal:
Ts: 15m		
Td: 44m		
Tw: 5,5m
Bd: 55,5m
Ew: 8m		
Pw: 35m		

(Tree spacing)
(Tree distance)
(Tree width)
(Building distance)
(Elevation width)
(Park width)

4.
5.
6.
7.
0

Figure 287: Dimensions of configuration type 3b.
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Figure 288: Systematic sample points for dimensions.

50
m

C
Dimensions for Spatial Configuration Type 4a

Utrecht south side of station
Th

Bh

1.

th

2.
Ts

3.

Td

Pw

4.

Tw
Bd

5.

Average of measurements
Vertical:
Bh: 11m		
Th: 12,5m
th: 4m		

(Building height)
(Tree height)
(Trunk height)

Single trees:
Horizontal:
Vertical:		
Th: 24m		
Ts: 15m
th: 8m		
Td: 72m
		Tw: 18m

Horizontal:
Ts: 15m		
Td: 23,5m
Tw: 9,5m
Bd: 106,5m
Pw: 95m		

(Tree spacing)
(Tree distance)
(Tree width)
(Building distance)
(Elevation width)

6.
7.
8.
9.

Lane trees:
Vertical:		
Horizontal:
Th: 11,5m
Ts: 6,5m
th: 3m		
Td: 68m
		Tw: 18m

Figure 289: Dimensions of configuration type 4a.

0
Figure 290: Systematic sample points for dimensions.
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Appendix C

Dimensions of the Six Most Common Types
Dimensions for Spatial Configuration Type 5a

Zaandam

1.
Bh

rw

pw

sw
Bd

0

Average of measurements
Vertical:
Bh: 8,5m

(Building height)

2.

pd

Dordrecht
Horizontal:
Bd: 77m		
(Building distance)
pw: 42m (Parking lot width)
pd: 11m		
(Parking lot distance)
(parking spot width)
sw: 4,5m
rw: 4,5m (road width)
pn: 5,5		
(Parking spot amount)
(road amount)
rs: 3		
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m

Heerlen
5.
6.

3.
4.

0

Figure 291: Dimensions of configuration type 5a.
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Figure 292: Systematic sample points for dimensions.
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Local Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 1

Appendix D (Climate)

W

N

E

S

1. Easterly wind

Local Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

10m
5m

2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 2,5/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 293: Analysis and evaluation of local underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Mini Walls - Type 1a - Loop 1
W

N

E

S

1. Easterly wind

D
Mini Walls and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

10m
5m

2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 2/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 294: Analysis and evaluation of mini walls at test-bed type 1a.
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Sluice - Type 1a - Loop 1

Appendix D (Climate)

W

N

E

S

1. Easterly wind

Sluice and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

10m
5m

2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 2/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 295: Analysis and evaluation of sluice at test-bed type 1a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Current Situation - Type 1a - Evaluation 2

D

Appendix D (Climate)

Current Situation

Acoustics

W

N

E

S

Shadow zone
Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise prevention: 6/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 296: Analysis and evaluation of current situation at test-bed type 1a.
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Barrier Removal - Type 1a - Evaluation 2

Appendix D (Sound)

Acoustics

Noise Barrier, Shrub and Tree Removal

W

N

E

S

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise prevention: 6/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 297: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1a.
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Underpass on Elevation - Type 1a - Evaluation 2

D
Underpass above Slope and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Acoustics
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S

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise prevention: 6/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 298: Analysis and evaluation of underpass above slope at test-bed type 1a.
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P. Inclined Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

Appendix D (C&S)
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2. Local airflow
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Local airflow

Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 299: Analysis and evaluation of partially inclined underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

P. Inclined Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

D
Partly Inclined Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Acoustics
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S

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 9/15
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 300: Analysis and evaluation of partly inclined underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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F. Inclined Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

Appendix D (C&S)
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2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow

Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 301: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

F. Inclined Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

D
Fully Inclined Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Acoustics
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Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 8,5/15
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 302: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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Curved Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

Appendix D (C&S)
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2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
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Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 303: Analysis and evaluation of curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Curved Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

D
Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Acoustics
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S

Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 10,5/15

(Sound evaluation by Nils Yntema)

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 304: Analysis and evaluation of curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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Stepped Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2
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2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
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Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 305: Analysis and evaluation of stepped underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Stepped Underpass - Type 1a - Loop 2

D
Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Acoustics
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S

Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 11/15

(Sound evaluation by Nils Yntema)

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Noise prevention

- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 306: Analysis and evaluation of stepped underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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Improved Insulation - Type 1a - Evaluation 4

S-Curved Underpass - Type 1a - Evaluation 4

Appendix D (Costs and Maintenance)
Improved Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs and Trees

Combined Evaluation: 6/12

(Evaluated by Yntema)

S-Curved Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Combined Evaluation: 7/12

(Evaluated by Yntema)

- Low implementation costs

- Low implementation costs

- Low maintenance

- Low maintenance

Figure 307: Analysis and evaluation of improved insulation and barrier removal at test-bed

Figure 308: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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S-curved Stepped Underpass - Type 1a - Evaluation 4

D
S-Curved Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Combined Evaluation: 5/12

(Counsel by Yntema)

- Low implementation costs
- Low maintenance
Figure 309: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 1a.
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Barrier Removal - Type 1b - Loop 1

Appendix E (Climate)
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2. Local airflow
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Local airflow

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 12/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 310: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Underpass above Slope - Type 1b - Loop 1
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E
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2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 9/12
Cold air
Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 311: Analysis and evaluation of underpass above slope at test-bed type 1b.
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Underpass on Slope - Type 1b - Loop 1
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Enabling Urban Ventilation: 8/12
Cold air
Warm air
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Barrier zone
Wake zone
Figure 312: Analysis and evaluation of underpass on slope at test-bed type 1b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Local Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 1
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Local airflow

Enabling Urban Ventilation: 2,5/12
Cold air
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Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 313: Analysis and evaluation of double (local) underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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Mini Walls - Type 1b - Loop 1
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2. Local airflow
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Enabling Urban Ventilation: 2/12
Cold air
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Wake zone
Figure 314: Analysis and evaluation of mini walls at test-bed type 1b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Sluice - Type 1b - Loop 1
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2. Local airflow
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Enabling Urban Ventilation: 2/12
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Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 315: Analysis and evaluation of sluice at test-bed type 1b.
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Current Situation - Type 1b - Evaluation 2
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Current Situation
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Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise prevention: 6/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 316: Analysis and evaluation of current situation at test-bed type 1b.
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Barrier Removal - Type 1b - Evaluation 2

E
Removal of Noise Barrier and Shrubs and High Pruning of Trees

Acoustics
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Direct sound
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Direct sound
Reflected sound

Noise prevention: 0/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 317: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 1b.
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Barrier Removal and Improved Insulation - Type 1b - Evaluation 2
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Acoustics

Improved Insulation, Removal of Noise Barrier and Shrubs
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Direct sound
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Noise prevention: 3/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 318: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier removal and insulation at test-bed type
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Underpass above Slope - Type 1b - Evaluation 2

E
Underpass above Slope, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Acoustics
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Direct sound
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Noise prevention: 0/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 319: Analysis and evaluation of underpass above slope at test-bed type 1b.
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Underpass on Slope - Type 1b - Evaluation 2
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Acoustics

Underpass on Slope, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees
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Direct sound
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Noise prevention: 2/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 320: Analysis and evaluation of underpass on slope at test-bed type 1b.
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P. Inclined Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2
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2. Local airflow
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Local airflow
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Low ventilation
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- Enabling eastern wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 321: Analysis and evaluation of partially inclined underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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P. Inclined Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2

Appendix E (C&S)

Acoustics

Fully Inclined Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruned Trees

W
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Shadow zone

(Semi-)Direct sound
Reflected sound

(Semi-)Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 10,5/18
- Enabling eastern wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 322: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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- Prevention of sound nuisance

F. Inclined Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2
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Fully Inclined Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees

10m
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2. Local airflow

Easterly wind
Local airflow
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Warm air
Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 323: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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F. Inclined Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2

Appendix E (C&S)

Acoustics

Fully Inclined Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees
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S

Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 10/18
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 324: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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- Noise prevention

Curved Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2
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2. Local airflow
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Local airflow
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Low ventilation
Barrier zone
Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 325: Analysis and evaluation of curved underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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Curved Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2

Appendix E (C&S)

Acoustics

Curved Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees
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Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 12/18
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 326: Analysis and evaluation of curved underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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- Noise prevention

S-Curved Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2
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2. Local airflow
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Low ventilation
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Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 327: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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S-Curved Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2

Appendix E (C&S)

Acoustics

S-Curved Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees
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Shadow zone

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 13/18
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 328: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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- Noise prevention

Stepped Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 329: Analysis and evaluation of stepped underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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Stepped Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2

Appendix E (C&S)

Acoustics

Stepped Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Trees
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Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 12,5/18
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 330: Analysis and evaluation of stepped underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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- Noise prevention

S-Curved Stepped Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2
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Low ventilation
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 331: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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S-Curved Stepped Underpass - Type 1b - Loop 2

Appendix E (C&S)

Acoustics

S-Curved Stepped Underpass, Shrub Removal and High Pruning of Tree
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Direct sound
Reflected sound

Direct sound
Reflected sound

Combined Evaluation: 13,5/18
- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow
Figure 332: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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- Noise prevention

Noise Barrier Removal - Type 1b - Evaluation 4

S-Curved Underpass - Type 1b - Evaluation 4

E

Appendix E (Costs and Maintenance)
Improved Insulation and Removal of Noise Barrier, Shrubs and Trees

Combined Evaluation: 5/12

(Consult by Yntema)

S- Curved Underpass, Removal of Shrubs and High Pruning of Trees

Combined Evaluation: 5/12

(Consult by Yntema)

- Low implementation costs

- Low implementation costs

- Low maintenance

- Low maintenance

Figure 333: Analysis and evaluation of improved insulation and barrier removal at test-bed

Figure: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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S-Curved Stepped Underpass - Type 1b - Evaluation

Appendix E (Costs and Maintenance)
S-Curved Stepped Underpass and Removal of Shrubs and Trees

Combined Evaluation: 3/12

(Consult by Yntema)

- Low implementation costs
- Low maintenance
Figure 334: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 1b.
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Increased Tree Spacing - Type 2a - Loop 1

Appendix F (Climate)
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2. Local airflow
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Enabling Urban Ventilation: 7,5/12
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Low ventilation
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Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 335: Analysis and evaluation of increased tree spacing at test-bed type 2a.
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High-crowned trees - Type 2a - Loop 1

Appendix F (Climate)
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Enabling Urban Ventilation: 6,5/12
Cold air
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Figure 336: Analysis and evaluation of high-crowned trees at test-bed type 2a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Double Tree Lane - Type 2a - Loop 1
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2. Local airflow
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Enabling Urban Ventilation: 7/12
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Wake zone

- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 337: Analysis and evaluation of double tree lane at test-bed type 2a.
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Tree Removal - Type 2a - Evaluation 4

Pruned Trees (Perpendicular) - Type 2a - Evaluation 4

Appendix F (Costs and Maintenance)
Removal of Trees and Shrubs

Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs Perpendicular to Easterly Wind

Combined Evaluation: 10/12

Combined Evaluation: 8/12

- Low implementation costs

- Low implementation costs

- Low maintenance

- Low maintenance

Figure 338: Analysis and evaluation of dense vegetation removal at test-bed type 2a.

Figure 339: Analysis and evaluation of vertically-crowned trees (perpendicular) at test-bed
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Pruned Trees (Oblique) - Type 2a - Evaluation 4

F
Vertically-Crowned Trees and Shrubs Oblique to Easterly Wind

Combined Evaluation: 8/12
- Low implementation costs
- Low maintenance
Figure 340: Analysis and evaluation of vertically-crowned trees (oblique) at test-bed 2a.
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Barrier Removal - Type 3b - Loop 1

Appendix G (Climate)
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Figure 341: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier removal at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Underpass above Slope - Type 3b - Loop 1
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Combined Evaluation: 11,5/15
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
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Wake zone
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 342: Analysis and evaluation of underpass above slope at test-bed type 3b.
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Underpass on Slope - Type 3b - Loop 1
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Figure 343: Analysis and evaluation of underpass on slope at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Local Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 1
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Combined Evaluation: 5,5/15
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 344: Analysis and evaluation of local underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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Mini Walls - Type 3b - Loop 1
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Combined Evaluation: 4,5/15
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Figure 345: Analysis and evaluation of mini walls at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

Barrier zone
Wake zone
Wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Sluice - Type 3b - Loop 1
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 346: Analysis and evaluation of sluice at test-bed type 3b.
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Current Situation - Type 3b - Evaluation 2

Appendix G (Sound)

Current Situation
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Noise Prevention: 6/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 347: Analysis and evaluation of current situation at test-bed type 3b.
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Barrier Removal - Type 3b - Evaluation 2
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Noise Prevention: 0/6
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Figure 348: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier at test-bed type 3b.
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Barrier Removal and Improved Insulation - Type 3b - Evaluation 2

Appendix G (Sound)
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Noise Prevention: 3,5/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 349: Analysis and evaluation of noise barrier removal and insulation at test-bed type
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Underpass above Slope - Type 3b - Evaluation 2
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Noise Prevention: 0/6
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Figure 350: Analysis and evaluation of underpass above slope at test-bed type 3b.
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Underpass on Slope - Type 3b - Evaluation 2

Appendix G (Sound)
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Noise prevention: 2,5/6
- Noise prevention

Figure 351: Analysis and evaluation of underpass on slope at test-bed type 3b.
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P. Inclined Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2

Appendix G (C&S)
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 352: Analysis and evaluation of partially inclined underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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P. Inclined Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2

Appendix G (C&S)

Acoustics

Partially Inclined Underpass and High Pruning of Trees
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Combined Evaluation: 13,5/21

Figure 353: Analysis and evaluation of partially inclined underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

F. Inclined Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Low ventilation
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 354: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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F. Inclined Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2

Appendix G (C&S)
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Combined Evaluation: 13/21

Figure 355: Analysis and evaluation of fully inclined underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

Curved Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 356: Analysis and evaluation of curved underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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Curved Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2
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Figure 357: Analysis and evaluation of curved underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

S-Curved Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 358: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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S-Curved Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2

Appendix G (C&S)

Acoustics

S-Curved Underpass and High Pruning of Trees
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Figure 359: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

Stepped Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2
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Figure 360: Analysis and evaluation of stepped underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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Stairs Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2

Appendix G (C&S)

Acoustics

Stepped Underpass and High Pruning of Trees
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Figure 361: Analysis and evaluation of stepped underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

S-Curved Stepped Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2
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Figure 362: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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S-Curved Stepped Underpass - Type 3b - Loop 2

Appendix G (C&S)

Acoustics

S-Curved Stepped Underpass and High Pruning of Trees
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Figure 363: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

- Enabling cold local airflow

- Noise prevention

Improved Insulation - Type 3b - Evaluation 4

S-Curved Underpass - Type 3b - Evaluation 4

G

Appendix G (Costs and Maintenance)
Improved Insulation, Noise Barrier Removal and High Pruning of Trees

Combined Evaluation: 5/12

(Evaluated by Yntema)

S-Curved Underpass and High Pruning of Trees

Combined Evaluation: 6/12

(Evaluated by Yntema)

- Low implementation costs

- Low implementation costs

- Low maintenance

- Low maintenance

Figure 364: Analysis and evaluation of improved insulation and barrier removal at test-bed

Figure 365: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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S-Curved Stepped Underpass - Type 3b - Evaluation

Appendix G (Costs and Maintenance)
S-Curved Stepped Underpass and High Pruned Trees

Combined Evaluation: 4/12
- Low implementation costs
- Low maintenance
Figure 366: Analysis and evaluation of S-curved stepped underpass at test-bed type 3b.
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Tree Removal - Type 4a - Loop 1

Appendix H (Climate)
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Figure 367: Analysis and evaluation of tree removal at test-bed type 4a.
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Wedge-Shaped Tree Lane - Type 4a - Loop 1

Appendix H (Climate)
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Figure 368: Analysis and evaluation of wedge-shaped tree lane at test-bed type 4a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Wind Shelter Islands - Type 4a - Loop 1
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Figure 369: Analysis and evaluation of wind shelter islands at test-bed type 4a.
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Ascending Forest - Type 4a - Loop 1

Appendix H (Climate)
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Figure 370: Analysis and evaluation of ascending forest at test-bed type 4a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Umbrella Trees - Type 4a - Loop 1
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- Enabling cold local airflow

Figure 371: Analysis and evaluation of umbrella trees at test-bed type 4a.
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Moveable Shelterbelt - Type 4a - Loop 1

Appendix H (Climate)
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Figure 372: Analysis and evaluation of moveable shelterbelt at test-bed type 4a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Wedge-shaped Forest - Type 4a - Evaluation 4

High-crowned Tree Lanes - Type 4a - Evaluation 4

H

Appendix H (Costs and Maintenance)
Wedge-Shaped Forest Patches with High-Crowned Trees

Double High-Crowned Tree Lanes Parallel with Easterly Wind

Combined Evaluation: 7/12

Combined Evaluation: 9/12

- Low implementation costs

- Low implementation costs

- Low maintenance

- Low maintenance

Figure 373: Analysis and evaluation of wedge-shaped forest at test-bed type 4a.

Figure 374: Analysis and evaluation of double high-crowned tree lanes at test-bed type 4a.
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Tall Shelterbelt - Type 4a - Evaluation 4

Appendix H (Costs and Maintenance)
Tall Shelterbelt Parallel to the Railway Yard

Combined Evaluation: 10/12
- Low implementation costs
- Low maintenance
Figure 375: Analysis and evaluation of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 4a.
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Umbrella Trees - Type 5a - Loop 1

Appendix I (Climate)
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Figure 376: Analysis and evaluation of umbrella trees at test-bed type 5a.
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Moveable Shelterbelt - Type 5a - Loop 1

Appendix I (Climate)
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Figure 377: Analysis and evaluation of moveable shelterbelt at test-bed type 5a.
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- Enabling Easterly wind ventilation
- Enabling cold local airflow

- Prevention of SW wind nuisance

Tall Shelterbelt - Type 5a - Evaluation 4

I

Appendix I (Costs and Maintenance)
Tall Shelterbelt parallel to the Railway Yard

Combined Evaluation: 10/12
- Low implementation costs
- Low maintenance
Figure 378: Analysis and evaluation of tall shelterbelt at test-bed type 5a.
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Appendix J:

Photo Analysis of Watergraafsmeer
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Figure 379: Photo analysis and schematic overview of Watergraafsmeer.
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